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SDD: SSI17 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Drift System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Access Control and Package Transfer Control Level 5: NlA
System

QA-1 CA- A-3 QA-4 CA-5 QA-G OA-7 Non-O
a o o 0 0 W 0

QA-1 - Important lo Radiological Safety:

1.1 the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrleved without exceeding the federal lints?

6Z Yes? Rationale:
The waste emplacement system transports the loaded and sealed waste packages from the vutface fbclties to the
emplacement areas. The access control and package transfer control system Is part of the equipment that provides for the
safe emplacement of the waste packages In the emplacement areas.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event wtich would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

5 Yes? Rationale:
The acess control and package transfer control system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement or
the waste packages In the erpiacement areas. This equipment prevents credible DBEs such as damaging or dropping a
waste package or a rail accident.

1.3 Wll the direct failure of the SSC result hi a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioacive release above the federal limits?

EZ Yes? Rationale:

The a control and package transfer control system is part of the equipment that provides for the sate emplacement of
the waste packages i the emplacement areas. Failure of this equipment could result i credibe DBEs such as damaging
or dropping a waste package or a ri accident.

QA-2 - nportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perfbrm a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered bariers?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The access control and package transfer control system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of
the waste packages hI the emplacement areas. This equipment Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC silnificardly affect the hydrological geochemical, or geornechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them f1rom performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The waste emplacement system transports the loaded and sealed waste packages from the surface faciries to the
emplacement areas. The access control and package transfer control system Is part of the equipment that provides for the
safe emplacement of the waste packages hI the emplacement areas. Failure of this equipment will not Impact the natural
or engineered banters.
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SDD: SS17 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: EmplacementDriftSystem Level 4: NlA

Level 3: Access Control and Package Transfer Control Level 5: N/A
System

QA-3 - mportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 s the function of te SSC designed for collection. contahimert, andlor monitoring of se-generated radloactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The access control and package transfer control system Is parl of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of
the waste packages in the emplacement areas. This equipment Is not Involved with lle-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Iportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

2 Yes? Rationale:

The access control and package transfer control system [s part of the equpment that provides for the safe emplacement
of the waste packages In the emplacement areas. This equipment does not protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects
of fire.

GA-S - Oportant to Potential Interaction:

C.1 Ass result of a Design Basis Event, could filure of the SSC impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs frm performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

O Yes? Rationale:

The access control and package transfer control system is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement
of the waste packages In the emplacement areas. Failue of these control systems would not impair a QA-1 or QA-2 SSC
from performing Is radiological safety or waste Isolation function not already covered In Question 1.3.

CA-4 - Iportant to Physical Protection of Facilty and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function povide detedlon or alarn of unauthorzed Intrusion or uruthofted acploslve materials in the restricted rea?

U Yes? Ratonale:

The waste emplacement system- access control and package transfer control system is not associated with the detection
or alarnng for unauthorized Intrusion or the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountablity?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The waste emplacement system -access control and package transfer control system is not associated with special
ruclear material accountabi.y
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SDD: SS17 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Dift System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Access Control and Package Transfer Control Level 5: N/A
System

QA- - mportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel rdiation shielding, reduce dose rates h radioactive areas, or requhe personnel access Into radiation
ureas by Its own radioactive source term?

1] Yes? Rationale:

The access control and package transfer control system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of
the waste packages In the emplacement areas. This system may need to provide radiation shielding or reduction or dose
rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

1 Yes? Rationale:
The access control and package transfer control system is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of
the waste packages In the emplacement reas. This system Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

Ths question Is orhistorcaland trceabItypurposes on. A yes'nswerfo ths question does notprovide inchsion to the 0-List

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct nclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radogical safety (QA.1) or waste Isoaton (QA-2)?

5Z Yes? Rationale:
The waste emplacement system -access control and package transfer control system Is contained on the 0Lst by direct
Iluslon for the Underground Services and tity Systems, SSA 35.12 Waste Ernpiacement System, as QA-1.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS17 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Drift System

Level 3: Doors/Docking System

Level 4: N/A

Level 5: N/A

QA4 CA-I QA-6 CA-7 Non-C
0 0 0 s 0

tlA-l CA-2 QA-3
0 0~

QA-1 - important to Radiological Safety:

11 l hthe SSC required to provide reasonable assurance tht high-level waste can be recived, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

7 Yes? Rathnale:
The waste emplacement system transports the loaded and sealed waste packages from the surface facilities to the
emplacement areas. The doors and docidng system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the
waste packages hI the emplacement areas.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent. mtgate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal imits?

Q Yes? Rationale:
The doors and docking system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages hI the
emplacement areas. This system maybe required to fundon, as designed, to prevent credible DBEs such as damaging or
dropping a waste package.

1.3 W ithe drect falure ofthe SSC resut In a credible Design Basis Eventwhich wouid lad toa rdioacUve release above the federa bmits?

i Yes? Rationale:

The doors and docking system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages In the
emplacement areas. Failure of this system may result hI a credible DBEs such as damaging or dropping a waste package

QA-2 - mportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

E Yes? Rationale:

The doors and docking system hI prt of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages In the
emplacement areas. The doom and docking system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers

2.2 Can direct failure ofthe SSC sIgnlfnUy affectthe hydrobgal, geochemical, orgeomecharical characteristics othe natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

The doors and docking system is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages hi
the emplarcement areas. Failure of the doors and docking system would not Inpact the natural or engineered barriers
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SDD: SSI 7 -Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Drift System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Doors/Docking System Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the fhction of the SSC designed for collectin, containment, anldor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

1 Yes? Rationale:

The doors and docking system Is part of the equipment Nt provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages In
the emplacement areas. The doors and docking system Is not Involved with sle-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does te SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects o fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

The doors and docking system Is part of the equlpment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages In
the emplacement areas. The doos and docking system does not protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs rom the effects of fire.

QA-S - Important to Potential Interaction:

S.1 As a resuit o aDesign Basis Event, ould hikre ot the SSC impair the capability of A-I or QA-2 SSCs from perforrting their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

a3 Yes? Rationale:

The doors and docking system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages hi
the emplacement areas. Fadlure of this system would not Impair a QA-1 or QA-2 SSC from performing Its radiological
safety or waste Isolation function not already covered hI Question 13.

QA4 Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs fuon provide detecton or alarm of unauthorized intruson or unauthorized eqplosive materials in the restricted area?
[ Yes? Rationale:

The waste emplacement system - doos and docking system is not associated with the detection or alarming for
unauthorized Intrusion or the presence of expIoslve materials.

6.2 Is Ihe SSCs function equired for special nuclear material accountability?

2 Yes? Rationale:

The waste emplacement system -doors and docking system Is not associated with special nuclear material
accountabilty.
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SDD: SS17 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Drift System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: DoorstDocking System Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or reqube personnel access Into radiation
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

5 Yes? Rationale:

The doors and dockng system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages hi
the emplacement areas. This system does not have Is own soure term and does not provide radiation shielding or
reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radiation monitor vwhich montors areas for personnel radiation prolection?

L Yes? Rationale:
The doors and docking system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages In
the emplacement areas. This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesfion is forhWorcudenr daceabltypwposes ony. A yes answer to tis quesion does notprfde indusion to fte Q-List

U.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses. a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is nportant to radiological safety (A-1) or waste Isolbtion (A-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The waste emplacement system -doors and docking system Is contained on the 0-List by direct inclusion for the
Underground Services and Utility Systerns SSA 3.5.12 Waste Emplacement System, as CA-1.
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SDD: SSI7 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Maintenance System Level 4: NA

Level 3: Drift Inspection/Maintenance System Level 6: N/A

CA-1 CA-2 QA-S OA-4 QA- CA4 QA-7 Non-4
i2; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - hiportant to Radiological Safety.

1.1 Ic the SSC reqiired to prcAlde reasonable assurance that hthlevel waste can be received, handed, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wihout exceeding the federal ints?

Yes? Rationale:
The waste emplacement systern transports the loaded and sealed waste packages from the surface facilties to the
emplacement areas. The emplacement drift Inspection and maintenance system monitors the emplacement drifts for any
conditions that would preclude storig waste packages h the drifts and performs maintenance on the drifts to aliow for
continued storage. This system Is part of the equipment that provides for the sae emplacement and retrieval of the waste
packages.

t2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, miate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In radioactive
release above the federal limits?

6a Yes? Rationale:
The emplacement drift inspection and maintenance system monitors the drifts for any conditions that would preclude storing
waste packages In the drifts end performs malntenance on the difts to allow for storage. This system Is part of the
equipment ensures waste packages are stored hI drifs which meet their performance criteria thereby lowering the likelihood
of DBEs such as a damaged waste package.

1.3 MIi the direct failure of the SSC result i a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radloactve release above the federal rinks?

- C Yes? Rationale:

The emplacement drift inspection and maintenance system monitors the drifts for any conditions that would preclude storing
waste packages In the drifts and performs malintenance on the drifts to allow for storage. Failure of an Inspection and
maintenance system wi not directly result in a DBE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

E Yes? Rationale:

The emplacement drift Inspection and maintenance system monitoR the drifts for any conditions that would preclude storing
waste packages In the drilts and performs maintenance on the drifts to allow for storage. The Inspection and maIntenance
system Is not part of the natual or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemikal, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

The emplacement drift inspection and maintenance system monitors the drifts for any conditions that would preclude
storing waste packages hI the kifts and performs maintenance on the drifts to slow for storage. Falure of an Inspection
and maintenance system wi3 not signIficantly Impact natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS17 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Maintenance System Level4. N/A

Level 3: Drift InsoecionlMaintenance System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colection. containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The emplacement drilt Inspection and maintenance system monitors the drifts for any conditions that would preclude
storing waste packages In the drifts and performs maintenance on the drifts to allow for storage. The Inspection and
maintenance system is not Involved with ske-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

The emplacement drift Inspection and maintenance system mnitors the drifts for any conditions that would preclude
storing waste packages In the drifts and performs maintenance on the drifts to allow for storage. The Inspection and
maintenance system Is not Irolved with protection from the effects of fire.

QA - Irnportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As. result of aDesign Easis Event cu f e of the SSC Impair the capabiliy of A-l or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

U Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the emplacement drift inspection and maintenance system monitors will not impair a QA-1 or QA-2 SSC from
performing its radiological safety or waste Isolation function.

0A-. - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs funcUon provide detection or alarm of unauhorized intrusion or unauted explosive materials In the restricted area?

E] Yes? Rationale:
The waste emplacement system. emplacement drift inspection and maintenance system Is not associated with the
detection or alarming or unauthorzed Intrusion or the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

l Yes? Rationale:

The waste emplacement system -emplacement drift Inspection and maintenance system Is not associated with special
nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS17 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Maintenance System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Drift Inspection/Maintenance System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or reqire personnel access Into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

L Yes? Ratinale:

The enplacement drift Inspection and maintenance system monitors the drifts for any conditions that would preclude
storing waste packages hI the drifts and performs maintenance on the drifts to slow for storage. The Inspection and
maintenance system Is not involved with radiation shielding, reduction in dose rates or have is own source term.

7.2 Is the SSC permanently Instaled radation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

1 Yes? Rationale:

Th emplacement drift Inspection and maintenance system monitors the drft for any conditions that wouli preclude
storing waste packages In the drifts and performs maintenance on the drifts to allow for storage. The Inspection and
maintenance system Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This qu sffon i orhfstodca and traceabEypuposs ony. A ys'answerto tJi* q6sion does notprce hcuslon to the Q-n s

3.0 Are there other factors, such as prevous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct hiclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (A-2)?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

The waste emplacement system -emplacement drift nspection and maintenance system Is contained on the Q-List by
direct Inclusion for he Underground Services and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.12 Waste Emplacement System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS17 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Maintenance System

Level 3: Emergency/Recovery Equipment System

Level 4: N/A

Level 5: NA

QA-1 QA-2 QA-3 QA-4 QA-6 QA4 QA-7 Non-Q
5Z O0 1i3 0 0 I] 0 a 0

QA-1 Important lo Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to prvide reasonable assurance that hih-evel waste can be reedved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

v Yes? Rationale:
The waste emplacement system transports the loaded and sealed waste packages from the surface facilities to the
emplacement areas. The emergency and recovery equipment system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe
emplacement of the waste packages in the emplacement areas.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Desgn Basis Event which wruid otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

57 Yes? Rationale:
The emergency and recovery equipment system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the
waste packages In the emplacement areas. This system may be required to mitigate a credible DBE (such as damaging or
dropping a waste package rail accident or transporter accident).

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactIve release above the federal imits?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The emergency and recovery equipment system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the
waste packages in the emplacement areas. Failure of this system wilt not directly lead to e DBE which exceeds the limits

QA-2 Important to Waste solation:

2.1 Does the SSC perorm a waste Isolaton function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

o Yes? Rationale:

The emergency and recovery equipment system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the
waste packages In the emplacement areas. This equipment Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct filure d the SSC stnificantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale:

The emergency and recovery equipment system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the
waste packages In the emplacement areas. Falure of this equipment will not Impact the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS17 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: EmplacementMaintenanceSystem Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Emergency/Recovery Equipment System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment. and/or monitoring of ste-generated radioactive waste?

i] Yes? Rationale:

The emergency and recovery equipment system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the
waste packages In the emplacement areas. This equipment may be Involved with sile-generated radloactive waste
resulting from failure of a waste package due to a DBE.

QA-4 . Iportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The emergency and recovery equipment system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the
waste packages In the emplacement areas. This equipment does not protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA-i - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could ilure of the SSC hpalr the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

L Yes? Rationale:

The emergency and recovery equipment system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the
waste packages In the emplacement areas. Failure of this equIpment would not Impair the capablity of QA-1 or CA-2
SSCs from performing teir radiological safety orwaste Isolation function.

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthoired intrusion or unauhorized explosive materials hI the restricted area?

[i Yes? Rationale:
The waste emplacement system - emergency and recovery equipment system Is not associated with the detection or
alarming for unauthorbed Intrusin or the presence of expsive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabilty?

C Yes? Rationale:

The waste emplacement system - emergency and recovery equipment system Is not associated with special nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SS17 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Maintenance System Level 4: NA

Level 3: Emergency/Recovery Equipment System Level 5: WA

QA-T - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shieklft, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by Its own radioacive source term?

2 Yes? Rationale:

The emergency and recovery aquipment system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the
waste packages In the emplacement aeas This system may provide radiation shIelding or reduction of dose rates In area
of the emergency.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The emergency and recovery eqipment system s part ot the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the
waste packages In the emplacement areas. This system Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous qA Classification:

Ths quesfion is ibrhsoiic andraceabltypuposes on. A 'yes' answer to 0ths quesion does notprovfed Ikh sn lo 0u Q-Ust

5.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of connsus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to raddogical satety (QA-1) "waste Isolation (QA-2)?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

The waste emplacement system - emergency and recovery equipment system Is contained an the Q-List by direct Inclusion
for the Underground Services and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.12 Waste Emplacement System, as QA-t.
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SDD: SS17 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Maintenance System

Level 3: Repair Equipment System

Level 4: NIA

Level 5: NlA

OA-1 GA-Z A-2 A-4
U1 El 0 El

CIA-6 GA-4 CA-7 Non-C
0 0 9: 01

-

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced. and
retrieved without exceeding the federal imits?

El Yes? Rationale:
The waste emplacement system transports the loaded and sealed waste packages from ihe surface facilities to the
emplacement areas. The repair equiprent system ensures that the waste emplacement system equipment is operable and
available for service to transport the waste to storage but Is not required to function.

1.2 Is the SSC reqtired to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Desgn Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal limls?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The repair equipment system ensures that the waste emplacement system equipment is operable and available for service
to transport the waste to storage but does not prevent, nitigateor monior a Credible DOE.

13 WIll the direct failure of the SSC resuit Ina credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radoactive release above the federal imits?

2 Yes? Rationale:

The repair equipment system ensures that the waste emplacement system equipment is operable and avalable for service
to transport the waste to storage. Failure of the repair equipment system will not lead to a credible DBEs Invoiving the waste
emplacement system. This system only repairs the equipment.

QA-2 - mportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part or the natural or engineered barriers?

E] Yes? Rationale:

The repair equipment system ensures that the waste emplacement system equipment is operable and *vailable for service
to transport the waste to storage. The repair equipment system is not part of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochernical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barlers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

L Yes? Rationale:

The repair equipment system ensures that the waste emplacement system equipment is operable and available for servie
to transport the waste to storage. Failure of the repair equlpment system wi notmact the natural or enieered barriers.
This system only repalre the equipment.
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SDD: SS17 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Maintenance System

Level 3: Repair Equipment System

Level 4: NIA

Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

El Yes? Rationale:
The repair equipment system ensures that the waste emplacement system equipment is operable and available for service
to transport the waste to storage. The repair equipment systern Is not Involved with sle-generated radloactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

The repair equipment system ensures that the waste emplacement system equipment Is operable and available for service
to transport the waste to storage. The repair equipment system Is not Involved with protection from Ie effects of fire.

QA-5 - Irnportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of. Design Basis Event couki ailure of the SSC Impair the capablty of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

5 Yes? Ratonale:

The repair equipment system ensures that the waste emplacement system equipment is operable and available for service
to transport the waste to storage. Failure of the repair equipment system corid impair a QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from
performing thir radological safety or waste Isolation function.

QAS - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intusion or unauthorized explosive materials the restricted area?

L Yes? Rationaie:

The waste emplacement system - repair equipment system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for
unauthortzed Intrusion or the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabifity?

C Yes? Rationale:

The waste emplacement system- repair equipment system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountability.
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Id-List QuestionS Attachment IV

SDD: SS17 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Maintenance System Level 4: NA

Level 3: Repair Equipment System Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does te SSC provide personne raiabrn sieln, reduce dose rates I radioactive areas, or requke permonnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

Yes? Rationale:

The repair equlpment system ensures that the waste emplacement system equipment is operable and available for service
to transport the waste to storage. The repair equipment system may be required to provide radiation shielding for reduction
hi dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently hIstaled radiatlon monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

U Yes? Rationale:

The repair equipment system ensures that the waste emplacement system equipment Is operable and aaikable for service
to transport the waste to storage. The repair equipment system Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This ques6on is for histodcal and traceab~dypuiposes on A yes answer to thts quesffon does not pro ide Inclusion to the l-List

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous nawlyses, a body of consensus, or by direct incluson, that led to the previous conclusion thal
this SSC is iportant to radological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

2 Yes? Rationale:

The waste emplacement system -repair equipment system is contained on the Q-List by direct inclusion for the
Underground Services and Utilty Systems. SSA 3.5.12 Waste Emplacement System, as OA-I.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SSI7 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Rail System

Level 3: Rail Control System

Level 4: A

Level 5: NA

CA-1 GA-Z aA-3
z El 0

CA4 CA-5 GA4 CA-7 Non-C
l EJO 0 0:1

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled. packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal imits?

i Yes? Rationale:
The waste emplacement system transports the loaded and sealed waste packages from the surface facilities to the
emplacement areas. The rail control system s part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste
packages In the emplacement areas.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

3 Yes? Rationale:

The rail control system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages In the
emplacement areas. The system prevents crecible DBEs such as damaging or dropping a waste package or a rail accident.

1.3 Wi the direct failure of the SSC resut Ina credible Design Basis Event which vwold lead toe radioactive release above the federal Emis?

i Yes? Rationale:

The rail control system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages in the
emplacement areas. Flure of the system could lead to a credible DBEs such as damaging or dropping a waste package
or a rail accident.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a wast, isolation Function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The rail control system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages In the
emplacement areas. The raIl control system is not part of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC slgrnfIcantiy affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

[3 Yes? Rationalwe

The rail control system Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages in the
emplacernent areas. Failure of the system would not impact the natural or engineered barriers.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS17 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Rail System

Level 3: Rail Control System

Level 4: N/A

Level 5: NA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, contairnent and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

ElYes? Rationale:

The rail control system is part of the eqipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages in the
emplacement areas. The system Is not Involved In the site-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect A-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the efects of fire?

U Yes? Rationale:

The rail control system is part of the equlpment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages In the
emplacement areas. The system does not protect QA-i or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA-S - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a resuit of a Design Basis Event, could faile of the SSC knpair the capabilty of QA-I or A-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

U Yes? Rationale:

The rall control system Is part of the equIpment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages in the
emplacement areas. Faillure of the system would not Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radloogical safety or waste Isolation function already covered in Question 1.3.

QA-6 - Important to PhysIcal Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection cr arm of unaLthorized Intrusion or unauthortzed exposive materials I the restricted area?

E Yes? Rationale.

The waste emplacement system - rail control system Is not associated with he detection or alarming for unauthorized
intrusion or the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nudear material accountability?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The waste emplacement system - ral control system Is not assciated with special nuclear material accountability.
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.:;Q-uat. Q;.i.:Nisa Attachment IV

SDD: SS1I - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Rail System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Rail Control System Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

3 Yes? Rationale:

The rail control system ls part of the equlprnent that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages In the
emplacement areas. This system does not have ts own source term and does not provide radiation shielding or reduction
of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permaneny instaled radlation monitor wNch monitors areas for personnel radiaton protection?

E Yes? Rationale:

The ral control system Is part of the quipment that provides for tihe safe emplacement of the waste packages In te
emplacement areas. This system Is not a radiation monlor.

Previous QA Classification:

Thsquesionisfor hlkocal and aceab~itypuposeson. A 'yes'answertothisquesiondoesnotpmoideInckusfontoteQ-LIst

3.0 Are there other factors, such s previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radiological safety (CA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

5 Yes? Rationale:

The waste emplacement system rail control system Is contained on the Q-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground
Services and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.12 Waste Emplacement System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS17 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Rail System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Rail, Switches & Hardware Level 5: NIA

CA-1 GA-2 GA-S CIA4 CA-6 CA4 CIA-7 Non-C
0 [ [J 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 ls fte SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that hghevel waste cean be recelved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Ermits?

;Z Yes? Rationale:
The waste emplacement system transports the laded and sealed waste packages from The surface facilities to the
emplacement areas. The rail, swiches and hardware are part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of
the waste packages In the emplacement areas.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent. mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

Q Yes? Rationale:
The rail, switches and hardware are part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages in
the emplacement areas. This equipment prevent& credible DBEs such as damaging or dropping a waste package or a rail
accident.

13 Wi the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

7 Yes? Rationale:

The rall, switches and hardware are part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages in
the emplacement areas. Failure of this equipment could result in credible DBEs such as damaging or dropping waste
package or a ral accident.

QA-2 Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isoaton function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

E] Yes? Rationale:

The rail, switches and hardware are part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages In
the emplacement areas. This equipment Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sIgniicantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

l Yes? Rationale:

The rail, switches and hardware are part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages n
the emplacement areas. Failure of this equipment will not mpact the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS17 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Rail System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Rail, Switches & Hardware Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - knportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

31 Is the function of the SSC designed for cotection, containment, andlor monitoring or ste-generated radioactive waste?

E Yes? Rationale:

The rail, switches and hardware are part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages In
the emplacement areas This equipment Is not hvolved with site-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-1 or GA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

The rail. switches and hardware are part of the equipment that provIdes for the safe emplacement of the waste packages
In the emplacement areas. This equipment does not protect CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of rre.

CA-U - Irnportant to Potential InteractIon:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC Inpair the capabaTty of QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing theIr
radidogical safety or waste Isolation function?

O Yes? Rationale:
The rail, switches and hardware are part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages
In the emplacement areas. Failure or this equipment wouid not Impair the capabilty of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation function beyond Impacts already covered In Question 1.3.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function prvide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorIzed exposiven materials i the restrited area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The ral, switches and hardware of the waste emplacerent system Is not associated with the detaction or alarming for
unauthorkred Intrusion or the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requbed for special nuclear material accountability?

] Yes? Rationale

The rail, switches and hardware of the waste emplacement system Is not associated with special nuclear material
accountablty.
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SDD: SSI7 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Rail System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Rail, Switches & Hardware Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates i radioactive areas, or requhe personnel access ito radiation
areas by its cwn radioactive source term?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The ral, switches and hardware are part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages In
the emplacement areas. This system does not have Its own source term and does not provide radiation shieking or
reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radiaton moitor which monitor areas for peronnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The rail, switches and hardware ar part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages in
the emplacement areas. This equipment is not a radiation monkor.

Previous QA Classiicailon:

This ques6on is tor histodcal and trmceably pposs on. A yes' answer to this quesdon does notprovtde Inclusion to the QList

.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (CA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

E Yes? Rationale:

The rail, switches and hardware of the waste emplacement system Is contained on the Q -Ust by direct inclusion for the
Underground Services and Utility Systems. SSA 3.5.12 Waste Emplacement System, as QA-1.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS17 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Rail System

Level 3: Rolling Stock

Level 4: NIA

Level 5: NA

A4 QA-5 CA-6 CA-?
El El 03-.. 

CA-1 CA-Z CA-3
0 El El

Non-Q
0

QA-1 - Inportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is lhe SSC requked to pride reasonable assurance that high-el waste can be received, handied, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

S Yes? Rationale:
The waste emplacement system transports the loaded and sealed waste packages from the surface faclities to the
emplacement areas. The rolling stock Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste
packages In the emplacement areas.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

5! Yes? Rationale:
The roling stock Is pat of the equipment hat provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages In the emplacement
areas. This equipment prevents credible DBEs such as damaging or dropping a waste package or a rail accident.

1.3 W the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal imits?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The roln stock Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe enplacemrent of the waste packages In the emplacement
areas. Failure of this equipment could result In credible DBEs such as damagIng or dropping a waste package or a ran
accident.

QA- - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste lsolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The rolling stock Is part of the equipment that provIdes for the safe emplacement of te waste packages hI the emplacement
areas. This equipment is not part of the natural or engineered barrlers.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sbnificuly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomehanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barrers which may prevent them from performing thelr waste Isolation function?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The rolling stock Is part othe equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages In the
emplacement areas. Failure of tIs eqipmer wD not impact the natural or engineered barrers.
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SDD: SS17 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Rail System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Rolling Stock Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, contairment. antor monitoring of mite-generated radactive waste?

E Yes? Rationale:

The rolling stock is part of the equIpment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages In the
emplacement areas. This equipment Is not involved with site-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4-1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from te effects of fire?

F Yes? Rationale:
The rolling stock Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages In the
emplacement areas. This equpment does not protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA4 - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiologIcal safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

The rolln stock Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages In the
emplacement areas. Failure of this equipment would not impair the capability of QA.1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing
ther radiological safety or wae Isolation function beyond whaS is already covered in Question 13.

QA-6 Important to Physical Protection of Facilty and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provdedetection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauotzed explosive mnaleria in Ue restricted area?

El Yes? Rationale:

The rolling stock of the waste emplacement system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthorized
Intrusion or the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 s the SSCs function requIred for special nuclear material accountability?

I] Yes? Rationdle:

The rolling stock of the waste emplacement system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS17 - Waste Emplacement System

SSC: Emplacement Rail System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Rolling Stock Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requie personnel access into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive sorce term?

i] Yes? Rationale:

The rollng stock Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages In the
emplacement areas. The waste emplacement system transporter as part of the rolling stock proides shielding such that
other operations may be conducted nearby.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monlor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The rolling stock Is part of the equipment that provides for the safe emplacement of the waste packages in the
emplacement areas. The roling stock Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous qA Classification:

This question is brhisodical andtr ceabIfy puposes onty. A 'yes' answer to this questfon does notprodfda ndusfon to the Q-ist

1.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

5E Yes? Rationale:

The rolling stock of the waste ernplacement system Is contained on the Q-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground
Serices and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.12 Waste Emplacement System, as OA-1
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SDD: SS19 - Subsurface Closure & Sealing System

SSC: Backill Emplacement System Level 4: NA

Level 3: Material Emplacement System Level : N/A

QA-1 QA-2 QA-3 CA-4 CA-5 QA-6 QA-7 Non-C
0 I 0 0 0 00 0O

CA-1 - Important to RadlologIcall Safety:

1.1 IS the SSC required to proide rewnableasurancehat hgh-bvd waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved witout exeeding le federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Matrial Emplacement System, as pan of the bacll ernplacment system, provies closure barriers for the
underground openings. Including surface and subsurface boreholes. This system does not include backfill used as a
performance enhancement barrier In the emplacement drifts. This system controls fluid flow into the engineered barrier and
Emits human intrusion. It does not provide for the handing. packaging. emplacement, storage, or retrieval of high-level-
waste.

1.2 Is the SSC rqired to function to prrAl, mitigate, or onitor a crefible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal Omits?

] Yes? Rationale:
The Material Emplacement System, as part of the backfill emplacement system. provides closure barriers for the
underground openings, Including surface and subsurface boreholes. There is no credible DBE associated with this system
in which it would be required to prevent mitigate, or monitor a radioactive release.

1.3 wil the direct failure df te SSC resuit na credible Dsign Basis Event vtich would lead to a radioactive rease be the federal mits?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacement System, as part of the bacidill emplacement system. provides closure barriers for the
underground openings. including surface erd subsurface borehdes. Direct lailure of this SSC would not result in a credible
DBE that would lead to a radioactive release above federal firrits.

QA-2 Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

S Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacement System, as part of the backfill empiacment system. provides closure barriers for the
underground openings. Including surface nd subsurface boreholes. This SSC includes the bacill material which
performs a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect he hydrological, geochemical, or geornechranical characteristics ol the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isdation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacernent System, as part of the bacil emplacment system, provides closure barriers for the
underground openings, Including surface and subsurface boreholes. Falure of this SSC could have potential to
significantly affect the hydrdogical, geochemical, or geromechanical characteristics of the engineered barrier.
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Attachment V

SDD: SS19 - Subsurface Closure & Sealing System

SSC: Backfill Emplacement System

Level 3: Material Emplacement System

Level 4: N/A

Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - mportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andfor monitoring of sitegenerated radioactive waste?

i Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacement System, as part of the backill emplacement system. provides closure harriers for the
underground openings, Including surface and subsurface boreholes. I s not designed or the collection, containment, or
monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste.

CkA-4 important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

2 Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacement System does not perform a fire protection function.

QA-6 - nportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As* result of a Design Basis Evert couW faiur of the SSC impair the capablty or QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs frorn perorning their
radilogical safety or waste Isolation function?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacement System, as part of the backfiUl emplacement system, provides closure barriers for the
underground openings, Including surface and subsurface boreholes. Failure of this system would not impair the capability
of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safetyhwaste Isolation functions.

QA-6 - important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials hi the restricted area?

E] Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacement System, as part of the backill emplacement system, provides closure barriers for the
underground openings, Including surface and subsurface boreloles. it does not provide the detection or alarm of
unauthorized Intrusion or explosives In the restricted area.

62 Is the SSCs function rquied for special nuclear material accountabirfty?

El Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacement System, as part of the backfill emplacement system, provides closure barriers for the
underground openings, Including surface and subsurface boreholes. does not function to provide for special nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SS19 - Subsurface Closure & Sealing System

SSC: Backfill Emplacement System Level 4: NA

Level 3: Material Emplacement System Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provde personnel radation shielding, reduce dose rates In radIoactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacement System, as part ot the backcfill emplacement system, provides closure barriers for the
underground openIngs, ncluding surface and subsurface boreholes. It does not contain a radioactive source term and is
not associated with radiation shIeldrig or the reduction of dose rates hI radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instalad radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

[2Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacement System Is not a diation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesion s forhistorikalndtracabElypwposes on. A yes'atswerto thi quwsfion doesnotpro dedusion to the -List

E.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radological safety (QA.1) or waste isolatlon (QA-2)?

; Yes? Rationale:

This SSC was prevIously analyed and determined to be QA-2 by Direct Inclusion, as WBS 1.2.43, Seals, SSA 3.6.13,
Exploratory Borehole Seals.
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SDD: SS19 - Subsurface Closure & Sealing System

SSC: Backfill Emplacement System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Material Segregation, Storage and Blending System Level 5: N/A

QA-1 QA-2 QA-3 QA-4 QA-5 CA-6 QA-7 Non-C
] ]050 0 0 0 

GA-1 - Important to Radlogical Safty:

1.1 Is the SSC requnred to provide reasonable assurance ta high-ll waste can be rksived, handled. packaged. stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without eceeding the federal imits?

Yeas? Rationale:
The Material Segregation. Storage and Blending System provides the materials necessary to perform backfill emplacement
operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. The Material Segregation, Storage and Elenring System is not
required to provide reasonable assurance dat high-lavel waste can be received, handlid, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exrceeding the federal llmits.

1.2 Is the SSC required tO funotion to prevent. mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event wch would otherwise esult ina radioactive
release above the edrda lirmits?

[]Ys? Rationale:
The Material Segregation. Storage and Blending System provides the materials necessary to perform backfill emplacement
operations of the subsurface dosure and sealing system. There is no credible DBE associated with this system in which it
would be required to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a radioactive release.

1.3 Will the direct failue d th SSC result in a credbe Design Basis Event whch would lend tDa rafrowciv rees above the ledra limrits'

Ys7 Rationale:
The Material Segregation, Storage and Blending System provides the materials necessary to perform back ill emplacement
operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. Direct failure of this SSC would not result hI a credible DBE that
would lead to a radioactive release above federal limits.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Material Segregation, Storage and Blending System prepares the materials necessary to perform backfill emplacement
operations of the subsurface closure and seawing system. This SSC does not perform a waste isolation function by forming
part of the natural or engineered barriers. The backfif materIal Is part of the material emplacement system

2.2 Can direct falure the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, gechemnical, or geomechaical charatenstcs of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing dieir waste Isolation function?

El Yes? Rationale:
The Material Segregation, Storage and BlMending System provides the naterials necessary to perform backill emplacement
operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. Failure of this SSC would not significantly affect the
hyIdrcogical. geochemical, or geornechanical characteristics of the engineered barrier.
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SDD: SS19 - Subsurface Closure Sealing System

SSC: Backfill Emplacement System Level 4: NA

Level 3: Material Segregation. Storage and Blending System Level: NIA

QA-3 - important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

Yes? Rationale:

The Material Segregation, Storage and Blending System provides the materials necessary to perform backfill emplacement
operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. Is not designed for the clection, containment, or monitoring
of site-generated radioactive waste.

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

_ Yes? Rationale:

The Material Segregation, Storage and Blending System does not perform a fire protection function.

QA4 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC Impair the capability of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

a Yes? Rationale:
The Material Segregation. Storage and Blending System provides the materials necessary to perform bacKiil
emplacement operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. Failure of this system world not Impair the
capability of CA-1 or CA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safetyiNaste isolation functions.

QA-C - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Material Segregation. Storage and Blending System provides the materials necessary to perform backfill
emplacement operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. It does not provide the detection or alarm of
unauthorized Intrusion or explostvs In the restricted area.

62 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Material Segregation, Storage and Blending System provides the materials necessary to perform backfill
emplacement operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. It does not function to provide for special
nuclear material accountabilty.
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SDD: SS19 - Subsurface Closure & Sealing System

SSC: Backfill Emplacement System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Material Segregation. Storage and Blending System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by ts own radioactive source term?

Yes? Rationale:
The Material Segregation, Storage and Blending System provides the materials necessary to perform backfill emplacement
operations of the subsurace dosue and sealing system. does not contain a radioactive source term and Is not
associated with radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radoactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radation monitor which monitors areas for pesonnel radiation protection?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The Material Segregation. Storage and Blending System Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesion s for hlotkol and racsabypurposes only. A 'yes'answer to Wis quesgon does notprode Jicsion to the Q-Ls(

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Important to radidogical safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (A-2)?

j Yes? Rationale:

This SSC was previously analyzed and determined to be QA-2 by Oirect Induslon, as WBS 1.2.4.3., Seals, SR 3.6.
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SDD: SSI9 - Subsurface Closure & Sealing System

SSC: Backfill Emplacement System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Material Transport System Level 5: NA

CA-1 tlA-2 0A-3 tA4 QA-S CA-6 CA.7 Non-C
O O 0 O 0 0 0

QA-1 Irmportant to Radiological Safety

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Material Transport System provides the transportation of the materials necessary to perform backil emplacement
operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. The Material Transport System does not contain the material and
is not required to provide reasonable assurance that high-evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored,
emplaced, and retried without exceeding the federal limits.

1.2 Is the SSC reqAuired to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event whch would otherwIse resuil in a radioactive
release above the federal imits?

L Yes? Rationale:
The Material Transport System provides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to perform backdill
operations erthe subsurface cosue and seairg system. There is no credible OBE associated withthis system in which it
would be required to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a radioactive release.

1.3 WD the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

I Yes? Rationale:

The Material Transport System provides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to perform backfil
operations ef the subsurface clsure and seaing system. Direct falure ef this SSC wotld not result in a creible DBE that
would lead to a radioactive release above federal limits.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does Ihe SSC perform a waste isoation function by formir part of e natural or engineered barriers?

F- Yes? Rationale:

The Material Transport System provIdes for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to perform backfil
operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system but la not part of the backfill materil. The handling and
transporting of the materials Is not a waste Isolation function (does not form part of the natural or engineered barriers).

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC slgnificantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geornecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Material Transport System provides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to perform backfill
operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. Failure of is SSC would not significantly affect the
hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the engineered barrier.
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SDD: SS19 - Subsurface Closure & Sealing System

SSC: Backfill Emplacement System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Material Transport System Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - nportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function o the SSC designed for collection conainmert andlor monitoring of sitgenerated radioactive waste?

E Yes? Rationale:

The Material Transport Syste proides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to perform backil
operations of the subsurface dosure and sealing system. It Is not designed for the colection, containment, or monitoring
of site-generated radioactive waste.

QA.4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire7

12 Yes? Rationale:

The Material Transport System does not perform a fire protection function.

QA4S - Irnportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a resul of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC npr the capably of QA- or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

2 Yes? Rationale:
The Material Transport System provides for the handring and transportation of the materials necessary to perform backfill
operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. Failure of this system would not impair the capabtlTy of CA- or
QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety/waste isolation functions.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's funcion provide detcion or alarm of unauthozed intrusion or unauthorized expiosive materials I the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Material Transport System provides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to perform backfill
operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system but Is not part of the backil material. It does not provide the
detection or alarm of unauthorized intruslon or explosives In the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function rquired for special nuclear material accountablity?

5 Yes? Rationale:

The Material Transport System provides for the handling and transportaton ofthe materials necessary to perform backlil
operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. It does not function to provkb for special nuclear material
accountablty.
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SDD: SSI9 - Subsurface Closure & Sealing System

SSC: Backfill Emplacement System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Material Transport System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Iportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provwide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requh personnel access into radiation
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

E Yes? Rationale:
The Material Transport System provides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to perform backfill
operations of the subsurface dosure and sealing system. t does not contain a radioactive source term and is not
associated with radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaed radation monitor which montors aas for personnel radiaon proection?

L] Yes? Rationale:

The Material Transport System Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous GA Classification:

Tis question i for hi cl and traceabtpup s only. A 'yes' nswero this queston does notpivide hchuslon to the Q-List

1.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (A-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

L] Yes? Rationale:

This SSC was previously analyzed and determined to be non-Q by exemption, as WBS 1.2.4.3.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS1 9 - Subsurface Closure & Sealing System

SSC: Borehole Sealing System

Level 3: Material Emplacement System

Level 4: N/A

Level 5: N/A

GA-1 OA-2 A-3
U 2 El

GA-4 GA-6 A-6 A-7
El EJ 0

Non-0
0

QA-1 - Irnportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required toprwde reasonable assuance that hh-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Material Emplacement System, as part of the borehole sealing system, provides closure barriers for the underground
openrigs. including surface and subsurface boreholes. This system controls fluid flow Into the engineered barrier and limits
human intrusion. It does not provide for the handling, packaging, emplacement, storage, or retrieval of high-level-waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacement System, as part of the borehole sealing system, provides closure barriers for the underground
openings, Including surface and subsurface boreholes. There Is no credible DBE associated with this system In which i
would be required to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a radioactive release.

1.3 WiD the direct failure of the SSC resuit in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radoaclive release above the federal limits?

l Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacement System, as part of the borehole sealing system, provides closure barders for the underground
openings, ncludig surface and subsurface boreholes. Direct failure of this SSC would not resuit In a credible DBE that
would lead lo a radioactive release above federal limits.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.i Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by formig part of the natural or engineered barriers?

i! Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacement System, as pat of the borehole sealing system, provies closure barrier for the underground
openings. including surface and subsurface boreholes. The emplacement equotient does not perform a waste isolation
function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers. However, the seal materials form part of the natural barrier.

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC sgnificantly affect the hydroogical, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

EZ Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacement System, as part of the borehole sealing system, provides closure barriers for the underground
openings, Including surface and subsurface boreholes. Failure of this emplacement equipment would significantly affect
the hydrological, geochernical, or geornechanical characteristics of the engineered barrier.
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SDD: SS19 - Subsurface Closure & Sealing System

SSC: Borehole Sealing System

Level 3: Material Emplacement System

Level 4: NIA

Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - nportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for coetin, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

( Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacement System, as part of the borehole sealing system, provides closure barriers for the underground
openings, Including surface and subsurface boreholes. It is not designed for the collection, containment, or monitoring or
site-generated radioactive waste.

QA.4 Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs rom the effects of fire?

U Yes? Ratonale:

The Material Emplacement System does not perform a fire protection function.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result ota Design Easis Event, could faiure ofthe SSC Impairthe capabfity of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

U Yes? Rationale:
The Material Emplacement System, as part of the borehole sealing system, provides closure barriers for the underground
openings, including surface and subsurface boreholes. Failure of this system would not impair the capability of QA-1 or
QA-2 SSCs from peronning their radiological safetyhaste Isolation functions.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materias:

6.1 Does the SSCs funcon provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauoed exlosive materials hi the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacement System, as part of the borehole sealing system, provides closure barriers for the underground
openings. Including aurface-and subsurface borehoes. It does not provide the detection or alarm of unauthorized
Intrusion or explosves In the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabilty?

O Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacement System, as part of the borehole sealing system, provides closure barrers for the underground
openhngs. Including urface and subsurface boreholes. does nd function to provide for specil nuclear material
accountabiliy.
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SDD: SS19 - Subsurface Closure & Sealing System

SSC: Borehole Sealing System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Material Emplacement System Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - mportant to Occupational Radological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel rafiation'shieling, reduce dose rates in radbactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The Material Emplacement System, as part of the borehole sealing system, provides closure barriers for the underground
openings. including surface and subsurface boreholes. It does not contain a radioactive source term and is not associated
with radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanerly Instaled radiation monitor wtich monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The Material Emplacement System Is not a diation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesonktsfor hsicaland tracabltypurposes ony A yes answerto s quesffon daes notprhdnlusAbn to the Q-LIst

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus. or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radiological safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

5Z Yes? Rationale.

This SSC was prevlously nalzed and determined to be QA-2 by direct inclusion, as WES 1.2.4.3.. SSA 3.6.13,
Exploratory Borehole Seals.
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SDD: SS19 - Subsurface Closure & Sealing System

SSC: Borehole Sealing System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Material Handing System Level 5: NIA

GA-1 CA-2 QA-3 QA-4 QA-E QA-6 aA-7 Non-0
a ol [1 o o o o 

OA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required top de reasonable asswance that high-evel waste can be receied, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emit?

E Yes? Rationale:
The Material Handling System provides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to perform borehole
sealing operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. The Material Handling System Is not part of the material
and Is not required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored,
emplaced, and retrieved without exceeding the federal Hmits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

F Yes? Rationale:
The Material Handling System provides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to perform borehole
sealing operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system There Is no credible DBE associated with this system In
which would be required to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a radioactive release.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

Yes? Rationale:

The Material Handling Systern provides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to perform borehole
sealing operaions of he subsurface closure and sealng system. Direct falure of this SSC would not result in a credible
DBE that would lead to a radioactive release above federal limits.

QA-2 Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriets?

L Yes? Rationale:

The Material Handling System provides for the handing and transportation of the materials necessary to perform borehole
sealing operations of the subsurface closure and seating system but Is not part of he sealing material. The handling and
transporting of the materials Is not a waste isolation function (does not form part of the natural or engineered barriers).

2.2 Can direct failure or the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Material Handling System provides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to perform borehole
sealing operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. Failure of this SSC would not significanty affect the
hydrological, geochemcal, or geomechanical characteristics of the engineered barrier.
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SDD: SS19 - Subsurface Closure & Sealing System

SSC: Borehole Sealing System

Level 3: Material Handling System

Level 4: NA

Level 5: N/A

QA3 - Irnportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC desIgned for collection, contaInment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

EYes? Rationale:

The Material Handling System provides for the handling and trmnsportatlon of the materials necessary to perform borehole
sealing operations of the subsurface dosure and sealing system. I s not designed for the collection, containment, or
monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste.

QA4 Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

[2 Yes? Rationale:

The Material Handing Systern does not perform a fire protection function.

QA-5 - important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As* result ol a Design Basis Evert, could faiure of the SSC Impair the capability o QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
radlogIcal safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Material Handling System proides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to perform borehole
sealing operations of the subsurface cbsure and sealing system. Failure of this system would not impair the capability of
QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performng their radiological safetyh aste solation functions.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detedion or alrm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the restrited area?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The Material Handling System provides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to perform borehole
sealing operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. It does not provide the detection or alarm of
unauthorized intrusion or eq)lostves In the restricted area

62 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

[2Yes? Ratonale:

The Material Handing System provides for the handling and transpoitation of the materials necessary to perform
borehole sealing operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. It does not function to provide for special
nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS18 - Subsurface Closure & Sealing System

SSC: Borehole Sealing System Level 4: NA

Level 3: Material Handling System Level 5: N/A

QA7 - nportant lo Occupational Radiological Exposure:

T.1 Ooes the SSC provide personnel radiaffon shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requhe personnel access Into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

El Yes? Rationale:

The Material Handling System prvides for the handin and transportation of the materials necessary to perform borehole
sealing operations of the subsurface closure and sealIng system. It does not contain a radioactive source term and is not
associated with radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radiaton monitor which montors reas for persomel radiation protection?

[2 Yes? Rationale:

The Material Handling System Is not a radiation moritor.

Previous QA Classlficatton,

This quesion is 1br historicaf and traceablty purposes orr. A yes answer to this question does notprode hIclusion to he Q-Ust

1.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
- his SSC is important to radioogIcal safety (OA-i) orwaste Isoation (QA-2)?

[ Yes? Rationale:

This SSC was previously analyzed and determined to be non-Q by exemption, as WBS 1.2.4.3.
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SDD: SS19 - Subsurface Closure & Sealing System

SSC: Seal System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Composite Material Handing System Level 5: N/A

CA-1 A-Z GA-3 A-4 OA-l GA-6 OA-7 Non-C
O O [1 0 0 0 0 s_

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high4evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved withoul exceeding the federal Emits?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The Composite Material Handling System provides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to perform
seaing operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. The Composilte Material Handling System Is not the
material and Is not required to provide reasonable assuranc, that high-level waste can be received, handJed, packaged,
stored, emplaced, and retrieved without exceeding the federal limits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event wthich would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Composite Material Handling System provides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to perform
sealing operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. There Is no credible DBE associated with thi system In
which H would be equired to prevent, mitate, or monitor a radioactive release.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to radioactive release above the federal limits?

L Yes? Rationale:

The Composite Material Handing System provides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to perform
sealng operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. Direct hflure of this SSC would not result In a credible
DBE that would lead to a radioactive release above federal imits.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

2 Yes? Rationale:

The Composite Material Handling System provides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to perform
sealing operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system bit is not part of the seating material. The handling and
transporting of the materials Is not a waste Isolation function (does not form part of the natural or engineered barriers).

2.2 Can dired falure of the SSC signicany affect the hydrolgical, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

E Yes? Rationale:

The Composite Material Handling System provides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to
perform sealing operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. Failure of this SSC would not significantly affect
the hydrological, geochemIcal, or geomechanical characteristics of the engineered barrier.
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SbD: SS19 - Subsurface Closure & Sealing System

SSC: Seal System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Composite Material Handing System Level 5: N/A

GA-3 - Important (o Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, contalrnment and/or monitoring of ste-generated radioactive waste?

[] Yes? Rationale:

The Composite Material Handling System proides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to
perform sealing operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. It Is not designed for the collection,
containment, or monitoring of site-generated radioactIve waste.

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effecis of fire?

E Yes? Rationale:

The Composite Material Handing System does not perform a ire protection function.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC hpair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isobation function?

[1 Yes? Rationale:
The Composite Material Handling System provides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to
perform sealing operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. Failure o this system would not impalr the
capability of QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety/waste isolation functions.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or arm of unauthorized trusion or unauorzed exposre materials In the restricted area?

L Yes? Rationale:

The Composite Material Handling System provides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to
perform sealing operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. It does not provide the detection or alarm of
unauthorized intrusion or vqIoves n the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

l Yes? Rationale:
The Composite Material Handling System provides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to
perform sealing operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. It does not function to provide for special
nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS19 - Subsurface Closure & Sealing System

SSC: Seal System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Composite Material Handling System Level 5: NIA

QA-r - Important to Occupational Radlogicaf Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its cna radloacive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Composite Material Handkn System pro-ides for the handling and transportation of the materials necessary to
perform sealng operations of the subsurface closure and sealing system. It does not contain a radloactive source term
and Is not associated with radiatIon shielding or the reduction of dose rates hI radioactive areas

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instafed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

r2 Yes? Rationale:

The Composite Material Handirg System Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA ClassIflcaffon:

This quesionIs rhtodca endaceabJy purposesonly. A yes'answerto ths queslon does notprovWde Inctuston to the Q-Ist

8. Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct ndusibn, hat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radiological safety (OA-1) or waste solation (QA-2)?

LE Yes? Rationale:
This SSC was previously analyzed and determined to be non-Q by exemption, as WBS 12.4.3.
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SDD: SS19 - Subsurface Closure & Seating System

SSC: Seal System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Material Emplacement System Level 5: N/A

QA-1 CIA-Z QA-3 GA4 QA-G QA4 A-7 Non42
o 0 0 0- 0 0 0 5

QA-1 - Important to Radlological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high4evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Imits?

r Yes? Rationale:
The Material Emplacement System, as part of the seal system, provides closure barriers for the underground openings,
including surface and subsurface boreholes. This system controls fluid flow Into the engineered barrier and Emits human
Intruso i i; no part of the material and does not provide for the handling, packagimpcement, storage, or retrieval
of high-level-waste.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, miligate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

EYes? Rationale:
The Material Emplacement System, as part of the seal system, provides closure barriers lor the underground openings,
Including surface and subsurface boreholes. There Is no credible DBE associated with this system In which would be
required to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a radioactive release.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

1 Yes? Rationale:
The Material Emplacement System, as part of the seal system, provides closure barriers for the underground openings.
induding surface and subsurface boreholes. Direct faure ofthis SSC would not result in a credble DDEthatwould lead to
a radioactive release above federal ImIts.

QA-2 - inportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation lunction by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacement System, as part of the seal system, provides closure barriers for the underground openings,
Including surface and subsurface boreholes but is not part of the sealng material. The SSC in IEsel does not perform a
waste isolation function by foming part of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct failure of he SSC lrnificantly affect the hyologicl., geocherial, or geomecharcal characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

L Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacement System, as part of the seal system, provides closure barriers for the underground openings,
kiludng urface and subsce boreholes. Falure o tis SSC would not signlicantly affect the hydrobgical,
geochernical, or geomechanical characteristics of the engineered banler.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS19 - Subsurface Closure & Sealing System

SSC: Seal System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Material Emplacement System Level 5: N/A

QAJ - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colection, contalnment, and/or monitoring ofste-generated radioactive waste?

E Yes? Rationale:

The Materat Emplacement Syster, as part of the seal system, provides closure barriers for the underground openings,
Including surface and subsurface boreholes It Is not designed for the collection, containment, or monitoring of site-
generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Iportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fhe?

LE Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacement System does not perform a fire protection function.

QA4 - Irnportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, coukt failure of Oe SSC rinpair the capability of QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste soation function?

I Yes? Rationale:
The Material Emplacement System, as part of the seal system, provides closure barriers for the underground openings.
including surface and subsurface boreholes. Failure of this system would not Impair the capability of GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs

from performing their radiological safetyWaste isolation functions.

QA-6 - Inportant to Physical Protection of Facitity and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detecUon o alarm of unauthored Intrusion or unaured eposive materials hi the restricted area?

O Yes? Rationale:
The Material Emplacement System, as part of the seal system, provides closure barriers for the undergroand openings
Icluding surface and subsurbce boreholes. does not provide the detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or
expiosives hI he restricted area.

6.2 is the SSCs function mqLued forspecial nuclear mterial accountabity?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacement System, as part of the seal system. pr6vIdes closure-barrers for the underground openings,
Including surface and subsurface boreholes. It does not function to provide for special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS19 - Subsurface Closure & Sealing System

SSC: Seal System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Material Emplacement System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shleking, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

r Yes? Rationale:

The Materlal Emplacement System, as part of the seal system, provides closure barriers for the underground openings,
inluding surface and subsurface boreholes. it does not contain a radioactive source tem and Is not associated with
radiation shielding or the reducion of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a peranently Instaled radlation montor which nonitors areas for personnel radlation protecon7

C Yes? Rationale:

The Material Emplacement System is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classircatlon:

This quesfonisforhtodcatandraceabatypuiposeson. A yes'answerto this questiondoesnotpro Lde hdus/on tothe Q4Jt

3.0 Are there oUer factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inchsion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

[ Yes? Rationale:
This SSC was previously analyzed and determined to be non-Q by exemption, as WBS 12.4.3.
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L U-List Itio I Attachment IV

SDD: SS19 - Subsurface Closure & Sealing System

SSC: Seal System Level 4: NA

Level 3: Structural Seal Component System Level 5: N/A

GAl CA-2 GA-S Q- -4 GA-E GA-6 QA-7 Non-C
L1 2: 0 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety.

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-evel waste can be recelved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved withod exceeding the federal limts?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The Structural Seal Component System provides the composite materials necessary to perform searing operations of the
subsurface closure and sealing system. The Structural Seal Component System Is not required to provide reasonable
assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved without exceeding the
federal limits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In radioactive
release above the federal Eits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Structural Seal Component System provides the composite materials necessary to perform sealing operations of the
subsurface closure and sealng systern. This SSC Is not requIred to prevent or mtigate a credble DBE which would resul
In a release above the federal irits.

1.3 Wi the direct failure of the SSC resuit in s redie Design Basi Event which would lead to a radoacive release above the federal ims?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Structural Seal Component System provides the composite materials necessary to perform sealng operations of the
subsurface closure and seaing system. Direct failure of this SSC would not result I a credible DBE Oat would lead to a
radioactIve release above federal Emits.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a vast isolation funcion by forming part ofthe natural or engIneered barters?

E Yes? Rationale:

The Structural Seal Component System provides the composite materials necessary to perform seallng operations of the
subsurface closure and sealing system. This SSC performs a waste Isolation function by controling fluid flow into the
engineered baffler and hunan Intrusion.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochernical, or geornechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

53 Yes? Rationale:

The Structural Seal Component System provides the composite materials necessary to perform sealing operations of the
subsurface closure and sealing system. This material wil function such that it controls fluid flow Into the engineered
barrier and human Intrusion. Therefore, failure of this system could affect the hydrological, geocherircal, or geomechanical
characteristics of the engineered barrier.
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SDD: SS19 - Subsurface Closure & Sealing System

SSC: Seal System Level 4: WA

Level 3: Structural Seal Component System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Iportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, contalinent. and/or monitoring of site-generated radihactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is a subset of the subsurface closure and seal system, which Is designed to control fluid Intake and human
Intrusion. It Is not designed for the collection, contaInment, or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - mportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of re?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The Structural Seal Component System does not perform a fire protection function.

QA- - nportant to Potential Iteraction:

5.1 As a resuit of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

i Yes? Rationale:

The Structural Seal Component System provIdes the composite materials necessary to perform sealing operations of the
subsurface closure and sealing system. Failure of this SSC could result In luid Intake andfor human Intrusion. This
failure could rnpair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safetyNvaste isolation functions.

QA- - mportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized exosive materials h the restricted area?

] Yes? Rationale:

The Structural Seal Component System provides the composite materials necessary to perform sealing operations of the
subsurface closure and seaing system. It does not provide the detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion. However, it
Is part of a physical barrier used to prevent human access.

6 2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

- Yes? Rationale:

The Structural Seal Component System provides the composite materials necessary to perform searing operations of the
subsurface closure and sealng system. It does not function to provide for special nuclear material accountability.
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SOD: SS19 - Subsurface Closure & Sealir System

SSC: Seal System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Structural Seal Component System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Iportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding reduce dose rates In radioactive areas. or requbre personnel access into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

[I Yes? Rationale:
The Structural Seal Component System provides the composite materials necessary to perform sealng operations of te
subsurface closure and sealing system. It does not contain a radioactive source term and I nct associated with radiation
shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radlation monitor wtich monRiors areas for personnel radiation protectlion?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The Structural Seal Component System Is not a radiation monitor..

Previous QA Classitfication:

This quesbon Is for historical and traceabWy purposes onr' A Yes answerto is qusffon does not pwide fIdusfon to the Q-Ust

3.6 Are Ihere other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiolgical safety (OA-1) or waste Iolation (QA-2)?

3 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is contined In the Q-Ust by direct inclusion for the Seals, SSA 3.6. as QA-1 and QA-2.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS20 - Subsurface Water Colleclion/Removal

SSC: Development Water Removal

Level 3: Primary Piping and Routing

Level 4: NA

Level 5: N/A

OA-1 OA-2
o O

CA-S QA4 CA-6 0A4 OA-7
o o sa 0 o

Non-0
0

QA-1 - nportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 I the SSC requred toprwlde reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Imits?

I Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development water collectlon/removal system collects and removes water to the underground areas hI
construction for the development of the repository This subsystem Is not associated with the emplacement, storage,
packaging or retrieval of high4evel waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Bask Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal Omits?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development water collectionfremoval system Is not required to function to prevent or mitigate DBEs that
would otherwise result In a radloatlve release above the federal Olmits.

1J WI the direct failure of the SSC insuti h acredible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactiv reease above the ederal mits?

G Yes? Rationale:

Direct filure of the subsurface development water colectionremoval system would not result In a credible DBE that could
lead to a radioactive release aboe the federal rlmit.

QA-2 - Impoitant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barners?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development waler colectionremoval system Is not part of the natural or engineered banters that perform a
waste Isolation function.

2,2 Can direct failure of the SSC significanty affect the hydrological, geochemical, orgeornecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface development water collectionfremoval system can be mitigated or accounted for in the
TSPA and, as such, will not prevent the natural and engIneered barriers from performing their waste Isolation functions.

¼��/
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SDD: SS20 - Subsurface Water Colledon/Removal

SSC: DevelopmentWater Removal Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Primary Piping and Routing Level 5: N/A

QA-3 Important to Radioactive Waste Contral:

3.1 Is the fuon fthe SSC desgned for colection, contanment, ador monitors of e-generated radioactive waste?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development water colection/removal system Is not associated with site-generated radioactve waste.

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the effects of Kr?

r Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development water colectlonlramoval system does not perform fire protection function.

QA-9 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of Design Basis Event, could failure of De SSC impair the capabit of QA-t or OA-2 SSCs fror perforning their
radIologIcal safety or waste islaton function?

r Yes? Rationale:

Falure of the subsurface development water collectionlremoval system couid Impair the capability of OA-i or QA-2 SSCs
from perfomin their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

CA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized aposive materials h the resicted area?

U Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development water colectionhemoval system Is not associated with the detection or Warming for
unauthorized intrusion or the presence of texplosive materials.

2 Is te SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountably?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development water collectionkemoval system Is not associated with special nulear material
accountability.
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SDD: SS20 - Subsurface Water Collection/Removal

SSC: DevelopmentWaterRemoval Level 4: NA

Level 3: Primary Piping and Routing Level 5: NIA

QA- - mportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

T.1 Ooes the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access Nto radiation
areas by lls own radioactive sme term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development water coflectftemoval system would not have Ks own radioactive source term and Is not
required to provide for personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monlor which moritars aas for personnel radiation protection?

( Yes? Rationale:
Ths SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This question Is 1fr hlsfodcal and traciablty purposes ont A yee answer to tis question does nof poWide *idusion to the Q-Lst

8.0 Are there ether factors, such as prevIous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, Ihat led to the previous conclusion that
tis SSC s Important to radiological safety (CA-1) orwaste Isolation (CA-2)?

;7 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development water colectionlrenoval system Is contained on tie 0-List by dec inclusion for the
Undergroud Services and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.7 Water Collection and Disposal System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS20 - Subsurface Water Collection/Removal

SSC: DevelopmentWater Removal

Level 3: Primary Sump and Pumping Station

Level 4: N/A

Level 5: NA

OA-1 OA-2 A-3 A-4 A-G
o E 0 0 

OA-6 A-7
o *3

Non-4
0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 k the SSC reqired to proie reasorable assurance that high-revel waste can be received, hand, packaged, stored, empaced, and
retrieved without sceeding the federal limis?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development water collectionemoval system collects and moves water to te iderground areas In
construction for the development of the repository. This subsystem Is not associated with the amplacement, storage,
packaging or retrieval of highlevel waste.

1.2 Is the SSC requiredtofuntontoprevetlgaornitoracredible Design Basis Event which would otewis resul in a radioactive
release above On federal rmits?

r Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development water ollectionAmoval system Is not required to function to prevent or mitigate DBEs that
would otherwise result hI a radloalive release above the federal mits.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal E1mits?

I Yes? Rationale:

Direct fakn of the subsurface development water coffectionremoval system would not result hI a credible OE that could
lead to a radioactive release above the federal limit.

QA-2 - important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barrers?

o Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development water coleclonhremoval system Is not part of the natural or engineered barniers that perform a
waste Isolation function.

2.2 Can direct failue of the SSC sgdnificantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or georechicall characteristics of the natural or
engineered barrers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the u bsurface development water coliectionhemoval system can be mitigated or accounted for in the
TSPA and, as such, will not prevent the natural and engineered barrters from performiing their waste Isolation functions.
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SDD: SS20 - Subsurface Water Collection/Removal

SSC: DevelopmentWater Removal Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Primary Sump and Pumping Station Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - mportant to Radloactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale;

The subsurface development water colediolremoval system iand associated withl sIte-generated. radioactive waste.

QA-4 - kiportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from Ihe effects of fire?

O Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development water colectlon/removal system does not perform f protection functions.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result o a Design Easis Evert, cowd ailure of the SSC kTpalr the capability of CA-I or OA-2 SSCs from performing theIr
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

2 Yes? Rationale:

Fallure of the subsurface development water coecionhremoval system could npair the capabilty of CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs
from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-G - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unaugth ed Intrusion or (maut~lorked e2plosive materials in the restricted area?

U Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development water colleclonremovl system Is not associated with fte detection or alarming for
unauthorized ntudon r the presence of explosive materials.

62 Is the SSCs unction required for special nuclear materal accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development water ollection/removal system Is not associated with special nudear material
*ccountabilty.
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SDD: SS20 - Subsurface Water Collection/Removal

SSC: DevelopmentWaterRemoval Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Primary Sump and Pumping Station Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - knportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shildig, reduce dose rates hI radioade areas, or require personnel access hito radiation
areas by Ka own radioactIve source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development water collectionremoval system would not have Is own radioactive source term and Is not
required t provide for personnel radiation shlelding or the reduction o dose rites.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently kstalled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

0 Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not radiation montor.

Previous QA Classfication:

This question frhso c and bracabA pwposes o*. A 'yes'answer o t quesffon does notprovide hmicslon to the -ULst

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, at led to the previous conclusion that
ths SSC Is Important to radiological safety (GA.1) or waste isolation (OA-2)?

P Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development water coleciontremoval system Is contaIned on the Q-Ust by irect Inclusion for the
Underground SerAes and Utility Systems. SSA 3.5.7 Water Collection and Disposal System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS20 - Subsurface Water CollectionJRemoval

SSC: Development Water Removal Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Secondary Collection Sumps/Pumping Level 5: N/A

QA-i QA-2 QA-S QA4 CA-6 0A6 CA-7 Non-C
o 0 00 z 00 0

QA-1 - Iportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to previde reasonable assurance tiat high4evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding te federal lEmits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development water collectlorfremoval system collects and removes water to the underground areas hI
construction for the development of the repository is subsystem Is not associated wih the emplacement, storage.
packaging or retrieval c high4evel waste.

12 Is the SSC reqred to furction to prvent, rmiUgate, or monitor a cedible Design Basis Evert which would otherwise resul hi a radioactive
release above the federal Emils?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development water colectionlremoval system Is not required to function o prevent or mitigate DBEs that
would otherwise result hIs radioal We release above the federal Emits.

13 W the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Emis?

i Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface development water collectionremoval system would not result hI a credible DBE that could
lead to a radioactive release above the federal lmit.

QA-2 - Iportant to Waste Isolation:

2L Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part cf the natural or engineered banters?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development water coled bronemoval system Is not pad of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a
waste Isolation friction.

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC significanly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing theIr waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure f the subsurface development water ccllectionremwal system can be mitigated or accounted for In the
TSPA and, as such, will not preverd the natural and engineered barriers from perforning their waste Isoation functions.
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SDD: SS20 - Subsurface Water CollectioniRemoval

SSC: Development Water Removal Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Secondary Collection Sumps/Pumping Level 5: N/A

QA - nportant to RadloacUve Waste Controt:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andfor monitorIng of slegenerated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development water colectlonftemoval system Is not associated wIth site-generated radia e waste.

QA4- Impornt to Flre Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-1 or QA-2 SCs from the effects of fire?

I' Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development water colectlonihmoval system does not perform fire protection functions.

QA-1 - Important to PotentialInteraction:

5.1 s a sult oa Design Basis Evert, could failure ofthe SSC Impairthe capabty of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety orwaste Isolation functio?

5 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the subsurface development water coileionftemoval system could inpar the capabilty of QA-I or QA-2 SSCs
from perfbrning their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA6 - Inportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs bon provide detecton cralir ofunauwffled hinson or nauthorized expleove materals in the resricted urea?
C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development water collectnlrmoval system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for
unauthorized Intrusion or the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requed for special dear materi accountabiity?
C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development water collectlonkemoval system Is not associated with special nudear material
accountabity.
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SDD: SS20 - Subsurface Water CollectionJRemoval

SSC: Development Water Removal Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Secondary Collection SumpslPumping Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radlaton shielding, reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Is own radioactive source erm?

2 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development water collectlonremoval system wold not have Is awn radioactive sorce term and Is not
required to provide for persomel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radiation monitor which monitos areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC note radiation monItor.

Previous QA Classificatlon:

Thisqueson Isfitorhocalandhbceabltypwposeson. A 'es'nswerto sqwsfondoesnotpmdeh*cbsonlotho 0-LIO

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiolodcal safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

6 Yes? Rationale:

The subsuce development water collectionkremoval system Is contained on the Q-List by direct Inclusion for the
Underground Services and Wily Systems, SSA 35.7 Water Collection and Disposal System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS20 - Subsurface Water Collection/Removal

SSC: DevelopmentWaterRemoval Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Temporary Piping and Routing Level 5: N/A

CIA-1 CA-2 4 A QA-4 CA-i 0A6 OA-7 NMn-0
O0 0 0 Z 00 0

CA-1 - Important to Radiological Safey:

1.1 Is the SSC required to pvAdde reasonableassurance that high4evel waste can be received, handed, paclaed, stored, emplacWd, and
retrieved without exceeding tie federal 1imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development water coflectlonkemoval system colects and removes water to the underground areas In
constructIon for the development of the repository. This subsystem Is not associated with the emplacement, storage.
pacdaging or retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC requed to function t peven mlgate, or monor credible Design Bass Event whh wuid therwis resulit in a radloactive
release above the federal Hints?

E Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development water collectoriremoval system Is not required to function to prevent or mitigate DBEs that
would otherwise result In a radioative release above the federa limits.

1.3 Wii the direct failure of the SSC esult hI a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioacive release above he federal imits?

LE Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of he subsurface development water colectionremoval system would not result In a credible DBE that could
lead to a radioactive release above the federal limit.

QA-2 - nportant to Waste Isolatiorn

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isdalin function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

U Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development water colectionlremoval system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a
waste Isolation function

2.2 Can direct fa e of te SSC ncanly affect t hydroloca, geochemi rgeomecharical chracterisucs of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface development water collectlon/removal system can be mitigated or accounted for hI the
TSPA and, as uch, will not prevent the natural and engineered barriers from performing their waste isolation functions.
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SDD: SS20 - Subsurface Water ColiectiontRemoval

SSC: Development Water Removal Level 4: NA

Level 3: Temporary Piping and Routing Level 5: N/A

QA- - nportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or moniton of site-generated radioactive waste?

C2 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development water cdlectlonremoval system Is not essociated wth sie-generated radioactive waste.

QA4 Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

G Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface deveopmert water colectloriemovul system does not perform fire protection functions.

QA-6 Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 At aresult of a Design Basis Event, could failure of Ie SSC Impalr the capability of QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs frorn performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

52 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the subsurface development water collectionremoval system could Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs
from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SCs function prove detection or alarm e wnauthortzed k*usion or unautherked explosive materials in the restricted area?

Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development water collection/removal system Is not associated with te detection or alarming for
unauhorized Intrusion or the presence of explosive materiels.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development water collectlontemoal system Is not associated with special nuclear material
accountabilty.
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SDD: SS20 - Subsurface Water Collection/Removal

SSC: Development Water Removal Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Temporary Piping and Routing Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Is own radloacilve source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development water coleclionremonvt system would not have ts own radioactive soace term and Is not
required to provide for personnel radiation she or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for peronnel radlaion protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

Tni quesfiontsforhior!and cabtypuawsesony. A yes'answerto Mfsquesffon doesnoprrn dcusfon to e Q-Lt

0 Are therm other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inlusbn, that led to the preou conclusion that
ts SSC is Important to radidogcal safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

;3 Yes? Rationale:

The sulsurface development water colectiorrenmowal system Is contained an the a-List by direct inclusion for the
Underground Services and UiWlty Systems, SSA 35.7 Water Collection and Disposal System, as OA-1.
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SDD: SS20 - Subsurface Water Collecion/Removal

SSC: Operations Water Removal Level 4: NA

Level 3: Piping and Routing Level 5: N/A

CA-1 CA-2 CA-S QA4 CA-6 OA-6 CA-7 Non-Q
7 0 0 0 7 0

QA-1 - nportant to Radiological Safetr

1.1 Is the SSC requied to prvide reasonable assunce tha hgh-evel waste can be reelved, handled. packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding tie federal Mlis?

6Z Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operations iter collectionfremoval system colects and removes water to the underground areas In
operation of the repository. This subsystem Is associated with the safe erplacerret storage, packaging or retrieval of
high-leel waste.

12 Is the SSC quired to function to prvent miigate or monior a credible Design Bas Event wtich would otherwise resuR In a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

Q Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operations water collectionfremoval system may be required to required to fumdion to prevent or miigate
DBEs that woud othewse resuk In radioative release above the federal limits.

13 Wtl the direct falure ofthe SSC restI ina credible Design Basis Event which would leadto radioacive release above the federal gmrts?

iJ Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface operatlons water collectlonA'emoval system could result hI a credible DBE such as floodig,
that could lead to a radioactive release above the federal kn.

QA-2 - nportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by foring part of the natural or engineered baffiers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface operations water collectionremoval system is not part of the natural or engineered barrers W perform a
waste Isolation function.

2.2 Can direct flure of the SSC sltnficmntr daffect the hydroboical, geochemical, or geomecharical characterstis of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them frm performing their waste Isolaton function?

E Yes? Rationale:

Direct falure of te subsurface operations water collectionlremoval system could affect the waste isolation functions
performed by the natural and engneered barriers.
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SDD: SS20 - Subsurface Water Coflection/Removal

SSC: Operations Water Removal Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Piping and Routinp Level 5: NA

QA43 - Important to Rad ctive Waste Control:

3.1 Is thefunc ofthe $8 designed for coLecon, containment, andlor mornitoring of ste-generated radoactlve waste2

5Z Yes? Ratonale:
The subsurface operations water collectionemoval system may be required to collect and rmove sile-generated
radioactive waste.

QA.4 Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of ge?

Yes? Ratiorale:

The subsurfaoe operations water cotlectiorkemoval system does not perform fire Protection functins.

QA-5 - mportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result ofa Design Basi Eent cbiouflure of the SSC Impairthe capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performng thelr
radiological safety or waste Isllatbn function?

Z Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the subsurfae operations water collectlonrremoval system wauld not Impair the capablit of OA-1 or QA-2
SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Faciity and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detecon or darm of unauored intrusion or unauthorized plosivenaterials In tne restricted area?

_ Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface operations water codectlonlremoval system Is not associated with te detection or alarming for
unauthorized Intrusion or the presence ot expse materials.

6. Is the SSC* function requi'ed for special nuclear material accountability?

E Yes? Rationale:

The subsurfoe operations water collectionremoval system is not associated wIth special nuclear material accountabiity.
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SDD: SS20 - Subsurface Water Collection/Removal

SSC: Operations Water Removal Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Piping and Routing Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - inportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radatlon shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

SE Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operations water cdedlone system may have its own radioactive source term r required to collect
and remove radioactive iquid and may be required to provide for personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose
rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanenty insiated radiation monitor which monitors areas for poMel dlation protection?

L Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation montor.

PrevIous QA Classification:

This question Is for istotact and frceabllty pposes on. A W s answer to hs question does not provide kidslon to the Q-List

i.e Are ftier. other fctors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by cprect Incusion, tat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is hnportnt to radidogical safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

C7 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface operations water collectlornemoval system Is contained on the 0-Lt by direct Inclusion for the
Underground Services and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.7 Water Collection and Disposal System, as QA-.
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SDD: SS20 - Subsurface Water Collection/Removal

SSC: Operations Water Removal

Level 3: Pnmary Sump and Pumping Station

Level 4: N/A

Level 5: N/A

Q A GA-2 A-S
sa 2 2

OA-4 CIA-6
o1 0

CA-6 aA-7 Non-C
0 6Z 0

_

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety.

1.1 k the SSC reqdred to prmvide reasonable assuance that high4evel waste can be rceived, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding te federal limits?

2Z Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operations water collectiolremoval system colects and removes water to the underground areas In
operation of the repository. This subsystem Is associated with the safe emplacement, storage, packaging or retrieval of
high-evel waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent. milgate, or monitr a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

E3 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operations water collectonhemoval system may be required to required to function to prevent or mitigate
ODBEs that would othewise result In a radioative release above the federal Iins.

1.3 W11 the direct falure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal bmits?

EZ Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface operations water coltectiornremoval system could result In a credible DBE such as fkoodirg,
that could lead to radioactive release above the federal imit.

QA-2 Inportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered banters?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface operations water coltectonremoval system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a
waste isolation function.

2.2 Can direct fai of the SSC sricanty effect the drologlcal. geocdca, or geomechanical coaracterstics o the natural or
engineered baners which may prevent them from perforrning their waste Isolation function?

3; Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface operations water collectionkemoval system could affect the waste Isolation functions
performed by the natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS20 - Subsurface Water Collectlon/Removal

SSC: Operations Water Removal Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Primary Sump and Pumping Station Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - nportant to Radioactive Waste Control;

3.1 Is the funCion of the SSC designed for collecton, contaInment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

9 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface operations water colectlonremoval system may be required to collect and remove site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operations water coltectionremoval system does not perform fire protection functions.

QAG - hIiportant to Potential Interaction:

.1 As a result of a Design Basis Evert, could failure of the SSC Impair the capability of CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from perforrdng their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

aI Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the subsurface operations water colectonremnoval system would not rnpair the capabillty of QA-1 or OA-2
SSCs from performing their radidoogicp safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA- - iportanto Physical Protection of Facility and Materkias:

6.1 Does te SSC's fucion provide detectn or alarm of unaulholized inbruslon o unauthorized exlosive materials in e restrieted area?
0 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface operations water collectlonlremoval system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for
unauthorized intrusion or the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operations water collectionhemoval system not associated with special nuclear material accoutabilty.
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SDD: SS20 - Subsurface Water Colleclon/Removal

SSC: OperationsWater Removal Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Primary Sump and Pumping Staton Level 5: NIA

QA-7 Iportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or reh personnel access into radlation
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

] Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operations water cllectionfremoval system may have Its own radioactive source erm If required to collect
and remove radioactive liquid and may be required to provide for personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose
rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently hIstaled radation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

Ths questonIsforh stwklandbwucaWbypwposes ony. A yes'answerto hs quesion does notprode nkicslon to the Q-LW

GA Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct hcnusbn that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Irnportant to radidogical satety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

EZ Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operations water collectonremoval system Is contained on the Q-Llst by direct inclusion for the
Underground Services and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.7 Water Collection and Disposal System. as QA-1.
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SDD: SS20 - Subsurface Water CollectionlRemoval

SSC: Operations Water Removal Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Secondary Collection SumpswPumping Level 5: N/A

CIA-1 QA-2 0A- CA4 GA-S QA-6 CIA-7 Non-CO

2z 6z 6 0 0 0 SW 0

QA.1 - inportant to RMdiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provdde reasonable assurance that highlevel waste can be received, handed, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wlhout exceeding the federal Emits?

7 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operations water cofiectloirfemoval system colects and removes water to the underground areas In
operation of the repository. Thi subsystem Is associated with the safe emplacement. storage, packaging or retrieval of
high4evel waste.

12 Is the SSC required function to prent,mitigate. ormoritora credible Design Basis Eventwhichwould othervwse result in radactive
release above the federal Emits?

5! Yes? Rallonale
The subsurface operatikrs water ollectionhemoval system may be required to reqred to function to prevent or mItigate
DBEs that would otherwise result In a radiative release above the federal mis.

1.3 Wil the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

7 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface operations water collectionemoval system could result In a credible DBE that could lead to
a radioactive release above the federal limit.

QA-2 Irportant to Waste Isoation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming pat of the natural or engineered barriers?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface operations water coiectionlremova system Is not part of the natural or engineered barters that perform a
waste isolation function.

2.2 Can dired failure of the SSC significaly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered banrers Mhich may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation uction?

i7 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface operations water collectionremovail system could affect the waste Isolation functions
performed by the natural and engineered barrlers.
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SDD: SS20 - Subsurface Water Colleclion/Removal

SSC: Operations Water Removal Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Secondary Collection Sumps/Pumping Level 5: N/A

QA - Irportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 lthe faLcUon of the SSC designed for coedon, containment, mdor monitoring of segeneated radioactive waste?

i Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operations water collectonremoval sWem may be requied to collect and remove me-generated
radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Irportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

ED Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operations water collectionremoval system does not perform fire protection ftnadions.

QA- - rnportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a re of a Deslgn Basis Event could failure of the SSC irpat the capabrity of QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from perforring their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the subsurface operations water collectionkenoval system would not Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2
SSCs from performing theiriadldogIcal safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA- - nportant to Physical Protection of Facilty and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthored htrusion or unauthorIzed exosive matrials in the retcted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operations water collecionremoval system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for
unauormed Intrusion or the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requked for special nuclear material accow abitly?

U Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface operations water collectionremoval system s not associated wIth special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS20 - Subsurface Water Collection/Removal

SSC: Operations Wster Removal Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Secondary Collection Sumps/Pumping Level 5: NA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding. rxduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requ e personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own radioacive source term?

SZ Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface operations water collectiorremoval system may have ts own radioactive source term ir required to collect
and remove radioactive qd and my be required to provide for personnel radiation shielding or he reduction of dose
rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation montor.

Previous QA Classification:

T7s quesion Is orhstorkdandtrecaabWpuwposes one A es answerto Ut quesffon does notpf~dehi on o U. Q-Llst

.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to he previous concluson a
this SSC Is 1miortant to radidocal safety (GA-1) or waste Isolation (A-2)?

5j Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface operations water colectlonktemoval system Is contained on the C-.ist by direct Inclusion for the
Underground Services and Uilty Systems, SSA 3.5.7 Water Coection and Disposal System, as CA-1.
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SDD: SS21 - Waste Retrieval System

SSC: Waste Retrieval Equipment System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Emplacement Drift Remediatlon Equipment Level S: N/A

CA-1 A-2 A-S QA-4 CA- CA-S OA-7 Non-C
liN O D O 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to prude easonable assurance Uat highlevel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wihout exceeding the federal Ems?

S6 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurtace waste retrieval system removes some or dl of the waste packages from the emplacerment drifts and
transports them to the surface. This system Includes any special equipment necessary to enable retrieval operations to
occur hi the underground. The Emplacement Drift Remedlation Equiment Is part of the equipment necessary for the
retrieval of the waste packages.

1.2 Is the SSC required to functlon to prevent, mitgate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hI a radoactive
release above the federal Emits?

5Z Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface waste retrieval system removes some or al of the waste packages from the emplacement drifts and
transports them to the surface. The Emplacement Drift Remedlation EquIpment, as part of the eqipnent necessary for the
retrieval of the waste packages. may be used to mitigate a credible DBE.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal lmits?

7 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface waste retrieval system removes some or all of the waste packages from the emplacement drifts and
transports them to the surface. Flure of the Emplacement Drift Remedlation Equipment, which is part of the equipment
necessary for the retrieval of the waste packages, my result hI a credible DBE which could lead to a radioactive release
above federal iEmits.

QA-2 Important to Waste Isolatlon:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation runclion by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Emplacement Drift Remediaton Equipment Is part of the equipment necessary for the retrieval of the waste packages.
It does not perform waste isaon function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct fallure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from perform their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Emplacement Dril Remedlation Equipment is part of the equlpment necessary for the retrieval of the waste
packages. Direct failure of this SSC would not significantly affect the characteristics of the natural or engineered barriers
such that I would prevent them from perforning their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS21 -Waste Retrieval System

SSC: Waste Retrieval Equipment System

Level 3: Emplacement Drift Remediation Equipment

Lavel 4: NIA

Level 6: N/A

QA-3 - nportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 I the funcUon o the SSC designed for colection, containment, andor monltorng dtle-generated radioactive waste?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The Emplacement Drill Remedation Equipment Is part of the equipment necessary for the retrieval of the waste
packages. t Is not associated with the colection, containment, or monitoring of sle-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 hiportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC prtect QA-1 er QA-2 SSCs from Ute efects offire?

G Yes? Rationale:
The Emplacement Drit Remedlation Equipment Is part of the equipment necessary for the retieval of the waste
packages. It does not serve a ire protection functin

QA- - iportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a resut of Design Easis Evert could falure of the SSC Impair the capablty of QA-I or OA-2 SSC from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolaton functin?

L Yes? Rationale.
Failure of the Emplacemert Dft Remedation Equipment would not impair fthe capabilty of QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from
performing heir radlogical safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA- - Iportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function prvide decion or arna of unalhoried nrion or unauhoried eosive materis i the restrited area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Emplacement Drfft Remedation Equipment Is part of the equipment necessary for the retrieva of the waste
packages. K does not provide the detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or explosives In the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSC. function requied fbr special nuclear material accountability?

EJ Yes? Rationale:

The Emplacement Drift Remediation Equipment Is part of fthe equipment necessary lor the retrieval of the waste
packages. It Is not associated with the accountabiliy of special nuclear materials.
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SDD: SS21 - Waste Retrieval System

SSC: Waste Retrieval Equipment System Level 4: WA

Level 3: Emplacement Drift Remediatlon Equipment Level 5: WA

QA- - important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide peonnel rdation ieding, reduce dose rates radacte reas, or requh personnel access into riation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

Li Yes? Rationale:

The Emplacement Drft Remedation EquIpment Is part of the equipment necessary for the retrieval of the waste
packages. R does not contain a radloactive source term and Is not associated wIth radation shielding or the reduction of
dose rates I radloactve areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a pemaelly Installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation prtectlon?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Emplacement Dift Remedlation Equipment Is part of the equipnent necessary for ihe retrieval of the waste
packages. This SSC Is not a raditon monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesfon I ibr hisfofkal end rceabt puiposes n*. A 'yes' nswer to Ns quesfon dbes notproWAde &Wluson to t&e Q-Ust

*.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct incluson, that led to the previous concluslon that
1* SSC is Important to radiodcal safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (OA-2)?

6 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is eontalned In the 0-.st by direct Inclusion for the Waste Emplacement and Retrkal System, SSA 3.12. as
QA-1.
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SDD: SS21 - Waste Retrieval System

SSC: Waste Retrieval Equipment System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Off-Normal Conditions Equipment Level 5: NIA

CA-1 CA-2 CA4 CA-4 CA-S GA-6 CA-7 Non-1
C O E3 ) 0 0 0

QA-1 Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC qutred to prmide reasonable asurance that gh-level waste can be reived, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

j Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface waste retrieval system removes sme or all of the waste packages from the emsplacement drifts and
transports them to the surface. This system hIcludes any special equipment necessary to enable retrieval operations to
ocOr hi the underground. The OfT-Normal Conditions Equipment Is part of the equipment necessary for the retrieval of the
waste packages.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, itate, or noniltor a credible Design Basis Event wich would otherwise result In a ridloactive
release above the federal Eilts?

i Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface waste retrieval system removes some or all of the waste packages from the emplacement drifts and
transports them to the surface. The Off-Nonnal Conditions EqLdpment, as part of the equipment necessary for the retrieval
of the waste packages, may mitigates credible DBE.

1.3 Wi the direct falure ofthe SSC resit Ins credile Design Basis Event which would lead to* radioactive release above the federal imis?

j Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface waste retrieval system removes some or all of the waste packages from the emplacement drifts and
transports them to the surface. Failure of the Off-Normal Conditions Equipment, which Is part of the equipment necessary
for the retrieval of the waste packages, could resuit In a credible DBE which could lead to radioadive release above
federal imits.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation hnrction by forming part of th natural or engIneered barriers?

[] Yes? Rationale:

The Off-Normal Conditions Equipment Is part of the equipment necessary for the retrieval of the waste packages. It does
not perform a waste Isolation fnlction by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sIgnifcntly affect the hydrogical, geochemical or geomechanlcal characterisc of the natural or
engineered barriers which nay prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Off-Normal Conditions Equipment is part of the equipment necessary for the retrieval of the waste packages Direct
faliure of this SSC waud not sIgnificantly affect the characteristics of the natural or engineered barriers such that t would
prevent them from performing their waste olation function.
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SDD: SS21 - Waste Retrieval System

SSC: Waste Retrieval Equipment System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Off-Normal Conditions Equipment Level 5: N/A

QA- - mportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the 1unction or the SSC designed fbr coection, containment, andlor monitoring of sle-generated radioactive waste?

E Yes? Rationale:
The Off-Normal Conditions Eqipment is part of the qupmnt necessary br the retieval of the waste packages. is not
associated with the collecton, contairnent, or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste.

OA4 - Irnportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect GA-i or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of Am,?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Off4Normal Condtons Equtprmen Is part afthe equlpment necessary for the rerkeal of7t waste packages. does
not serve a fire protection function.

QA-4 - Important to Potential Interaction:

.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could falure of the SSC Impair the eapablity of OA-I or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Ratbnale:

Fallure of the Off-Normal Conditon Equlprment would not hpalr the capablity of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCa from performing
their radiological safety or waste Isolaton functions.

GA- - nportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs functon pvide detection or alarm of unuhorized intru on or unauthorzed expsvmaterials in the restricted area7

C Yes? Rationale:

The Off-Nomial Conditions Equipment Is part of the equprnent necessary for the retrieval of the waste packages. It does
not provide the detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or explosives In the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function raqued for special nuclear mater accountabliy?

O Yes? Rationale:
The Off-No l Condmions Equlment is pr t of the fequpmt necessary for e reeval of the waste packges. i is
no associated wlh the wcccurtably of special nuclear materis.-
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SDD: 21 -Waste Retrieval System

SSC: Waste Retrieval Equipment System Level 4: NA

Level 3: Off-Normal Conditions Equipment Level 5: N/A

QA7 Ikpodtant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation sheldlrn, reduce dose rates In radoactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own radioactve source term?

Yes? Rationale:
The Off-Normal Conditions Equoment Is part of te equipment necessary for the retrieval of the waste packages. does
not contain a radioacthe source term and Is not associated with radiation shielding or the educiudon of dose rates in
radoactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation montor which moniors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Off-Normal Conditions Equipment Is part of the equipment necessary for the retrieval of the waste packcages. This
SSC Is not radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesffonis frhstdcalandfnceablipwposs on A es answsrto ftIs quosfn doesnotproWde dusion to the Q-Lst

.0 Are there eter fatos, such s preious anyses, a body d consensus, or by direct iusion, that ed to the previous conclusion that
Ws SSC Is Important to radldogcat safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

6Z Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained In the 0QList by direct inclusion for te Waste Emplacement ar Retrieval Systim, SSA 3.512 as
OA-.
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SDD: SS21 -Waste Retreval System

SSC:. Waste Retrieval Equipment System Level 4: NA

Level 3: Retrieval Gantry Level 5: NIA

OA-11 CA-2 CkA-3
0 0 

G 4 QA-I CA-6 OA-7 Nawc-
O 0 0 0 0

CA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety.

1.1 Is the SSC required to provde reasonable assurance that high-evel waste can be recived, hded, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved vithout exceeding the federal Imits?

! Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface waste retrieval system removes sone or al of the waste packages from the emplacement drifs and
transports them to the surface. This system Includes any special equipment necessary to enable retrievsl operations to
occur n the iderground. The Retrieval Gantry Is part of the equipment necessary for the retrieval of the waste packages.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function lo prevent mitigate, or monitor a creie Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal limis?

i Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface waste retrieval system removes some or an of the waste packages from the emplacement driflts and
transports them to the surface. The Retrieval Gantry, as part of the equipment necessary for the retrieval of the waste
packages. could be required to prevent a credible DBE (such as dropped waste package).

1.3 Wi the dect flure of the SSC resuit h a cedible Design Basis Event which woLd iead to a radioace release above the federal lIbnis?

53 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface waste retrieval system removes some or al of the waste packages from the emplacement drifts and
transports them to the surface. Faiure of the Retrieval Gartry, which Is part ofthe equipment necessary for the rerival of
the waste packages, could result In a credible DBE (such as a dropped waste package) which could lead to a radioactive
release above federal Emits.

OA-2 - knportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by lormriq part of the natural or engineered banlers?

o Yes? Rationale:

The Retrieval Gantry Is part of the equipment necessary for the retrieval of the waste packages. It does not perform a waste
Isolation function by brming part of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct faIlure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanicai characteristics of the natural or
engineered barr'ers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale:

The Retrieval Gantry Is part of the equpment necessary for the retrieval of the waste packages. Drect failure of this SSC
would not significantly affect the characteristics of the natural or engIneered barriers such that It would prevent hem from
performing their wast Isolation function.
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SDD: SS21 - Waste Retrieval System

SSC: Waste Retrieval Equipment System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Retrieval Gantry Level 5: NA

QA-3 Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of mite-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Retrieval Gantry Is part of the equipment necessary for the retrieval of the waste packages. It Is not associated with
the coleetion, contafnment or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protectlon:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Raionale:
The Retrieval Gantry is part of the equipment necessary for the retrieval of the waste packages. it does not serve a fire
protection function

QA- - mportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Evert. could failure of the SSC Impalr the capability of GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Ratonale:

The Retrieval Gantry is part of the equipment necessry for the retrieval o ihe waste packages. Flkre of this SSC (such
as dropping a WP), as a result of a DBE would not Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radlological safety or waste isoalion fuction beyond wiat was already evaluated In Question 1.3.

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized expiosive materials h the restrbed area?
r Yes? Ratinale:

The Retrieval Gantry Is part of the equipment necessary for the retrieval of the waste packages. It does not provide the
detection or alarm of unauthoried Intrusion or explves in the restricted rea.

C2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountablIlty?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Retrieval Gantry Is part of the equlpment necessary for the reval of the waste packages. it Is not associated with
the accountabilty of special nuclear materials.
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SDD: SS21 - Waste Retrieval System

SSC: Waste Retrieval Equipment System Level 4: NJA

Level 3: Retrieval Gantry Level 5: NIA

OA-7 - important to Occupational Radlological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC proide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or requte personnel access Into radiation
areas by Is own radloacive source term?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The Retrieval Gantry Is part of the equipment necessary for the retrieval of the waste packages. I does not contain a
radioactive source term and Is not associated with radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates hI radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently nstled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

] Yes? Rationale:

The Retrieval Gantry Is pat of the equipment necessary for the retrieval of the waste packages. This SSC s not a
radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesifon s ftr histodeal and ftaeafbty puwposes onr. A yes answertlb fs quesffon does notprovfde kwclson to the QJsl

3.0 Are there other factors, such as prevous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, ha led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to raddogical safety (QA-i) or waste solaton (QA-2)?

Z Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained In the 04st by direct inclusion for the Waste Emplacement and Retrieval System, SSA 3.5.12, as
QA-1.
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SDD: SS21 -Waste Retrieval System

SSC: Waste Retrieval Transport Equipment System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Rolling Stock Level 5: NIA

CA-1 CA-Z CA-S
z 0 0

QA-4 QA-6
o o

CA-6 CA-7 N~on-C
0 2 0 E

QA-1 hiportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 I the SSC requied to prvide reasonable assurance that hig-evel waste can be rceived, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal lmt?

6Z Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface waste retrieval system removes some or al of the waste packages from the emplacement drifts and
transports them to the surface. This system icludes any special equipment necessary to enable retrieval operations to
occur in the underground. The Rolling Stock Is part of the equipment necessary for the retrieval of the waste packages.

1.2 Is the SC reqred hnction to prevent, mtate, or monitor a craedible Design Basis Event whch wouki otherwise resut in a radioactve
release above the federal mis?

5Z Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface waste retrieval system removes some or all of the waste packages from te emplacement drifts and
transports them to the surface. The Rolling Stock, as part of the equipment necessary for the retrieval of the waste
packages. could be required to prevent a credible DBE (such as a dropped waste package).

1.3 Will the direct laiture of the SSC res in a credible Design Basis Event whch would lead to a dloacUve release above the federal limis?

j3 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface waste retrieval system removes me or all of the waste packages from the emplacement drifts and
transports them to the surface. Falure of the Rolling Stock, which Is part of the equipment necessary for the retrieval of the
waste packages, could resul In a credible OBE (such as a dropped waste package) which could lead to a radioactive
release above federal limits.

QA-2 - important to Waste solatlon

21 Does the SSC perform a waste islation nctlon by formIng part of the natural or ergineered barriers?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Rolling Stock is part of the equipment necessary for the retrieval of the waste packages. It does not perform a waste
Isolation function by formng part of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct falure of he SSC tgnlricntly affect the hydrological, geochemIal, or geomechanical characteridics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale:

The Rolrmg Stock Is part of the equIpment necessary for the retrieval of the waste packages. Direct falure of this SSC
would not significantly affect the charterstics of the natural or engIneered barriers such that i would prevent them from
performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS21 - Waste Retrieval System

SSC: Waste Retrieval Transport Equipment System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Rolling Stock Level 5: NA

QA-3 - mpoiant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the funcon of the SSC designed for eoction, containment, andror montoing of ste-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Roing Stock is part of the equipment necessary for the retrieval of the waste packages. It Is not associated with the
collection, containment, or monitoring of site-generated radiactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 er QA-2 SSCa from the effects of fire?

E Yes? Rationale:

The Rolling Stck is part of theqLdprent necessary forthe retrieval of the waste packages. does not serve a tire
protection hnction.

QA- - inportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of te SSC Impair the cepablrty of OA-t or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

I Yes? Rationale:

The Roing Stock Is part d feqduipmnt necessary for the retrieval ofrthe wWste packages. Faue of thi SSC (such as
dropping a WP), as a result of a DBE, would not Impair the capability of QA-t or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation futicion beyond what Is already covered hI Question t3.

QA-6 - mportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

5.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthortzed Intrusion or unauthorized eolosive materiais In the restricted area?

O Yes? Rationale:

The Rolling Stock Is part of the equipment necessary for the retrieval of the waste packages. t does not provide the
detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or explosives h e restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs functin required for special nuclear nerial acocuntability?

U Yes? Rationale:

The Rolling Stock Is parl of the equipment necessary for e retrieval of the waste packages. it Is not associated with the
accountability of speclal nuclear materials.
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SDD: SS21 - Waste Retrieval System

SSC: Waste Retrieval Transport Equipment System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Rolling Stock Level S: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC poide peonnel radaton shielding, educe derates in radioactive aras, or reque personnel aocess Into adiation
areas by Ks own radloactive source term?

i Yes? Rationale:

The Roling Stock Is part of the equipmert necessary for the retrieval of the waste packages. It Is associated with radiation
shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation prection?

12 Yes? Rationale:
The Rolling Stock is part of the eqlpment necessary for the retrieval of the waste packages. This SSC is not a radiation
monitor

Previous QA Classtficatlon:

Ths queson Is for hIstod and haceaby purposes ony. A 'yes answer to ths quesion does notpro vde Inchslon to Mhe 0-Ust

.0 Are tere other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, tha led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radidogical salety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (0A-2)?

;3 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained hI he 0-LsS by direct Inclusion for the Waste Emplacement and Retrieval System, SSA 3.5.12, as
QA-i.
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SDD: SS24 - Subsurface Emplacement Transportation System

SSC: Access Rail System Level 4; N/A

Level 3: Rail Control System Level 5: NA

CA-1 GA-2 Q4-3 GA 4 QA-G 0A4 A-7 Non-Q
O. O . 0 5I 0 0

QA- - Inportant to Radiological SafetT.

1.1 Ia the SSC requeed to provide reasonable assunce tht hih-kv waste can be received, handed, pacaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved withoo exceeding the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacement transportatIon system provides transportation for personnel and material traveling between
the surface and the emplacement side of the subsurface repository to support performance confliration and maintenance
activies. This systern provides only for non-waste related tansport equpment and this system dees not transport waste
packages. Therefore, the subsurface emplacement transportation system and Ks SSCs (wuch as access m system. rall
control system) ae not associated with the receivng, handling, packaging, storage. emplacement or retrieval of high-level
waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, miligate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which wouid otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacement transportation system -access m system - rd control system Is only Iolved with
transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. Therefore. the system Is not required to function to prevent
mitigate, or monitor a credible DBE that would otherwise result In a radioactive release above the federal limits.

1.3 Wil the direct fallure of the SSC result hi a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale;
The subsurface emplacment transportation system -access fn system - ril control system Is ony Ivolved with
transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. Therefore, failure of lie SSC will not result in a credible
DBE which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal imits.

QA-2 hnportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale
The subsurface emplacment transportation system - access rat system -ra control system Is only Iwolved with
transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. The system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct falkr of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological. geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
enghneered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste koation Kinction?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacment transportation system. access rail system -ral control system Is only Involved with
transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. Falure of the system will not Inpact the natural or
engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS24 - Subsurface Emplacement Transportation System

SSC: Access Rail System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Rail Control System Level 5: N/A

QA3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the functIon fthe SSC destned fr colecon, containment, andor monitorngofd ste-generated radloactive waste7

( Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface urnplacment transportatIon system -access ran system - rail control system Is only involved with
transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. This system Is not Involved with mte-generated radioactive
waste.

QAA Important to Fire ProtectIon:

4.1 Does the SSC protect A-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of flre?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment transportation system - access rail system - raff control system k only involved with
transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. Ts system does not protect aA-1 or QA-2 SSC* from
the effects of fire.

QA- Iportant lo Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a resul of a Design Basis Ever, coul filure of the SSC knpairthe capabity of CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing Uir
radiological safety or waste Isolation hnction?

2 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment transportation system - access rail system - rail control system Is only Involved with
transporting personnel and materIals and not waste packages. Failure of this system could Impair QA-1 or QA-2 SSC
from performing their radblogical safely or waste Isolation ftuncUon.

QA-l - Iportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6 1 Docs the SSC' (nction provide detecion or alarm of unautorized Intusn or unaut ed exosive materIals In the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface enplacment transportation system -access rail system -ral control system Is only involved with
transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. Ts system is not associated with the detection or
alarming for urauthortzed intrusion orthe presence or eposive materials.

62 Is the SSCs (ncUon mequlred or special nuclear materal accountabilty?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacrent transportation system -access rail system - rail control system Is only involved with
transporting personnel and materis and not waste packages. This system Is not associated wIth special nuclear
material accountabilty. 
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SDD: SS24 - Subsurface Emplacement Transportation System

SSC: Access Rail System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Rail Control System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radatlon shielding, reduce dote rates hI radoactie areas, or requie personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own rmdloacive source temi?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment trportat~on system - access rall system -ral control system Is only ivolved with
transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. This system does not have Is awn source term, or provide
radiation shieldrg or reduction In dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel mciation protection?

E Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment transportation system - access ral system - ag control system Is only Iwnoved with
transporting personnel and materials and not waste package. This system Ic not a radlation mnitor.

Previous QA Classification:

77* questionisfo rhsIasndnceatbypposson. A yes'answurtothbs quesfion doesnotprvfdehuon to the QLst

*.0 Are there er factors, sh as previus analyses, a body at consensus, or by dired wcon, Iat led to the prevous concusion that
this SSC Is irnport to radlologcal safety (QA4I) or waste isolation (GA-2)?

i Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacement transpottion system -access rl system -ral control system Is contalned on the Q-Uist by
direct Inclusion for the Underground Services and Wity Systems, SSA 35.1 Transportation System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS24 - Subsurface Emplacement Transportation System

SSC: Access Rail System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Rail, Switches & Hardware Level 5: NA

CA-1 QA-Z QA-3 CA4 CIA-6 QA6 A-7 Non-Q

______.~~~~0.0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-i - Important to Radiologfe Safty:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal mls?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacement transportation system proides transportation for personnel and material travelling between
the surface and the emplaoement side of the subsurface repository to support performance confirmation and maIntenance
activities. This system provides only fbr non-waste related transport equipment and this system does not transport waste
packages. Therefore, the subsurface emplacement transportation system and Is SSCs (such as access rai system - al.
switches and hardware) are not assocIated with the recevtng, handling, packaging. storage, emplacement or retrieval of
high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal Imils?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacement transportation system - access rail system ral, switches and hardware Is orly Invohred wIth
transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. Therefore, the system Is not requred lo function to prevent,
mItigate, or monitor a credible DBE that would otherwise resuit In a radioactive rlease above the federal limits.

13 Wll the drect failure of the SSC result credibe Design Basis Event which would lead to a nraoactive release above the federal lmis7

0 Yes? Rtionale:
The subsurface emplacment transportation system - access it system rail, switches and hardware is only nvolved with
transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. Therefore, failure of the SSC will not result h a credible
DBE which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal mits.

QA-2 Iportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by formIng part of the natural or engineered barriers?

O Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment tranportaton system - access rdl system rail, switches and hardware Is only involved with
transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. The system Is not part of the natural orengineered baniers.

22 Can direct faxre of the SSC sInllantly affect the hydrological, geochemical or geomecharlcal characteristics of the natural or
anglneered barriers which may prevent them from performing ther waste isolation unction?

C) Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacment transportatlon system - access rail system rl, switches and hardware is only Involved with
hnsprting personnel and materials and not waste packages. Failure of the system will not impact the natural or
engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS24 - Subsurface Emplacement Tansportation System

SSC: Access Rail System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Rail, Switches & Hardware Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, contabnent, and/or monitorin of se-generated radioactive waste?

ID Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface umplacment transpohtation system - access rall system rail, swItches and hardware Is only Involved with
transporting personnel and materiuls and not waste packages. This system Is not Involved with site-generated radioactive
waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protectlon:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or CA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacment tuanspotatlon system - access rl system ral, switches and hardware i6 only involved with
transporting personnel a materials and not waste packages. This system does not protect QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from
the effects of fire.

QA-5 - important to Potential hteraction:

6.1 As a result oa Desibn asis Event. couid filure of fie SSC Impalr ihe capablty of OA-t or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

S Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacment transportation system -access rail system reg, swItches and hardware Is only Involved with
transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. Fallure of this system could Impair QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs
from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation function.

QA4 - Important to Physical Ptotection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC. function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized expiosive materials n the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacment transportation system -access i system ral, switches and hardware Is only involved with
transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. This system Is n associated ift the detection or
alarming for unauthorized IntrusIon or the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 is ihe SSCs functon ruquked for special nuclearmateral accounabil?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment transportation system -access rail stem al, switches and hardware is only Involved wth
transportIng personnel and materials and not waste packages. This system Is not assoited with special nuclear
material accountabilty.
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SDD: SS24 - Subsurface Emplacement Transportation System

SSC: Access Rail System Level 4: NA

Level 3: Rail, Switches & Hardware Level 5: NIA

OA-T - mportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shieiding, reduce dose rates hi radioactive areas, or mquke personnel access kilo radiaton
areas by Its on fadloacve source term?

U Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment tansportation system - access rail system rail, switches and hardware Is only hiolved with
transporting persomel and materials and not waste packages. This system does not have Is mn souce term, or provide
radiation shielding or reduction In dose rates

72 Is the SSC a permanenly Instaled radiation monitor which montors areas for personnel radiation protection?

r Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment transportation system - access rall system rail, Wches and hardware Is only Inolved with
transporting personnel and materils and not waste packages. TN system Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous OA Classification:

Thi qesffon isforhistocuaendhceah4pwposes o* A psnswerto hsq quesfon does notpoWde inchson to the -Lit

3.6 Are there oer factors, such a prevWous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, hat ed to the previous conclusion that
this SSC s klportant to radiological safety (QA-I) orwaste isoiation (OA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacement transportation system - access al system raIl, switches and hardware Is contained on the
QLst by direct Incluslon for h Underground Services and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.1 Transportation System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS24 - Subsurface Emplacement Transportation System

SSC: Access Rail System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Rolling Stock Level 5: N/A

QA-1 QA-2 GA-3 GA4 CA- OA-6 QA-7 Non-C
0 0 00 Z 0 0 0

QA-1 Inportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the 8SC requ*ed to prwde reasonab assune hffat hhlevel waste can be recived, haded, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal bmls7

0 Yes? Rationle:
The subsurface emplacement transpoatilon system provides transportation for personnel ad material travelling between
the surface and the emplacement side of the subsurface repository to support performance confirmation and maintenance
activities This system provides ory for non-waste related transport equIprent and this system does not transport waste
packages. Therefore, the subsurface emplacement transportation system and Is SSCs (such as access ral system -
rolling stock) are not associated with the recelving, handling, packaging, storage, emplacement or retrieval of hiklevel
waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to functon to prevent, mitigate, or monritor a credible Design Basis Event vwtich would otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal Imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacement transportation system -access rail system. rolWig stock Is only bnoved with transporting
personnel and materials and not waste packages. Therefore, the system Is not reured to lUnction to prevent, mitigate, or
monator credible DBE that would otherwise result in a radioactive release above the federal Emits.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result hi a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioacive release above the federal W&Ik?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment transportatIon system - access ral system -rolIng stock Is only Involved with transporting
personnel and materials and not waste packages. Therefore, failure of the SSC will not result In a credible DBE which
would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Imits.

QA-2 - hportant to Waste kolatlon:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface mplacnent transporaioln system - access rail system - roilng stock Is only Involved with transporting
personnel and materials and not waste packages. The system Is not part of the natural or engIneered banters.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geormechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevenl them from perftmng their waste isolation fuiction?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment transportation system -access ran system - roing stock Is only Involved with transporting
personnel and materials and not waste packages. Failure of the system will not Impact the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS24 - Subsurface Emplacement Transportation System

SSC: Access Rail System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Rolling Stock Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - hiportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function ofthe SSC designed for colecton, codainmet.ardlor monIorig of te nerted acloacive waste?

G Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacment transporUton system -access all system - rolling stock Is ay hwred wll transporting
personnel and materials and not waste packages. This system Is not involved with aRegenerated radioactive waste.

QA4 - Inportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect GA-I or OA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

n Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment tansportation system -access ral system - oling stock Is only Invved with transportkV
personnel and materials and not waste packages. This system does not protect QA-1 or GA-2 SSCs from the effects of
fire.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a rsull fa Design Basis Event. couid allure ofthe SSC lmpalrthe capabIlity ofQA- or QA-2 SSCs frm perfoming their
radiologIcal safety or waste Isdation function?

Z Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplcsment transportatin system - access raN system rolling stock Is only nvoved wih transporting
personnel and materials and not waste packages. Failure of this system could mpair GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
perfoig teir radiological safety or waste Iioation function.

QA-C - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC unction provide detection or alam of unauhrzed intusion orunautorri d eposie mterials in the restricted rea?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacmrent transportaion system - access rail system -rolling stock is anly iwolved with transporting
personnel and materials and not waste packages. This system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for
Lnauthorzed intrusion or the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabiliy?

Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface empiacment transportation system access rall system -rolinag stock is only Involved with transpoting
personnel and materials and not waste packages. This system is not associated wIth special nuclear material
accountabIllty.
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SDD: SS24 - Subsurface Emplacement Transportation System

SSC: Access Rail System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Rolling Stock Level 5: NIA

QA-7 Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or require personnel access Ito radiation
areas by Its ovm radloacive sourc term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacrrent tnsportation system -access rail system - rollng stock Is only Irvdved with transporting
persornel and materials and not waste packages. Ths system does not have Rs own source tem, or provide radiation
sielding or reduction hI dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permnently istalled radiation montor which monitors areas for personel radiation protecion?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface empisament transportation system - access ra system -rolling stock is only involved with tr nsporting
personnel and materials and not waste packages. This system Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous CA Clasdsifion:

This ques onw sbrhltsoaand easblypwposes onf. A yes'answerto this qutesfn does notprowde Incsion to se 0-List

8.0 Are there ot factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, It led to the previous conclusion Oth
this SSC Is hnportant to radiological safety (CA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

jZ Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacement transportation systen -access rall system - rolling dock Is contained on the O-List by direct
Inclusion for the Underground Services and Utility Systems. SA &5.1 Transportation System, as CA-1.
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SDD: S24 - Subsurface Emplacement Transportation System

SSC: Ramp Access System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Doors & Access Control Level 5: NA

QA-i A-2 QA-3 CA-4 QA-I CA-6 CA-7 Non-C
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - nportat to Radiological afety.

1.1 Is the SSC quired to proAde reasonable assurnce that high-el wae cn be recived, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding lhe federal nits?

O Yes? Rationale:
The wbsurlace emplacement transportation system provides transpoutation for personnel and material iravelling between
the surface and the emplacement side of the subsurface repository to support perfornance confirmation and maintenance
activities. This system provides only for non-waste related transport equipment and this system does not transport waste
packages. Therefore, the subsurface emplacement transportation system and Its SSCs (such as ramp access system -
door and access control) are not associated with the receiving, handling, packaging, storage, emplacement or retrieval of
high-level waste.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, miiate, or monr a credible Design Basis Event wih would orwie~se resuR in a radoactive
release above the federal imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The wbsurface emplacement transportation system access ra11 system -door and access control Is only ivolved wilh
transporting personnel and materials end not waste packages. Therefore, the system Is not required to function to prevent,
mitigate, or monio a credible DEE that would otherwise result In a radioactive release above the federal Emits.

1.3 Wil the direct failure of the SSC resut hi acdible Design Easis Evert wih would lead to radloactve release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface empiacment transportation system -access ral system - door and access cortrol Is ory involved with
transportn personnel and materials and not waste packages. Therefore, failure of the SSC wil not result in a credible
OBE which wold kad to a radioactive release above the federal Emits.

QA-2 Important to Waste Isolaton

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste lactation Function by forming part of the natural or engineered barrier?

M Yes? Ratonale:

The subsurface emplacment transportation system -access rall system - door and access control Is only Involved with
tansporting personnel and materials end not waste packages. The system Is not part of the natural or engineered barters.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC signifrcantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers with may prevent them from performing theIr waste Isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacment transporlation system -access rail system - door and access control Is only hivolved with
transport perswel nd materis nd not waste packages. Fallure of the systen wi not Ipact the natural or
engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS24 - Subsurface Emplacement Transportation System

SSC: Ramp Access System Level 4: NA

Level 3: Doors & Access Control Level 5: NIA

QA3 - Inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is te function of the SSC designed for collection, containment. andlor monitorin of ste-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment transportation system -access rail system -door and acess control Is only Involved with
transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. This system Is not Iwolved with rite generated radloactive
waste

QA.4 Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does Ihe SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs fhxm the effects of fire?

z Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacnient transportation system -access rail system - door and access conlrol I only Invoved with
transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. This system does not protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
the effects o1 fire.

QA-6 Impoitant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a resultfa Design Easis Event, coui halure ofthe SSC Impairte capablity ofA-i or QA-2 SSC from performing thelr
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale

The subsurface .mptacment transportation system - access ralq system - door and access control is only Inolved with
trnspot personnel and materials and not waste packages. Failure of ts system does not Impair QA-I or QA-2
SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isoation function.

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's fnction provide detecton or alarm of unau ffd intruson or authored plosve matals In the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment transportation system - access ril system. door and access coro Is only inyolved with
transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. This system Is not associated w te detection or
alarming for unautlflzed hrnuso er the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 I the SSCs hf tion mquired for special nuclear naterial acntabilty?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment transportation system -access ral system - door and access control Is only involved with
transporsting personnel and materials and not waste packages. This system Is not associated with special nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SS24 - Subsurface Emplacement Transportation System

SSC: Ramp Access System , Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Doors & Access Control Level 5: WA

QA-T - nportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provIde personnel radiation shilding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Ks own radloacive source tm?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacment tnsporlation system -access rail system - door and access control Is only hwived with
transporting personnel and materials and not waste pacages. ThI* system does not have Is owrn source term, or provide
radiation shielding or reduction In dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radlation monitor which morntor areas for personnel radiaion protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacment transportation system -access rail system - door and access cortrl Is oNy involved with
transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. This system Is not a radiaon montor

Previous QA Cassification:

This quesion Is fbrhestodc ndhceabtv punposes onl. A ys answer to his quesfon does notprode hl on to e Q-LIst

.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by drect incluson, that led t the previous concusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

;E Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacement transportation system -access rail system - door and access control Is contained on the 0-
List by direct inclusion for the Underground Services and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.1 Transportation System, as CA-1.
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SDD: SS24 - Subsurface Emplacement Transportation System

SSC: Waste Transportation Maintenance System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Emergency/Recovery Equipment System Level 5: NIA

CA-1 QA-Z CA-3 QA-4 CA-6 0A4 CA-7 Non-C
L] 0 0 0 0 0 W. 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Ims?

C] Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacement transportation system provides transportation for persornel and material traveling between
the surface and tie emplacement side of lhe subsurface repository to support performance confirmation and maintenance
acbiv]es. This system provides only for non-aste related transport equipment and this systern does not transport waste
packages. Therefore, the subsurface emplacement transportation system and Its SSCs (such as waste transportation
maintenance system. emergencytrecovery equipment system) are not associated with lhe receivng, handling, packaging.
storage, emplacement or retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal 1mits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacement transportation system. waste transportation maintenance system -emergencylrecovery
equipment system is only ivoived with transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. Therefore, the
system is not required to function to pievent. Itiate, or monitor * credble DBE that would otherwise result hi a radioactive
release above the federal limits.

1.3 Wvl the direct failure of the SSC resit In credibe Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioacive release above the federal lmits?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplaoment transportation system -waste transportation maintenance system -emergencytrecovery
equipment system Is only Involved wlh transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. Therefore, failure of
the SSC wiD not result I a credible DBE which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal imits.

CA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolatlon funon by forming pat f the natural or engineered barriers?

o Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment transportation system -waste transportation maintenance system -emergencyrecovery
equipment system Is only involved with transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. The system Is not
part of the natural or engineered barris.

2.2 Can direct failure of ie SSC sinc y affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may preverd them from performing their waste Isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment transportation system. waste transportation maintenance system -emergencecovery
equipment system Is onty Invotved with transporting personnel and materais and not waste packages. Faliure of the
system wi not Impact the natural or engineered barrters.
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SDD: SS24 - Subsurface Emplacement Transportation System

SSC: Waste Transportation Maintenance System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Emergency/Recovery Equipment System Level 6: N/A

QA3 - Iportart to Radioactive Waste Control

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for ,ollectlon containment, andor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment transportation system -waste transportation maintenance system - emergencyrecovery
equipment system Is only Irwolved wfth transporting personnel end materials and not waste packages. This system Is not
Inwolved with ste-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 Inpoitant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA- or QA-2 SSCs from the efrects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurfhe emnplacment transptation system -waste niansportation maintenance system - energencytrecovery
equipment system Is only Involved wh transport personnel and materials and not waste packages. Ths system does
not protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCc from the effects of fire.

QA- - Iportant to Potential hiteraction:

6.1 As a result of aDesign lasis Event, ecuk ifalue of the SSC hipalr the cpabily of CA-I or CA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological saety or waste Isolation function?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment tronspoitaton system - waste transportation maintenance system - emergency~recovery
equipment system Is only irowlved with transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. Falure of this
system does not knpalr CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from perorming their radiological safety or waste isoaton funcon.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does te SSCs tunction prowe detection or tarm of unauthized Intrusion or uauhorted explosive nterials In the restricied area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface ernplacment transportati sysem -waste transportation maintenance system -emergencykecovery
equipment system Is onty Inoled with transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages, This system Is not
associated with the detection or alarming for unau tled intrusion or the presence of eplosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface mplacment transportation ystem -waste bansportation maintenance system - emergencyfrecovery
equipment system Is only Involved with transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. Ts system Is not
associated with special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS24 - Subsurface Emplacement Transportation System

SSC: Waste Transportation Maintenance System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Emergency/Recovery Equipment System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - hiportant to Occupational Radlological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radation shilng, redu dose rates i mdoactive areas, or requkb personnel access no diation
areas by Its wn radioacive source term?

v Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment transpotation system -waste transportation mabitenance system -energencyftecowery
equipment system is only Inolved wth trarting personnel and materials and not waste padcages. This system does
not have Is own source term, but may povide radiation shielding or reduction hI dose rates for personnd.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaned radiaton monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation prtection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacment transportation system - waste transportation maintenance system - emergency/recovery
equipment system I only iwolved with transporting personnel and matertais and not waste packages This system Is not a
radiation monior.

Previous QA Classification:

Ws quesionIsforhfstodbeend ceabifypwposes on. A yes'answer tohs queston does notprovide toinsI to te 0-Lkt

*.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus or by direct inclusion, ht led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

Z Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface eniplacement transportation system -waste transportation maintenance system - energencyrecovery
equpment system Is contained on the Q-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Services and Utility Systems. SSA
3.5.1 Transportation System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS24 - Subsurface Emplacement Transportation System

SSC: Waste Transportation Maintenance System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: RamplMain Inspection & Maintenance Level 5: N/A

QA-1 QA-2 CA-3 QA4 CA4 QA-S IA-7 Non-C
o,0 0 0 0 0 0 z

QA-1 - Ipoant to Radlological Sety.

1.1 Is Ihe SSC reqdred to provide reasonable assurance that high-ever waste can be recelved, haled, packaged, stored. emplaced, and
retrieved wilthout exceeding the federal limits?

Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacement transportation system provides transportation for personnel and material tramlng beheen
the surface and the emplacement side of the subsurface repository to support performance confimnation and maintenance
activities. This ytem provldes oly for non-waste related transport equipment and this system des not transport waste
packages Therefore, the subsurface emplacement transportatIon system and it SSCs (such as waste transportation
maintenance system -ramphnafn inspection and maintenance) ae not associated with the rcetving. handling, packaging,
storage, emplacement or retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC requird function to prevent. ntate or montor credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above te federal Imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacement transportation system -waste transportation maintenance system - ramp/maln inspection and
maintenance Is onty irvdwed with transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. Therefore, the system Is
not required to function to prevent, mitgate, or monitor a credible D8E that would otherwise resul In a radioactive release
above the federal limits.

1.3 Wil the direct faiure otthe SSC tesult in a credble Design Basis Event which wouid lead to adoace rlease above the federal Imits?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplaoment transportation system -waste transportation maintenance system - rarmphnain Inspection and
maintenance Is only invoved with trnsporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. Therefore, failure of the
SSC wil not resuilt In a credible DOE which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal imits.

QA-2 - Important to Waste solatlonc

2.1 Doe the SSC perform a waste iso lation irnction by fomin pat oftthe natunal or ineered bariers?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment transportation system - waste transportation maintenance system - raiphmain Inspection and
maintenance Is only involved with transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. The system Is not part of
the natural or engineered baners.

2.2 Can direct faiure of the SSC gnificanty affet the hydrologica, geochemical, orgeornech al characteristics ofthe natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing ther waste isolation function?

I Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment transportation system -waste trnspbrtation maintenance system -ranpAnaln Inspection and
maintenance only inolved wilh transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. Failure ot the ystem wi
not Impact the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS24 - Subsurface Emplacement Transportation System

SSC: Waste Transportation Maintenance System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Ramp/Main Inspection & Maintenance Level 5: N/A

QA - nportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 I the function of the SSC designed for collection, contalrnment, andfor monitoring of mte-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationafe:
The subtsuface empiacmerA Iransportation system waste transportation maintenance system - rmphnaln Inspection and
maintenance is only involved with transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. This system Is not
Involved with le-generated radioactive waste.

QA - Importantto Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSC hom the effects of fire

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface empiacment transportation system - waste transportation maitenance system. r- npfmain Inspection
and maintenance I only Involved with transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. This system does
not protect CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs bon the effects of lire.

QA6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

1.1 As a resut of a Design Easis Event, could falure of the SSC pair Ihe capabilRy of QA-l or CA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety orwaste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationae:
The subsurface empiacment transportation system - waste transportation maintenance system - ramphnaln Inspection
and maintenance Is o Involved with transportM personnel and materials and not waste packages. Failure of this
system does not kmpair QA-t or QA-2 SSCs from performIng heir radiological safety or waste Isolation function.

QA4 kiportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSGs functon provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials hI the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface gmpiacment transportation system -waste transportation maintenance system - rampmaln Inspection
and maintenance Is only Involved wlth transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. Ths system is not
associated with the detection or abrrning for unautlorized Intrusion or the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?
O Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment transportation system -waste transportation maintenance system - rarrplnain Ispection
and maintenance Is only Involved with transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages This system Is not
associated with special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS24 - Subsurface Emplacement Transportation System

SSC: Waste Transportation Maintenance System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: RamplMaln Inspection & Maintenance Level 5: N/A

QA- - Iportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provlde pesonnel rdiation sielding,educe dose rates i dloactive aTeas, or requi peonnel access into adiation
areas by Its own radloacdve source term?

1 Yes? RatIonale:
The subsurface emplacment bpanspotlon system -waste transportation maintenance system - ramphraln Inspection and
maintenance Is only hwolved with transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. This system does not
have Its Own soue tem, or prvide radiation shieki or reduction In dose rates.

72 Is the SSC a permanent Instaled radation monlor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacment trunspmtatlon system -waste transportation maintenance system - rarnpnain Inspection and
maintenance Is only Invalved with transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. This system Is not a
radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classfficatlon:

This quesion is br historcal and trceablty puposes only. A yes' answer to ths queson does notpmvd icson to the Q-Ust

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus. or by direct Inclusion. lhat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radologIcal safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (OA.2)?

Z Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacement transportatIon system -waste transportation maintenance system. ramp'maln Inspection
nd maintenance Is cortained on the O-Ust by drect Icluslon for the Underground Services and Utilty Systems, SSA

3.5.1 Transportation System, as CA-1.
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SDD: SS24 - Subsurface Emplacement Transportation System

SSC: WasteTransportatonMaintenanceSystem Level 4: NA

Level 3: Repair Equipment System Level 5: NIA

QA-1 QA- A-3 QA4 CA- CIA-6 QA-7 NonQ2

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

QA.-1 - Important to Radiological Saety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high4evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
reeved without eceeding the federal nits?

[] Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacement transportation system provides transportatIon for personel and materbl traveling between
the surface and the emplacement side of the subsurface repository to support performance conlmiraton and maintenance
acv~tles This system provides ony for non-waste related transpot equipment and this system does no transport waste
packages. Therefore, the subsurface emplacement transportation systen and its SSCs (such as waste transportation
maintenance system -repair equipment system) are not associated with the receMng, handing, packaging, storage,
emplacement or retrieval of hih-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent igate, or moritora credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise rsult ina radloactive
release above the federal ImIts?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface anplacement transportation system -waste transportation maintenance system -repair equipment system
is only holved with tnsporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. Therefore, the system Is not required to
hrnction to prevent, mitiate, or monitor a credible DBE that would otherwise result hI a radioactive release above the federal
iimits.

13 W the direct failure of the SSC resut hi a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to radoacive release above te federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacment transportation system -waste transportatIon maintenance system -repair equipment system Is
only involved with transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. Therefore, failure of the SSC wAi not
result In a credible DOE which wotld lead o a radioactive release above te federal Eifs.

QA-2 - mportant to Waste Isolation:

21 Does ihe SSC perform a waste Islatlion function by fomning part of the natural or engineered barier?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment transportation system -waste transportation maintenance system -repair equipment system is
only insolved with transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. The system Is not part of the natural or
engineered banters.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sgnificanly affect the hydrological, geochernical, or geomechardcal characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation fumction?

C Yes? Ratirale:
The subsurface enplaciment transportation system -waste transportation maintenance system -repair equipment system
Is only Involved with transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. Faflure of the system will not Impact
the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS24 - Subsurface Emplacement Transportation System

SSC: Waste Transportation Maintenance System Level 4: WA

Level 3: Repair Equipment System Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function o the SSC designed for coecon, cowtarmnent, and~or monlorhn of s-generted radloactve waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface eIplacment transportation system -waste transportation maintenance system. repair equipment system
Is only Involhed with transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. This system Is not hvolved with sie-
generated radioactive waste.

QA4 Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-I or OA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurace emplacment transportatin system -waste transportation malntenance system -repair equipment system
Is only Invoved with transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. This system does rot protect QA-1 or
QA-2 SSCs from the effects of tire.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result o a Design Basis Event, cMd flure ofthe SSC inpalr the capabliy of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs tom performing their
radiological satety or waste isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface emplacent transportation system -waste transportation maintenance system - repair equipment system
Is only olved with transporting personnel and materials and not waste packages. Failure of this system does not impair
GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from perfoming their radiolgical safety or waste Isolation function.

A-$ - Inportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC' function pvide detection or larm o unauthorfed intrusbn or unauthortzed explosive materials In the restricted area?
C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment transportation system -waste transportation maintenance system - repair equipment system
Is only involved with trarsport rswnnel and materials and not waste packages. This system Is not associated with the
detection or alarmkV for unauthodzed Intrusion or the presence o explosive materials.

C.2 Is the SSCs function requbed for specil nuclear material accountablity?
C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplaoment transportation system -waste transportation maintenance system - epalr equipment
system Is only Involved with tnsporing personnel and materials and not waste packages. This system Is not
associated with special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS24 - Subsurface Emplacement Transportation System

SSC: Waste Transportation Maintenance System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Repair Equipment System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does thi SSC proide persnnel radiation shieng, reduce dose rates In radioacUve s, or requr personnel access kIo radiation
areas by Rs own radloactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacment transportation system - waste transportation maintenance system - repair equipment system
Is only Involved wi transporting personnel and materials end not waste packages. This system does not have Rs own
source term, or provide radiation sMieldng or reduction In dose rates.

72 Is the SSC a permanently Installed rediallon monilor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

Yes? Rationale:

The ubsuface ernplacment transportation system -waste transportation maintenance system -repalr equipment system
Is only Involved with transporting personnel end materials end not waste packages. This system Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classfication:

This quesf6on is brhkatodkal and ceably purposes on. A 'yes answer to tffs quesflon does notproide hIcluson to the CLUst

8.0 Are there other factos, ch as preWlous enalyses, a body of consensus, or by drect huion, tht ied to the previous conlusion that
this SSC is Importart to radiological safety (CA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface emplacement transportation system - waste transportation maintenance system -repair equlipment system
Is contained on the 0-ust by direct Inclusion forthe Underground Services end Utilty Systems, SSA 3.5.1 Transportation
System, as CA-1.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Access Fire Suppression System Level 5: N/A

CA-1 QA-2 QA GA-4 GA-5 CA-6 QA-7 on4-
O O O E l;Z 0 0 0

A-1 - Iportantlo Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC requIred to provide reasonable assuunce that hgh-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the ederal Hmis?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Development Access Fire Suppression System provides capability to suppress fires throughout the emplacement and
development sides of the subsurface wherever there Is non-mobile operating equipment. This SSC is not associated with
the receipt, handling, emplacement, torage, packagIng, or retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which wouid oleiwise result n a radioactive
release above te federal Imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Development Access Fire Suppression System does not mitigate the consequences of a credible fire DBE which has
the potential for a radioactive release above federal imis.

1.3 WM the direct failure of the SSC result Ins credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above fte federal rits?

E Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure ofthe Development Access Fire Suppression System would not result in a credible DBE that could lead to a
radioactive release above the fderal mit.

QA-2 - Iportant to Waste solatlon:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by Forming part f Ihe natural cr egineered barers?

E Yes? Rationale:

The Development Access Fire Suppression System Is not part othe natural or engrneered barriers that perform a waste
Isolation function.

2.2 Can direct failure ef the SSC sigitcantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geonecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale:

Direct faffure of the Development Access Fire Suppression System would not Impair the capability of natural or engineered
barriers from performing their waste isolation con
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Access Fire Suppression System Level 5: NIA

QA.3 - mportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collectin, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Development Access Fire Suppression System Is not associated wih te ste-generated radioactive waste.

QA4 - nportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA- or QA-2 SSCs fromte ffects of fire?

i; Yes? Rationale:
The Development Access Fire Suppression System may protect the QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects d a fire by
suppressing the re as soon as possible.

QA-6 - Importantto Potentlal Interaction:

1.1 As a resuf ot a Desgn Basis Evet, could filure fthe SSC hnpalr the capabilty of QA-i or QA-2 SSCs fm performing their
radiological safety or waste Isdation functon?

Q Yes? Rationale:
Failure ofthe Development Access Fire Suppression System may Impar the capablity of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
performing their radiological safety or waste ation functions.

QA4 - kiportant to-Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's funcfion prvde deteton or alarm of urut zed Intion or unau zed eosve materials In the restricted area?

0 Yes? Ratonale:
The Development Access Fire Suppression System Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthorized
Intrusion or the presence of eoosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabIty?
C Yes? Rationale:

The Development Access Fire Suppression System Is not required for special nuclear material accountablity.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Access Fire Suppression System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - mportant to Occupational Radlogical Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radation shldilng, educe dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

2Yes? Rationale:
The Development Access Fire Suppresson System does not have Is own radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

72 Is be SSC a permanenty Instalted radatlon monilor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

2 Yes? Rationale:
The Development Access Fire Suppression System Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA ClassIficatIon:

Ths quesffonis torhistoicua andraceablypurposes on. A yes answerto s quesFon does notprovde Induslon to ae Q-Ust

3.0 Are there other factors, such as prelius analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, hatld to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is nporant to radioogical safety (CA-1) or waste Isotion (QA-2)?

Yes? Rationale:
The Development Access Fire Suppression System is contained on the O-Ust by direct inclusion for the Underground
Serices and Utity Systems, SSA 3.5.9 Fire Protection and Control System, as CA-I.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: Mechanical Excavation Systems

Level 3: Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Level 5: NIA

GA-1 GA-2 GA3 OAQ4 GA-S QA-6 CA-7 Non-Q
0 0 0 2 0 0 0

QA-i - inpotant to Radiological Safety:

11 Is the SSC required lo provide easonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handed, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding te federal Imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Mechanical Excavation System provides capability to suppress
fires throughout the empacemert and development sdes of the subsurace wherever there Is non-mobile operating
equipment. This SSC s not associated with the receipt, handling, emplacement, storage, packaging, or retrieval of high-
level waste.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mtgate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal mits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Mechanical Excavation Systems does not mitigate the
consequences of a creible fre DBE which has the potential for a radioactive release above federal Imits.

1. Will the direct fallure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radloacive release above the federal knits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Drect failure of the Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Mechanical Excavation Systems would not result n
a credible DBE that could lead to a radloactIve release above the federal lEmit.

QA-2 - important to Waste isolation

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barTers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Mechanical Excavation Systems Is not part of the natural or
engineered barters that perform a waste isolation function.

22 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological. geocheical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers whkh may prevent them forn performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Mechanical Excavation Systems would not rnpair
the capability of natural or engineered bartlers from performing their waste solation function.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: Mechanical Excavation Systems

Level 3: Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Level 5: NJA

QA.3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the fundtion of the SSC designed for eoection, containment, sntor monloring of aSe-geneRted radioacive waste?

3 Yes? Rationale:

The Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Mechanical Excavation Systems Is not associated with the site-
generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

5Z Yes? Rationale;

The Development Excavallon Systems Fire Suppression Mechanical Excavation Systems may protect the QA-1 or QA-2
SSC* from the effects of a fir by suppressing the firs as soon as possible.

QA - Important to Potential Interaction:

1.1 As a resulftof& Design asis Evrd wouidfallure ofthe SSC impairthe capabilityofA-1 or QA-2SSCs from performing thelr
radiological safety or waste Isolation fnction?

5Z Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Mechanical Excavation Systems may inpalr the
capablity of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation fctions.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC funcon prosie deeCton or arm of unautrd intusion or uathodzed eosive materials in the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Mechanical Excavation System is not associated with the
detection or alarming for unaithortzed Inrusion or the presence of explosive materials.

5.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accounbity?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Development Excavation System Fire Suppression Mechanical Excavation System is not required for special
nuclear material accountailty.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurrace Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppresslon Level 4: Mechanical Excavation Systems

Level 3: Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Level 5: NA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC prvode persoriel radiation shledrng, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access hlo radiation
areas by ns own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Mechanical Excavation Systems does not have Is own
radioactive source term an does nct poVlde for personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permianently instaed rdlation monitor wlch monIlos eTeas for personnel radiaton proection?

a Yes? Ratlonale:

The Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Mechanical Excavation Systems SSC Is not radiation monitor.

Previous OA Classification:

TNs questonIs fbhWacal end bcaabiy puipososony. A yes'answerto ts queston doesnotpwvlde hcuslon Ote Q4Jst

8.0 Are there oter factors, such as prevous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct incltsion, that led to the previous conclon that
Is SSC Is Important to radidogical safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (A-2)?

5 Yes? Rationale:

The Developnent Excavation Systens Fire Suppression Mechanical Excavation Systems Is cotained on the 0-List by
direct incuison fbr the Underground Services and Utlty Systems, SSA 3.5.0 Fire Protection and Control System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: Raise Bore Systems

Level 3: Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Level 5: NIA

CA-1 QA-2. A-S CA-4 CA-6 GA-6 OA-7 Non-C
O O O E 0i 0

OA- - Important to Radiological Safety,

1.1 Is the SSC required to prvide asonable assumnce that high-evel waste can be received. handed, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Umits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Raise Bore System provides capability to suppress tires
throughout the emplacement and development sides of the subsurface wherever there Is non-mobile operating equipment.
This SSC Is not associated wth the recelpt, handling, rplacerent, storage, packaging, or retrieal of high4evel waste.

1.2 Is te SSC requtred to inction to prevent.miftgate, or nwior a credble Design Basis Event which would otrwise result h radioacUve
release above the federal nits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Raise Bore Systems does not mitigate the consequences of 
credible fire DBE which has the potentlal for a rad oactlve release above ederal Emits.

1.3 Wil the direct falure of the SSC result h a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radoacive release bove e federal Eits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct falure of the Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Raise Bore Systems would not result h a credible
DBE that could lead to a radloacte release above the federal lmit.

QA-2 - portant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forning part or the natural or engineered barrers?

C Yes? Rakonale:
The Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Raise Bore Systems Is not part or the natural or engineered
barriers that perform a waste Isolation hncion.

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers vwhich may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

= Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Development Excavation Systems Firs Suppression Raise Bore Systems would not impair the
capability of natural or engineered barriers from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: Raise Bore Systems

Level 3: Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Level 5: NA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colletion, containment, andlor monitoring of sie-generated radioactive waste?

U Yes? Rationale:
The Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Raise Bore Systems is not associated with the ste-generated
radioactive waste.

QCA4 - Important to Flre Prolecton:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

Y Yes? Rationale:
The Development Excavaon Systems Fire Suppression Raise Bore Systems may protect the QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
the effects ofa fire by suppressIng the fire as soon as posible.

QA4 - kniportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event. could failure of the SSC Impair the capablity of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing theIr
radiological safety or waste Isoiaton funcon?

5 Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the Development Excavatlon Systems Fire Suppression Raise Bore Systems may Impair the capability of QA-1
or QA-2 SSCs from performing tder radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

lA4 - mportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

1 Does the SSCs fion provide detecion oralarm of unauthorized nsion or unauthored exdosive materials inthe restricted area?

iLi Yes? Rationale:
The Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Raise Bore System is not associated with he detection or
alarming for unauthorized itusin or the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabilty?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Raise Bore System Is not required for special nuclear material
accountabily.
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SOD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: Raise Bore Systems

Level 3: Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Level 5: NJA

QA-7 - nportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC proe esonnel radiation shlelfd, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radialbin
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

=2 Yes? Rationale:
The Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Raise Bore System does not have Ks own radioactive source term
and does not provide for personnel radiation sielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC permaneny histaed diaton montor which monito aeas fbr personnel daon proection?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppresslon Raise Bore System is not a radiation montor.

Previous OA Classification:

This questibn Is ftorhistodca and traceabMty purposes on. A yes' answer to ts quesfion does not provIde Incluslon to the Q-Ust

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct nclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The Development Excavatln Systems Fire Suppression Raise Bore Systems Is contained on the Q-List by direct kiciuson
for the Underground Services and Uillity Systems, SSA 3.5.9 Fire Protection and Cortrol System. as QA-1.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression

Level 3: Excavation Systems Fire Suppression

Level 4: TBM Systems

Level 5: NIA

CA-1 GA-2
0 0

QA-3 QA4 CA-6 QA-6 CA-7 Mon-C
o i z o 0 0

QA-1 - Iportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC reqtired lo prvide reasonable assurance tfat high-level waste can be receved, harDed, packaged, tored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The Development Excavatlon Systems Fire Suppression TBM System provides capability to suppress fires throughout the
emplacement and development aides of the subsurface wherever there Is non-mobile operating equiment. This SSC Is not
associated with te receipt, handing, emplacemnt. storage, packaging, or retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

I Yes? Rationale
The Development Excavation System Fire Suppression TBM System does not mitigate the consequences of a credible fire
DBE which has the potential for a radioactive release above federal lbmis.

1.3 wl te direct falure of the SSC result in crede Design Basis Even which would lead to radiactive release above the federal imits?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct fallure of the Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression T8M System would not result In a credible D8E
that could lead to a radioactive release above the federal imit.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste lation function by foming part of the ratural or engineered barers?

L Yes? Rationale:

The Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression TBM System is not part of the natural or engineered barrers that
perform a waste Isolation function.

2.2 Can direct fIure of the SSC si antly affect he hydrologcl geodmical, or geomechanical characterds of te natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct aflure of the Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression TBM System would not Impair the capability of
natural or engineered barriers from performing their waste isolation function
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SDD: S26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: TBM Systems

Level 3: Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Level 5: NIA

QAJ Inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Development Exvaon Systems Fire Suppression TBM System is not associated with the site-generated radioactve
waste.

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect GA-I or QA-2 SSCs ftom the effects of fire?

6a Yes? Rationale:

The Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression TEM System may protect the QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the
effects ofa fire by suppressing the fire as moon as possible.

QA-U - Important to Potential Interaclion:

5.1 As a resl of a Design Basis Event coui falure of the SSC Impair the capabiity of QA-I or QA-2 5SCs from performing their
radiologlcal safety or waste Isdlation hnction?

SE Yes? Rationale:

Failu of the Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression TBM System may Impatr the capability of GA-1 or GA-2
SSCs from performing ther radiological safety or waste Isolabon functions.

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Faciity and Materials:

6.1 oes the SSCa function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Develoment Excavation Systems Fire Suppression TiM System Is not associated with the detection or alarming for
unauthoriaed intrusion or the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accounabilt?

' Yes? Rationale:

The Development Excavation Systems Fire Suppression TBM System Is not reqtired for special nudear material
accountability.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: TBM Systems

Level 3: Excavation Systems Fire Suppression Level 5: NIA

QA-T - Iportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiaton shielding, reduce dose rates hi radioacive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Developnent Exavatlion Syslems Fire Suppression TBM System does not have lts own radoactive source term and
does not provide for pesonnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

72 Is the SSC a permw y histaled mlation monitor which monitors aas for personnel radiation proection?

U Yes? Rationale:
The Development Excavation Systems Fir Suppression TBM System SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous CA ClassIication:

Ths quesfson fis orhod fraceabWlpurposes wL A ys answerto his quesfon does notprovi hdun to e Q-L st

J.0 Are there other factors, sch s previous analyses, a body of consensu, or by direct inclusion, that led to t previous conclusion that
this SSC Is hnportant to radiooical safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

Z Yes? Rationale:
The Development Eavaticn Systems Fire Suppression TBM System Is contained en the Q-List by direct inclusion for the
Undergund Services and Mtlihy Systems, SSA 358 Fire Protection and Control System, as QA-1.
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N-I SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression

Level 3: Fire Detection Systems

Level 4: N/A

Level 5: N/A

QA-1 QA4-Z A-3 OA4 CAA -S C A6 A- 7 on-C
o 0 0 , 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety.

1.1 Is the SSC requred to provide easonable assurmnce hat high-lvel waste can be received, handed, packaged, stored, emplaced, ad
retrieved without exceeding the federal l1mis?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Development Fire Detection System provides capability to detect ires ffrouhou the emplacement and development
sIdes of the subsurface wherever there Is non-mobile operating equipment This SSC Is not associated with the receipt,
handing, emplacement, storage, padcaglng, or retrieval or high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent. mitigate, or monitor a credible DesIgn Basis Event which would otherwIse result In a radioactive
release above the federal imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Development Fire Detection System provides monitoring fbr a credible fire, but not for DBE which has the potential for
a radioactive release above federal ImIts.

13 Will the direct fIre of the SSC rest ins credible Design Basis Event wich would lead to a rdcoactive release above the federal lmits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Development Fire Detection System would not result In a credible DBE that could lead to . radioactive
release above the federal mt.

QA-2 - Inportant to Waste Isolation:

21 Does the SC perform a wast kolatIon functo by form part of the natua or engineered banters?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Development Fir. Defection System Is not part of tie natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sa cantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geornechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

O Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Development Fire Detection System would not hipair the capablity of natural or engineered barriers
fom performing ther waste Isolation functon.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Fire Detection Systems Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - nportant to Radloactive Waste Control:

3.1 Ishe fnRcon of the SSC designed for colection, contalnment, and/or monitoring of sfte-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Development Fire Detection System Is no assoted with the ste-generaed radioactive waste.

QA-4 - hIportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-i or qA-2 SSCs hrom the effects of fire?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The Development Fire Detection System may protect the QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of a fire by ire detection.

QA- - nportant to Potential Interaction:

S1 Asa resutt of a Design Basis Event, could falure rthe SSC knpalr e capabilit of A-I or CA-2 SSCs from perforrnhig their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Falure of the Development Ae Detection System would not knpar the capability of CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing
their radiological safety or waste Isolation lUnctions.

QA- l S hporant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materals:

6.1 Does the SSCs fction prvide detecton or aarrm of usthorzed hrusion or unauthorized explosive materials I the restricted area?

C Yes? Raionale:

The Development Fire Detection System Is not associated wilh ie detection or alarming for unauthorized intrusion or the
presence of eploshe materials.

62 Is the SSCs function equired for peclal nuclear material accountabitp

I Yes? Rationale:

The Development Fire Detection System Is not required for special nuclear material accouniabity.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Fire Detection Systems Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Iportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radloactive areas, or require personnel access INo radiation
areas by is own radioactive source term?

O Yes? Rationale:
The Development Fire Detection System does not have Ks own radioactive source term and does not provide for personnel
radiation shieldng or the rducton of dose rates.

7.2 I te SSCa permanently instaled rdiation mwor which monitor aeas for peonnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Development Fire Detection System is not a radiation mwtor.

Previous QA Classiication:

Thk quesfon Is Ibr htocaandtraceabypuposes na A es answer o this quesion does notpromde Induslon to the Q-Llst

ii Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct hIduson, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC t Important to radiological safety (A-1) or waste Isolation (A-2)?

EZ Yes? Ratonale:

The Development Fire Detecton System I contalned on the 0OUst by direct Inclusion for te Underground Services and
UltAy Systems, SSA 3.5.0 Fire Protection and Control System, as OA.1.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: NA

Level 3: Mobile Equipment Fire Suppression Level 5: NIA

CA-1 QA-2 QA4 QA-4 0A4 CA-C CA-? Non-C
Oi 0 0 6Z 00 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 I the SSC reqed to prvde asableassuane that higheve waste can be received, haned, packaged, stored, *mpaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Development Mobile Equipment Fire Suppression System provides capability to suppress fires throughout the
emplacement and development sides of the ausurface wherever there Is non-mobile operating equipment. This SSC Is not
associated with the recelpt, harding, emplacement, storage, packaging, or retieval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, miigate, or monr a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Development Mobile EquIpment Fire Suppression System does not mitigate the consequences of a credible fre DBE
which has the potential for a radioactive release above federal lmits.

1.3 Wil the direct falure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event wihich would lead to a rdioactive release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct failwu of the Development Mobile Equipment Fire Suppression System woiid not result h a credible D8E that could
lead to a radioactive release above the federal it

QA-2 - Iportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barders?

G Yes? Rationale:
The Development Mobile Equipment Fire Suppression System Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform
a waste kolation functio

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological geochemical, or geomechanioal characteristics of the natural or
engineered barders which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation funcion?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct falure of the Development Mobile Equipment Fire Suppression System would not mpair the capability of natural or
engineered barriers from performin their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

sSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Mobile Equipment Fire Suppression Level 5: NA

QA - mportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

31 Ic the function of the SSC designed for colection, cortatiment, andtor mnitorig of se-generated dioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Development Mobile Equipment Fire Suppression System Is not associated with the sRegenerated radioactive waste.

QA4 - Important to Fir Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-l or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fr ?

53 Yes? Rationale:

The Development Mobile Equipment Fire Suppresslon System may protect the A-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of a
fire by suppressing the fire as oon as possible.

qA-4 - Iportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a resut of a Design Basis Event, could failure f the SSC knpab the capability of QA-I or CA-2 SSCs frm perorrring their
radiological safety or waste Icdallon function?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

Fallure of the Devebpment Mobile Eqipment Fire Suppression System may kipair the capability of CA-1 or OA-2 SSCs
from perforni their radloical safety or waste Isolatlon functions.

qA- - nportant to Physical Protection of Faclity and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of uatoted Intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials hi the resfficted area?
' Yes? Rationale:

The Development Mobile Equipment Fire Suppression System Is not associated with the detection or alarmng for
unauthorized Intrusion or the presence of explosve materials.

S2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

L Yes? Rationale:
The Development Mobile Equipment Fire Suppression System Is not required for special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Mobile Equipment Fire Suppression Level 5: NWA

QA-7 - hiportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding. reduce dose rates hI radIoactIve areas, or ,eqi personnel access hito radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source tkm?

2 Yes? Rationale:

The Development Mobile Equjmer Fire Suppression System does not have Its own radoaclive source tern and does not
proitde for personnel radiafon shielding or the reduction or dose rates.

7.2 hs the SSC permanently daled radiaton monitor which monitor areas br peonnel raditon prtection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Development Mobile Equipment Fire Suppresslon System Is not radiation moior.

Previous QA Classification:

ThquesonisforhstfcolandtrceabWpuposesery. A yes answerto Osques6ondoesnotprvde hidusiontothe Q-Lst

.6O Are there other factors. such as previous analyses, a body of consensus. or by direct Indusln Ihat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is hipotant to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Iolation (OA-2)?

E Yes? Rationale:

The Development Mobile Equipment Fire Suppression System Is contained on the 0-U.st by drect Inclusion for the
Underground Services end UtIlit Systems, SSA 3.5.9 Fire Protection and Control System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Muck Removal Fire Suppression Level 5: NA

CA-1 CA-2 CA-3 CA4 CA- 0A4 CA-7 Non-C
o o 02 2 0 0 o

QA-1 - Iportant to RadiologIcal Saety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to prw;de reasonable assurance ta high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Development Muck Removal Fire Suppression System provides capability to suppress tires throughout the
emplacement and development sides of the subsurace wherever there Is non-mobile operating equipment. This SSC Is not
associated with the receipt. handling, emplacement, storage, packaging, or retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent. mllgate, or monitors credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hi a radioacie
release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Development Muck Removal Fire Suppression System does not mitigate the consequences or a credible lire DBE
which has the potential for a radioactive release above federa limits.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC restit i credibe Design Basis Event which would lead to a radoacive release above the federal iits?

C Yes? Rationale
DIrect failure of the Development Muck Removal Fire Suppression System would not result In credible DBE that could
lead to a radioactive release above the federal lmit.

QA-2 - knporUt to Wase Isolation:

21 Does the SSC perform a waste isoation function by formn part of the natural or engineered banters?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Development Muck Renval Fire Suppression System Is not part or the natwal or engineered banters that perform a
waste solation function.

2.2 Can direct falure of'the SSC sgnifcantly affect the hydrologlcal, geochemical, or geomechicad charactedstcs of the natural or
engineered barers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

U Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Development Muck Removal Fire Suppression System would not mpair the capablity of natural or
engineered barers bm performing their waste isoation funcon
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppresslon System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: NA

Level 3: Muck Removal Fire Suppression Level 5: NIA

CA-3 - mportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the rnction of he SSC desred for colecon, contalrnment, and/or ntorlng d te-generated radbactive wste?

Yes? Rationale

The Development Muck Removal Fire Suppression Syslem Is not associated with the mte-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does Ue SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of rm?

Y Yes? Rationale:

The Development Muck Removal Fire Suppression System may protect the QA-1 or QA-2 SSC from the effects of a fre
by suppressing the fire as soon as possble.

QA-5 - Irnportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result at aDesign Basis Event, coUld alkfaof the SSC Impairte capabilyof A-I orQA-2 SSCs from perfoming their
radiological safety or waste Isolation filon?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Development MuCk Removal Fire Suppression System may Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs
from performing ther radIologIcal safety or waste Isolation functions.

CA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does te SSC functon provde detection oralarm of unatuthored Intrusion ornauthoraed explosive mterials in the restrlted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Development Muck Removal Fire Suppression System Is not associated with he deteclon or alarming for
unauthorized ntruslon or the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is he SSCs fun equed for special nuclear material accountablity?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Development Muck Removal Fire Suppression System Is not required for special nuclear nateidal accountabilty.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Muck Removal Fire Suppression Level 5: NA

QA-7 - mportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shieldIng, reduce dose rates radioactive areas, or requte personnel access Into radiation
areas by Rs own radioactive source tm?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Development Muck Removal Fh Suppression System does not have Is own radioactive source term and does not
provide for personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose raes.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanerily istaled radiation monflor which monlors aeas for personnel radiation protection?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Development Muck Removal Fire Suppression System Is not a radiation monor.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesifon Is orshitofcal and fceabtypuiposes on A yes'*nswerlo i1s quesfon does notproldde nclusfion to d Q-Lbst

3.0 Are there other fctors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Incluslon, that led to the previous concluslon that
this SSC Is Imporant to radiological saety (OA.1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

Z Yes? Rationale:

The Development Muck Rernwval Fire Suppression System Is contained on the Q-Lst by direct Inclusion for the
Underground Services and Utily Systems, SSA 3.5.9 Fire Protection and Control System, as CA-1.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: W/A

Level 3: Support Openings Fire Suppression Level 5: NA

CA- CIA-Z CA-S QA4 QA-i CA4 CA-7 Non-C

L]0 0 7 ~ 0 0 0

QA-1 Irnportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC requred to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exeedfng the federal knits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Development Support Openings Fire Suppression System provides capaility to suppress fires throughout the
emplacement and development sides of the subsurface wherever there Is nornmobile operating equpment. This SSC Is not
associated with the recelpt, handEng, emplacement, storage, packaging, or retrieval of high-level wate.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mtate or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hi a radioactive
release above the federal lmits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Development Support Openings Fire Suppression System does not mitigate the consequences of a credible fire DOE
which has the potential for a radbactive release above federal Emits.

1.3 Wn the direct failure of the SSC resut hi acredible Design Basis Eve which would lead to a rdioactive release above the fedenrl lmits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct filure of the Development Support Openings Fire Suppression System would not result In a credible DBE that could
lead to a radioactive release above the federal Eml.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Islation function by formig pait of the natural or engineered barriers?

O Yes? Rationale:

The Development Support Openings Fire Suppression System not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform
a waste isolation function.

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC significantly affect l hydrological, geochenical, or geomechanicul characteristics of the natural or
engineered barrIers which may prevent them from perforning their waste isolation function?

( Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Development Support Openings Fire Suppression System would not mpaIr the capablity of natural or
engtneered barriers from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: WA

Level 3: Support Openings Fire Suppression Level 5: N/A

QA- - important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colection, contaiTnent, aW/or monitoring of itegenerated radioactive waste?

U Yes? Rationale:
The Development Support Openkns Fire Suppression System Is not sasoclated with the sdte-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 I bmportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs fom the effects of fire?

Q Yes? Rationafe:

The Development Support Openings Fire Suppression System may protect the QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs fron the effects of a
fire by suppressing the fie as soon as possibe.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 Ass resu of a Design Basis Evert, e u fae of the SSC inpair the capabity o CA-I or QA-2 SSCs frm performin their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

EZ- Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Deveopment Support Openings Fire Suppresslon System may impair the capability of CA-1 or aA-2 SSCs
frm performing ther radological safety or waste isolation functions.

OA-l - important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alamn of unauthried intrusion or unautoized exploslve materials in the restricted area?

CE Yes? Rationale:
'The Development Support Openings Fire Suppression System not associated with the detection or alarming for
unauthorized intrusion or the presence of expose materials.

62 Is the SSCs function requIred for special nuclear material accountabity?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Development Support Openlngs Fire Suppression System Is not required for special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppress!on Level 4: WA

Level 3: Support Openings Fire Suppression Level 5: NIA

QA-7 important to Occupational Radiologtcal Exposre:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

LC Yes? Rationale:

The Development Support Openings Fire Suppression System does not have Is own radioactive source term and does not
provide for personnel radiaton shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a pernanently Instaled radiation moor which monitors areas for personnel radiation prtection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Development Support Openings Fire Suppression System Is not a rdiation monitor.

Previous CA Classilicatfon:

Thls quesfon s for histodcafand &hobpurposes oit. A *ys answer to Ws quesfon does notprovide hIduslon to Me Q-Lst

*.0 Are there other fators, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, r by direct iciusion, Iht ed to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to raddlogical safety (OA-i) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

5 Yes? Rationale:

The Development Support Openings Fire Suppression System Is contained on the QLst by drect inclusion for the
Underground Services and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5. Fire Protection and Control System, as QA-.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System¼-,

SSC: Development Fire Suppression

Level 3: Ventilation Equipment Fire Suppression

CA-1 CA-2 A4 QA-4
0 0 2

Level 4: WA

Level 5: NIA

CA-S CA-6 CA-7 Ron-C
2 0 0 0

QA-t - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to pravlde reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved witoi ecedlng the federal Emits?

( Yes? Rationale:
The Develogment Ventilation Equipment Fire Suppression System provides capability to suppress fires throughout the
emplacement and development sides of the subsurface wherever there Is non-moble operating equipment. This SSC is nd
associated wIth the receipt. handling, emplacement, storage, packaging, or retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to fUmclion to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would ottwrse result in a rdioactive
release above the federal Units?

( Yes? Rationale:
The Development Ventilation Equtpmert Fire Suppression System does not mitigate the consequences of a credible fire
DBE which has the potential fr a radioactive release above federal Imits.

13 Win the direct falre of the SSC esult in s credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

1 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Development Ventilation Equipment Fire Suppression System would not result hi a credible DOE that
could lead to a radioactive release above the federal Emit

QA-2 Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by torming part of te natural or engineered barriers?

o Yes? Rationale:
The Development Ventilation Equlpment Fire Suppression System s not pert oithe natural or engineered barriers that
perform a waste Isolation function.

22 Can dict failure of ite SSC significantly affect the hydrologIcal geochemIcal, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct filure of the Development Ventilation Equipment Fire SuppressIon System would not Impair the capability of natural
or engineered barriers from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: NA

Level 3: Ventilation Equipment Fire Suppression Level 5: N/A

QA3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 k te function of the SSC designed frcollclnk contahnment, andor monlorig of ste-generated radoactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Development Ventilation Equipment Fire Suppression System Is not associated with the site-generated radioactive
waste.

QA. - inportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does Ihe SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

E Yes? Rationale:

The Developrnent Ventilation Equipment Fire Suppresslon System may protect the QA-t or QA-2 SSCs from the effects
of fire by suppiussng the fire as soon as possle.

QA4G - Iportant to Potential hiteraction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC Impair the capablity of OA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological saety or waste Isolation function?

i7 Yes? Rationale:

Falure of the Development Ventilation Equipment Fire Suppresslon System may Impair the capabilty of CA- I or OA-2
SSCs from performing ther radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA4 hnportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorked Intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Development Ventilation EquIpment Fire Suppression Systern Is not associated with lhe detection or alarming for
unautlhorzed Intrusion or the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function reqied for special nuclear material accountabilW

C Yes? Rationale:

The Development Ventilation Equipment Fire Suppression System Is not required for special nuclear material
accountability.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Ventilation Equipment Fire Suppression Level 5: WA

QA.7 - rnportant to Occupationa Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does ghe SSC provide personnel radilotn sielding, reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or require personnel acess Into radiation
areas by ts own radioactive source term?

1 Yes? Rationale:

The Development Ventilation Equipment Fire Suppression System does not hawe It own radloactive source term and does
not provide for personnel radiation ilding or the reduction of dose rates

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radiation monitor which moritors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Development Ventilation EquIpment Fire Suppression System is not a radiation monitor

Previous QA Classification:

This quesfon s for histdoal and baceatpurposes ny A yasanswerto Ms quesdon does notproide hCkmsion b tOe Q-ULs

3.0 Are there other factors uch as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
ths SSC s Important to radiological safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-)?

Z Yes? Rationale:

The Development Verlation Equipment Fire Suppression System is contained on the G-Ust by direct Inclusion for the
Underground Services and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.9 Fire Protection and Control System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppresslon System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Warehouse/Shop Fire Suppression Level 6: WA

CA-1 QA-2 QA-3 QA-4 CA- QA-6 GA-7 Non-0
O 0 0 .i3 0 0 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC rqured to provide reasonable assurane a highlevel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Development WarehouselShop Fre Suppression System provides capability to suppress fires throughout the
emplacement and development sides of the subsurface wherever there Is non-mobile operathig equipment. This SSC Is not
associated with the recelpt, handing, emplacement, storage packaging, or retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prient, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would atherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal iRts?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Development WarehouseShop Fire Suppression System does not milgate the consequences of a credible fire DBE
which has the potential for radioactive release above federal imits.

1.3 WE1 the direct filure ofthe SSC result hi a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a rdioaclive release above the federal lmits?

( Yes? Rationale:
Dict failure of the Development Warehouse/Shop Fire Suppression System would not result In a credible DBE that could
lead to a radioactive release above the federal Irnit.

QA-2 hportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perfom a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

O Yes? Rationale:

The Development WarehouseaShop Fire Suppression System Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers a perform a
waste Isolation kinction.

2.2 Can drect fsilure ofthe SSC gnWc affect he hydrologa, geochema, orgeomecharical characteristics ofthe nahral or
engineered barriers which nay prevert them fm performing their waste Isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Development Warehouse/Shop Fire Suppression System would not Impair the capablity of natural or
engineered barriers from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Warehouse/Shop Fire Suppression Level 5: N/A

QA3 hportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, contalnment. and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale.
The Development Warehouse/Shop Fle Suppression System Is not associated with the site-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-i or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

2 Yes? Rationale:
The Development Warehouse/Shop Fire Suppression System may protect the OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of a
fire by suppressing the fire as soon as possible.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a resuit ora Desgn Basis Event could faiure ofthe SSC Impair the capabiltyof A- or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological satety or waste Isdation functon?

j Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Development Warehouse/Shop Fire Suppression System may inpalr the capabilly of CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs
from performing their radiological safety orwaste Isolation functions.

QA4 - inportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does he SSCs function prmide detecdon or alarm of unauthorted inbuslon or unautorized eplosive materials in the restrited area?

L Yes? Rationale:

The Development WarehousefShop Fire Suppression System Is not associated with the detection or alarming for
unauthorized intnslorn or the presence of explosive materials.

S2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Development Warehouse/Shop Fire Suppression System Is not required for special nuclear materiel accountability
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Development Fire Suppression * Level 4: NA

Level 3: Warehouse/Shop Fire Suppression Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radological Exposure:

T.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radin shIelding, reduce dose rates hI radioactive aims, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Ks own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Development WarehouselShop Fh Suppresson System does not hae Ks own radioactive source term and does not
provide for personnel radiatIon shelding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently hstalled radiatlon monkor which mnitors aeas for personnel radiation protection?

G Yes? Rationale:
The Deveiopment Warshouse/Shop Fie Suppression System Is not a radtion monitor.

Previous OA Classificatlon:

Ths quesfon Is forNstodcalandraceabllypwposes only. A yes'answerb oils ques6on does notpodeK cluson to t -List

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) orwaste isolation (OA-2)?

0 Yes? Ratlonale:

The Development Wareuse/Shop Fie Suppression System is contained on the Q-List by direct hnckision for te
Underground Services and Utility Systems, SSA 35.9 Fire Protection and Control System, as A-1.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Operations Fire Suppression Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Access Fire Suppression System Level 5: A

OA-1 A4A2 CA-s CA4 cA-b CA-6 OA-7 Non-C

2 0 0 2 0 0 0

QA-1 - Iportnt to Radiological Safety:

1.1 the SSC requbed t provde reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, nplaced, and
retrieved wlthout exceeding the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Access Fire Suppression System provides capabilty to suppress fires throughouf 1i emplacement and
development sides of ie sulsurfaoe wherever there Is non-mobile operating equipment This SSC Is not associated with
the receipt, handling, emplacement, storage, packaging, or retrieval of high-evel waste.

t2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal mits?

EZ Yes? Rationale:
The Operatons Access Fire Suppression System provides fire supresson functions to mitigate the consequences of a
credible fire DBE which has the potential for a dioactive release above federal Emits.

13 W te dit falu ofthe SSC result hi acrdibe Design Basis Ever which would lead to a dioacive rease above the federal mis?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct ailure of the Operations Access Fire Suppression System would not result In credible DBE that could lead to a
radioactive release above ie federal mit.

QA-2 - snportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does ie SSC perform a waste Isolation hnction by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

-1 Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Acess Fire Suppression System Is not palt of the natural or engineered barlers that perform a waste
isolation function.

2.2 Can direct failure ofthe SSC sgnrlg antiy ailed the hydrclogical geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barrers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of th Operations Access Fire Suppression System would not impakr the capability of natural or engineered
barriers from performing heir waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Operations Fire Suppression Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Access Fire Suppression System Level 5: W/A

QA-3 - Imporlant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, *udlor monloring of ate-generated radioactive waste?

I] Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Access Fire Suppression System is not associated with the sle-generated radioactve waste.

QA4 - kiportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-1 r OA-2 SSC from the effects of fire?

v Yes? Rationale
The Operations Access Fire Suppression System may protect the GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of a lire by
suppressing the fire s soon as possle.

QA-5 - Important to Potential nteraction:

5.1 As a result ofa Design Sasis Event, cou ailwure of the SSC impalrthe capabilyot oA-I or QA-2 SSCs from perainring their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

; Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the Operations Access Fe Sippresslon System may Impair the capabtity of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs rom
performing their radlologIcal safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-6 - mportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials;

6.1 Does the SSC function prwde detection or alarm of unathorized intrusion orCnauored explosive materils h te restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Access Fire Suppression System Is not associated wIth the detecton or alarming for unauthorized
Inruslon or the presence of2q:doslve materials.

62 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Access Fire Suppression System Is not requtred for special mlear material accountablty.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Operations Fire Suppression Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Access Fire Suppression System Level 8: NIA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas. or reque personnel access into radiation
areas by Ks own radioactive source term?-

Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Access Fire Suppression System does not have Ks own radloactve sour term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shielding or the reductlon of dose rates.

7.2 ls the SSC a permanentlyinsWed radiation monilorwhich monitor areas or personnel radbtn protecton7

C Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Access Fire Suppresslon System Is not a radiation onkor.

Previous QA Classflfcallon:

Ths quesfon istorh hsfofca)and bceablly pwposes ony. A ys'nswerto Ofs quesbon does not proide hcuslon to 1. CLlst

.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusin, hat ed to the previous conclusion that
Ofs SSC is Important to radidogical safety (OA-1) G waste Isolation (OA-2)?

j3 Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Access Fire Suppression System Is contained on the 0-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground
Services and Utility Systems, SSA 351 Fire Protection and Control System, as CA-1.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Operations Fire Suppression Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Fire Detection Systems Level 5: NA

QA-1 GA-2 QA-4 QA4 QAS 0A4 OA-7 Non-0
0 0 0 *Z 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - iportant to Radiologica Sarety.

1.1 Is the SSC eqrd to prAde reasonable mssurance tt highlevel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding he federal mits?

G Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Fire Detection System provides capability to detect lires throughout the emplcement and development
sides of the subsurface wMerever there Is non-mobile operating equipment This SSC Is not associated with the recelpt.
handling, emplacement, storage, padcaging, or reeval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent. itigate, or monitor credible Design Basis Event whih would otherwise result In s radioactive
release above the federal irits?

5Z Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Fke Detecdbn System provides monitoat for a credible fire DEE which has the potential for a radioactive
release above federal EmRis.

13 Wl the direct filure othe SSC result ha caredible Design Basis Eventwhichw d lead to a radloactve release above the federal Ei~ts?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Operations Fire Detection System would not resu In a crdible DBE that could lead to a radioactive
release above the federal Imit

QA-2 - Important to Wade Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part o the natural or engineered bwders?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Fire Detection System Is not part of the natural or enineered barriers that perform a waste Isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC stnificantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geornechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prewr them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Operations Fire Detection System would not Impair the capability of natural or engineered barriers from
performing their waste lscation fnctlon.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppresslon System

SSC: Operations Fire Suppression Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Fire Detection Systems Level 5: N/A

qA-3 Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the fticon of te SSC designed for collection, containment. andfor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Fire Detection System Is not associated with tie site-generated radioactive waste.

QA4 Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-l or QA-2 SSCs from te effects of fire?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Fire Detecton System may protect the QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of a fre by fire detection

QA- - mportant to Potential Interaction:

51 Ass result fDesign Basis Evert, could falure ofthe SSC rnpair the capability of CA-I or QA-2 SSC from performing their
radlological safety or waste isolation Rnction?

I Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the Operations Fire Detection System wotid not impair the capability of QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing
their radiological safety or waste Isolation fuctions.

CA-6 - Important to PhysIcal Protection ot Facty and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs ftunctlon provide detectlion or alarm of unauthoried intrusion or unauthorzed *qoslve materials In the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Fire Detection System is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthorized intrusion or the
presence of eplosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabiliy7

C Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Fire Detecton System Is not required for special nuclear material accountabilty.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Operations Fire Suppression Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Fire Detection Systems Level 5: NWA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational RadiologIcal Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radaton shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioacive source term?

O Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Fire Detection System does not have Is own radioactive source term and does not provide for personnel
radiation shielding or e reduction of dose rates.

7.2 s Ihe SSC a permanently staled mdation nnitor which monto areas or peronnel dlation protection?

L Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Fire Deection System Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classtfication:

rThl quesfon s forhisdcraandeacabypuposes on . A eser to this qusffon does notpride hdusfon to the Q-kst

8.0 Are there oer Factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by ict hclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Iriportant to radiogical safety (A-1) or waste isolation (OA-2)?

Z Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Fire Detection System Is contained on the 0-Ust by direct Inclusion for the Underground Services and
Utifty Systems, SSA 3S.9 Fire Protection and Control System, as GA-1.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Operations Fire Suppresslon

Level 3: Underground Facility Fire Suppression

QA.1 CA-2 QAS
; 0 0

Level 4: N/A

Level 5: N/A

CA-4 CA-S iA-6 CA-7 Non-4
; ; 00 0

QA-1 - nportant to Radiological Safety

1.1 k the 8SC quired -o prcAde reasonableessurance tat hgh4evel waste can be recived, handed, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Underground Facility Fire Suppression System provides capability to suppress Fires throughout the
emplacement and development aides of the subsurface wherever there Is non-mobile operating equipment. This SSC Is not

ssocated with the receipt, handing, emplacement, storage, packaging, or retrieval of highevel waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function lo prevent, mItigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal imits?

sa Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Underground Faclty Fire Suppression System prevides fre suppression functions to mitigate the
consequences of a credble ire DBE which has the potential for a radioactive release above federal imits.

1.3 WUl the direct failure of the SSC result hI a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radoactive release above the federal imits?

z Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Operal6ons Underground Facilty Fire Suppression System would not result hI a credible DEE that could
lead to a radioactive release above the federal Emit.

QA-2 - Iportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by bnTng part of the natural or engineered barriers?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Underground Facility Fire Suppression System Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform
a waste Isolation function.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC srinilcantly affect the hydrological, geochemial, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation hnctlon?

o Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Operations Underground Facility Fire Suppression System would not mpalr te capability of natural or
engineered barriers rom performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Operations Fire Suppression Level 4: NiA

Level 3: Underground Facility Fire Suppression Level 5: NJA

QA3 . knportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the hnction of the SSC designed for collection, containment, mnd/or montono of site-generated radoacdive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Underground Facility Fire Suppression System Is not associated with tle site-generated radioactive waste.

QA4 - Inportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-t a' OA-2 SSCs on the effects Of f1?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Underground Facity Fire Suppression System may protect the QA-i or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of a
lire by suppressing the fire as soon as possible.

QA4 Importanl to Potential Interaction:

1.1 As a resull ofa* Design Basis Evert, could filure of te SSC tmpair the capabilityof QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs frm performing their
radiological safety or waste Isoibton 1uncton?

5 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the OperatIons Underground Facility Fire Suppression System may Impair the capability of OA-1 or GA-2 SSCs
from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

qA6 . Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or aarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area?

El Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Underground Facilty Fire Suppression System Is not associated with the detection or alarming for
unauthortzed Intrusion rthe presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs fmctin required for speclal nuear nteial acowiabIty?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Underground Facility Fire Suppression System Is not required for special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppresslon System

SSC: Operations Fire Suppresslon Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Underground Facility Fire Suppresslon Level 5: NIA

QA-T - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provde personnel radiatbon.shleldng, rduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Is own radbactive source lerm?

J Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Underground Facilty Fire Suppression System does not have Ks own radloactive source term and does
not provide for personnel radiation shelding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monior which moniors areas for personnel radiation protection?

U Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Underground Facilty Fire Suppression System Is not a radiation moritor.

Previous QA Classification:

Thsquestonksbrhtcalandtrceabtypuposesonly. A .s nsxwrto Oi/squdondoesnoptWde hduslon to t -Ust

0.0 Ar there other factors, such as prvious amlyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Inportant to raddgloal safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (OA-2)?

j Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Underground Facilty Fire Suppression System Is contained on the Q-i.st by direct Inclusion for the
Underground Servces vd Wtility Systems, SSA 3.5.9 Fire Protection and Control System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Operations Fire Suppression Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Ventilation Equipment Fire Suppression Level 5: NA

CA-1 CA-2 CA-S QA4 CA-5 QA-6 CA-7 Non-C

0 0 0 z1 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - nportant to RadiologIcal Sfety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that highlevel waste can be received, handed, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wthout exceeding the federal' Iits?

1 Yes? Rationale:
The Operatiom Ventilion Equipment Fire Suppression System provides capability to suppress fires throughout the
emplacement and development sides of the subsurface wherever there Is non-mobile operating equipment. This SSC is not
associated with the recelpt handln, emplacement, storage, packaging, or retrieval of high4evel waste.

12 Is the SSC required th functlon ID prevent, milgate, or monitor credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal itmis?

Q Yes? Rationale
The Operatiors Ventilation Equipment Fire Suppression System provides iGre suppression functions to mitiate the
consequences of ea credible e D8E which has the potential for a radioactive release above federa limits.

1.3 WIN the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Emils?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Operations Ventilation Equipment Fire Suppression System would not result In a credible DBE that
could lead to a radloactive release above the federal Emit.

QA2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does fte SSC perfonm a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered banters?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Ventilation EquIpment Fire Suppression System Is not part of the naturd or engineered barriers that
perform a waste Isolation function.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC slgnifcantly affect De hydrologIcal, geocherical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste lation functlon?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Operations Ventilation Equipment Fire Suppression System would not knpalr the capability of natural or
engineered barriers from performing their waste Isolatio function.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Operations Fire Suppression Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Ventilation Equipment Fire Suppression Level 5: N/A

QA - hiportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andor monitorig of site-generated radactive waste?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Ventilation Equipment Fire Suppression System Is not assoclated with the lte-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4, Inportmnt to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA.2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

63 Yes? Ratbnale:

The Operations Ventilation Equipment Fire Suppression System may protect the QA-1 or CA-2 SSCs from the effects of
a tire by suppressing the ire as soon as possible.

QA-6 - irnportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result of a Design Basis Evert, could tre of the SSC Inpair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation fUnction?

i Yes? Rationale:

Falure of the Operations Ventilation Eqipment Fire Suppression System may Impalr the capabilty of QA-i or QA-2
SSCs from performing their radilogcal safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA 6 - Inportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's AUnction provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intruson or uauthorlzed eposive materials in the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Ventilation Equtpment Fh Suppression System Is not associated with the detection oralarmbng for
unauthorized intrusion or the presence of eplosive materials.

6.2 I the SSCs function qued for epecl nuclear materlal accountabily?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Ventilation Equipment Fe Suppression System Is not required for special nuclear material *ccountabily.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Operations Fire Suppression Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Ventilation Equipment Fire Suppression Level 5: NIA

QA.7 - nporaant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radIation s ldir, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by its own radioactive aouce term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Ventilation Equipment Fire Suppression System does not have is own radioacve ource term and does
not provide for personnel radiation sNeldir or fte reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permnently italed radiation monior which monitors eas for permonnel radon protecon7

C Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Ventlation Equipment Fire Suppression System Is note radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classifcation:

This quesffon Is fbr histoca and caabEV puposes ony. A yes answer to OMs quesffon does notprobde ncluskin to the Q-Ust

1.0 Are ftere other facts, uch as preous nayses, a body of consensus, or by direct iclLson tiat ed to he previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (A-1) or waste Isolation (CA-2)?

5 Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Ventation Equoment Fire Suppression System Is contained on the 0-Lst by direct Inclusion for Ihe
Underground Services and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.9 Fire Protection and Controt System, as A-I.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Operations Fire Suppression

Level 3: Waste Package Handling Equipment Fire
Suppression

Level 4: NIA

Level 5: NIA

CA-1 OA-2 Q-A aA-4
0 0 

CA-1E CL-C QA-7 Non-C
; 0 0 0

QA-1 - Inportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 I sthe SSC reqdred o prvid lreasonable assuranoe that high-level waste can be rceived, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without eceding the federal Emits?

D Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Waste Package Handling Equipment Fire Suppression System provides capability to suppress fires
throughout the emplacement and development sides of the subsurface wherever tere Is norNmobile operating equipment.
This SSC Is not assocIated with the recelpt, handing, emplacement, storage, packaging, or retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC requhrd to uncton to prevent, gate, or montor a credible Design Basis Event whih would otherwise rest n a nradioactive
release above the federal Emis?

J5 Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Waste Package Handing Equipment Fire Suppression System provides fire suppression functions to
mitigate the consequences of a credible fire DBE which has the potential for a radioactive release above federal limits.

1.3 W the direct failure of the SSC result h a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal lrits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Direct falure of the Operations Waste Package Handing Equipment Fire Suppression System would not result in a credible
DOE that could lead to a radloactlVe release above the federa limit.

QA-2 - mportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered bafers?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Waste Package HandIng Equipment Fire Suppresslon System is not part of the natural or engineered
barrlers that perform a waste Isolation linction.

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC igniricany affect the hydrologcal, geochemical, or geomecharial characterstics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may preverf them ftam performing their waste Isolation function?

CI Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Operations Waste Package Handling Equipment Fire Suppression System would not hIpalr the
capability of natural or engineered barriers rom performing their waste olton inctlon.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Operations Fire Suppression Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Waste Package Handing Equipment Fire Level S: WA
Suppression

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Isthe funcin oF the SSC designed fbr collection, cotanment, and/or montoing of site-generated roacUve waste?

D Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Waste Package Handling Equipment Fire Suppression System Is not associated with the ite-generated
radoactivewaste.

QA-4 Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs fm the effects of Ire?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Waste Package Handling EquIpment Fire Suppression System nay protect the QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
the effects ofa fire by suppressig lhe fire as son as possibie.

QA-il important to Potental Interaction:

6.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure oflihe SSC Inpair the capabldy of QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety orwaste iscation function?

i Yes? RaUonale:

Failure of the Operations Waste Package Handing Equipment Fire Suppression System may Impair the capability of QA-
i or QA-2 SSCs from performing heir radlologioaf safety or waste Isolation funtions.

QA6 - important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

61 Does the SSCs fution prvide detection or alarm of unauthorized htusin or unauthorized eqosve materils In the restrted area?

L Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Waste Package Handing Equipment Fire Suppression System Is not associated with the detection or
alarming for unauthortzed intrusion or the presence of explosle haterals.

C62 Is the SSCs function required for pecial naremateral accountabilry?

Yes? Rationale:

The Operations Waste Package Handing Equipment Fire Suppression System Is not required for special nuclear
material accountabilty.
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SDD: SS26 - Subsurface Fire Suppression System

SSC: Operations Fire Suppression Level 4: WA

Level 3: Waste Package Handing Equlpment Fire Level 5: WA
Suppression

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Doesthe SSC pride personnelradatbn shielding, reduce dose rates hi radioactive as, orrequie persormel access ilo radiation
areas by s own radloacive souce term?.

C Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Waste Pacbge Handirg Equipment Fire Suppression System does not have Its own radioactive source
term and does not prowkle Ibr personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently hIstaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radaton protection?

C Yes? Ratonale:
The Operations Waste Paciage Handing Equipment Fire Suppression System Is not a radiation montor.

Previous QA Classfication:

This quesffonisforhIstocarandtracaabJFtparposes on. A 'yes answerto s quesffan doesnotpmfdencslon tole 04-st

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is mportant to radcological safety (QA1) arwaste isolation (QA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Waste acage Handring Equipment Fire Suppression System Is contained on the 0-a by direct
Inclusion for fe Underground Servtes and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.9 Fire Protection and Control System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SUOi - MGDS Site Layout

SSC: N/A Level 4: NA

Level 3: NA Level 5: NVA

GA-1 l A-2 CQA- Q0A4 CA QA4 CA.7 Non-C
O 0 0 0 O O 0 §2

QA-1 - knportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC rqdred to provlde reasonable assurance that hih4evel waste can be recIved, handled, packaged, stored, emplarced. and
retrieved without exceeding tie federal limis?

C Yes? Rationale:
The MODS sIte hyout encompasses Ie topography and Incorporates the necessary civil ngneedng required for the
surface repository facies. The site Is organized around the subsurface accesses and Is conhigured considering
mbihization of the potential pact of any routine or accidental stack releases to the offsite populaon. Site location (i.e.
sai condItions, terra Is consistent wtUh good economis and engineering standards of consruction. The ste has no
hIportant to radlological safety function and Is not required to provide reasonable assurance that high level waste can be
received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved without ecmeeding federal Emis.

12 Is the SSC required to function lo prevent, mitigate, or monlor a credible Deslgn'Basls Event which would othewlse result In a radioactive
release above the federal Imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
There are no postulated DEs that require this SSC to function.

1 Wll the direct failure of the SSC resu in a credible Design Basis Event which woud lead to a rdioacilve release above the federal Imis?

[ Yes? Rationale:
There are no scnafrs where direct failure of this SSC would result in a postulated DBE.

QA-2 - Inportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation fuction by forming part of the natural or enIneered barriers?

O Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not considered part of the natual or ernlneered barters.

22 Can direct bilu of fte SSC stNfla affet e hydroogcal, geochemica, orgeormechanical chracterIstIcs of e natural or
engineered barriers which may prevert them from performing their waste isolation unction?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of this SSC will not Inpact the characteristics of the natwal or engineered barrlers, and It Is not a system, structure,
or component but rather an area desinated for use which wi include SSCs to be reviewed.
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SDD: SU01 - MGDS Site Layout

SSC: NA

Level 3: WA

Level 4: WA

Level 5: NIA

QA- - hportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, contaInment, andor monitoring of aHegenerated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no site-generated radloactIve waste control function.

4A4 - mportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the ffects of fire?

0 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no fire protection fulnction.

QA- Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 A rsult of a Design Basis Event, could ilure ofte SSC inpair the capabty of CA-I or CA-2 SSCs n performing their
radiological safety orwaste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of this SSC will not affect QA-1 or CA-2 SSCs.

QA- Important to Physical Protectlon of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC. function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized ntrusion or unauthorized e2@oslve materials In the restricted ra?

o Yes? Ratonale:

This SSC performs no physical protection funcion.

6.2 Is the SSCs fndon required for speal nucear materia acouwntabilIy?
C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no pecil nuclear material accountabilly function.
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SDD: SU01 - MGDS Site Layout

SSC: NA Level 4: N/A

Level 3: NA Level 5: NA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does te SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requre personnel access Into radiation
areas by Rs own radioactive ore term?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not provide shielding or reduce radiological dose rates.

7.2 i the SSC a permanertly histaled radation monitor which monitors aeas for personnel radiation protection?

1 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC perfonms no radiological monitoring function

Previous OA Classification:

This question Is forhlstotda Oand trabtypurposes onl. A 'ss answer to si quesffon does not provide Inuclosn to the Q-Lst

3.6 Are e other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct kiclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is knportant to raddlogical safety (GA-i) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained on he 0-List by direct hclon for Surface Service and Utility Systems, SSA 3.1.1 On-site Service
and Utility Systems, as GA-1.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WF) System

SSC: Communications System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Fre Alarm System Level 5: N/A

CA- A-2 Ca4- Q0A4 QA-I CA-6 QA-7 Non-C

9 0 0 2 0 00 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiologcal Safety:

1.1 hsf te SSC reqtired to prwIde reasoablessurnce Ut hgh-level waste can be recdved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without ex eeding the federal Imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Fire Alarm System hI the WHF performs no radiological safety functions that would provide reasonable assurance that
high level waste can be received, handed, packaged, stored, enplaced, and retrieved without exceeding federal Emits.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitora credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal Eitns?

i7 Yes? Rationale:
Portions of the Fire Alarm System h ithe WHF function to monitor potential fire condition DBEs that could result n
radioactive releases above federal Inits.

1.3 Wili the direct failure of the SSC resuft In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Emits?

0 Yes? Ratonale:
Direct failure of the Fire Alarm System In the WHF wil not result In DBE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste sotatlon

Li Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

a Yes? Rationale:
The Fire Alarm System in the WHF does not form ary part of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC signiicantly affect the iydrological, geochemical, or geornechartcal characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from perfowring their waste solation funcllo?

_ Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Fire Aarm System In the WHF wil not affiect any characterIstics of the natural or engineered barrier
that would prevent them from performing their isolation fncton.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Communications System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Fire Aiarm System Level 5: N/A

QA - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colecton, containment, and/or monitortng of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Fire Alarm System In the WHF does not collect, contain, or mortor any site-generated radioactive waste.

QA4 - Important to Flre Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSC from the effects of fire?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Alarm System h the WHF provides for the early detection of potential fire conditions that protect CA-4 SSCs and
could result in radioactive releases.

QA-6 - Iportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As resut of a Design Basis Evert, cou failure of the SSC knpalr the capabtw of CA-I or CA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste tation Fnctlon?

[ Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Fire Alarm System In the WHF as a result of DOBE wll not Inpair CA-1 or CA-2 SSCs from performing
their radiological safety or waste isolation function.

QAl - inportant to Physical Protection of Faculty and Materials:

6.1 Does te SSC's function provide detection or aarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthortd explosive materials In the restricted area?
E Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Alarm System In the WHF nly warns of ire. This system does not detect or alarm for uauthorzed Intruslons or
unauthorized explosive materials.

6.2 I the SSCs function requed for pecial nuclear materl accountabiy?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Fre Alarm System in the WHF does not accont for any special nuclear material.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Communications System Level 4: NUA

Level 3: Fire Alarm System Level 5: NUA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personrel rlatbsn edin, reduce dose rates In radoacve uareas, or reque persorel access o radiation
areas by Is own radloacive souace term?

,_ Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Alarm System In he WHF does not provde any personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates or have its own
radioactive source term.

72 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monilor which montors aeas for perwonnel radiation protectIon?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Alarm System In the WHF Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

TNs qusffonisorhIstodcatendtraceablypwposes on. A 'yes'answart Ik s question doesnotprodencluslonto the Q-LEst

UA Are there other factors, such as preius analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, hat led to the previous concuiron that
this SSC Is Irnpoant to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste olaton (OA.2?

j Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Alarm System In the WHF was previously on the 04.1st by direct Incluston for the Surface Service and Utlity
Systems, SSA 3.1.13.11 Fire Protection System, as QA-1; but the Fire Alarm System in the WHF has not been
speollicaly analyzed or Indided on the 0-List.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Communications System Level 4: WA

Level 3: Office & Data System Level 5: WA

CA-1 GA-2 CA-S QA-4 CLA-Z GA-6 A-7 Non-C
o 0 00 0 00 s

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

11 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding lhe federal imits?

( Yes? Rationale:
The Office & Data Systems in the WHF Is not expected to perform radioioIcal safety functions that would provide
reasonable assurance that high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved without
exceeding federal Emits.

1.2 Is the SSC required o function to prevent. mgate, or moitor a credble Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Office & Data Systems in 1he WHF are not required to function to prevent, mitiate, or nortor any DBEs.

1.3 Wll the direct failure of the SSC result In a credibble Design Basis Event which would lead to a radloactive release above the federal imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Office& Data Systems theWHFwli not resuf Ina DBE

QA-2 Important to Waste solation:

Li Does the SSC perform a waste solation function by forming part of the natural or engineered banters?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Office & Data Systems e WHF do not perform any waste isoation functions.

2.2 Can drect falure o the SSC snfcany affect the hydrical, geochemial, orgeomedanhical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barrers which may prevent them *om performing their waste Isolation hnctlon?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Office & Data Systems Ithe WHF does not affect any characteristics of the natural or engineered
barrers
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facitity (WHF) System

SSC: Communications System Level 4: NA

Level 3: Office & Data System Level 5: N/A

QA - Important to RadloactIve Waste Control:

3.1 I the mction f fte SSC destned for eollection, containment, and/or mronitorn o ate-generted radioactive waste?

EJ Yes? Rationale:

The function and design of te Office & Data Systems In the WHF Is not for collection, containment, or monitoring of site-
generated radioactive waste.

QA4 - nportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

I] Yes? Rationale:

The Office & Data Systems hI the WHF do not protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from fe effects of fire.

QA4 - Inportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 Asaresuitofa Design Basis Event, coud failureofthe SSC ipalrthe cepabllyofOA-1 or QA-2SSCsfromperformngteir
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

E Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the Office & Data Systems hi te WHF as a reslt of a DBE will not Impair QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
performing their ridiloical safety or waste Isolation function.

QA- - Ikportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detectBn or alarm of unauthorized tusion or unauthortzed exosive materials hi Ue restrcted area?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The function of the Office & Data Systems In the WHF does not provide for detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusions
or unauthortzed eposive materials In the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear materiel accountabity?

J Yes? Rationale

The Office & Data Systems In the WHF does not provide a safety related function for special nuclear material
accountabillty.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (V F) System

SSC: Communications System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Office & Data System Level 5: NA

QA-7 - mporant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel railaton shedt, reduce dose rates hi radioactive areas, or require personnel access nto radiation
areas by Ir own radloactive source term?

( Yes? Rationale:
The Office & Data Systems h the WHIF do not prvide any radiation shiedn, reduce dose rates, or have Its own
radioactiv sowce term.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monitor which monors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Office & Data Systerns in the WHF do not have radiation rnonftos used for moritoing areas for personnel radiation
protection.

Previous QA ClassificatIon:

This quesffon Is br hWoialandtaceabtpuposes en A yes enswerb toIs queson does notprovide kcson to the Q-List

1.0 Are there other factors, such as prevlous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct indusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is hnortant lo radidogical safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

j3 Yes? Rationale:

The Office & Data Systems h the WHF were previously on the 04Jst by drect Incuslon for the Surface Service and Utility
Systems, SSA 3.1.1.2 Comnunication System, as QA-1; but the Office & Data Systers In the WHF have not been
specifically analyzed or Included on the G-U.st
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (HnF) System

SSC: Communications System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Phone System Level 5: NIA

OA-1 QA-2 CA-S CA4 OA4 1 A-6 Q A-7 Non-C
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - hportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonabe assurance dua high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding t10 federal Eits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Phone System I the WHF performs no radological safety functions that wod provide reasonable assurance that high
level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved without exceeding federal mits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Phone System in the WHF is not required to function to prevent, mtgate, or monitor any DBEs.

1.3 w the direct falure of the SC rsut hi credible Design Basis Event wlich woud leadtoa racoactive relase above the federal Emis?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Phone System In the WHF will not result hI a DBE.

QA-2 - Irnportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perfrm a waste Isolation function by fomrig part of the natural or engineered barriers?

O Yes? Rationale:

The Phone System In the WHF Is not part of the natral or engtneered barrlers.

2.2 Can drect failure of the SSC sIgnincantly affect the hydlogcal, geochemical, or geomecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevert them from performing their waste kolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Phone System in the WHF will not affect the characteristics of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Communications System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Phone System Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - mrportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 is Ue function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The function and design of the Phone Systern In tie WHF Is not for collection, containment, or monItoring of site-generated
radoactive waste.

QA-4 Inportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

El Yes? Rationale:
The Phone System In the WHF does not protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA-5 - important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a resut fa Design Basis Event oud falur othe SSC impairthe capabilty of A-I orQA-2 SSCs from performingtheir
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the Phone System Ihe MF s a result of a DBE will not inpair CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radilogIcal safety or waste Isolation function.

QA-6 - Inportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

t61 Does the SSC's function provide detection or marm of unauthortzed Intrusion or unauUwored explosive materials In Ihe restricted area?
i Yes? Rationale:

The function of the Phone system hI the WHF does not provide for detectlon or alarm of unauthorized inrusions or
unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requIred fbr pecial nueear mateal accountabili

i Yes? Rationale:
The Phone System In Dhe WHF performs no speclal nuclear material accountablity function.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (VHF) System

SSC: Communications System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Phone System Level 6: A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does te SSC vide persnnel radiation *elding, reduce dose mtes h rdioactive anas, cr req.ke personne access Into radiation
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Phone System In the WHF does not provide any radiation shieldIn, reduce dose rates, or have Rs own radioactive
source term.

72 Is the SSC a permanenUy Installed radiation monlor which mon;ors areas for personnel radiation protection?

2 Yes? Rationale
The Phone System In the WHF does not have radiation monitors used for moniorn areas for personnel radiation
protection.

Previous QA Classification:

?Mis quesilon Is for ftoadbal and hceabl puwposes ont. A yes, ris Wt o 0is quesafon does notpmvAe hckjslfon to UN. QLls

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the prevous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiologfcal safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (OA-2)?

; Yes? Rationale:

The Phone System I the WHF was preiously on the Q-Uslt by direct Inclusion for the Surface Service and Ulity
Systems, SSA 3.1.1.32 Communication System, as QA-1; but the Phone System In the WHF has not been specifically
analped or Included on the 0-i tst
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Communications System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Public Address/Central Alarm System Level 5: NA

CLA-1 OA 2 CIA-S Q0A-4 CA-li CA4; A-7 Non-C
a 0 0 0 0 z 0 0

QA-1 Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handed, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Ims?

E Yes? Rationale:
The Pubic Addres/Central Alarm System in the WHF performs no radiological saety functions that would provide
reasonable assurance that high level waste can be received, handied. packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved without
exceeding federal imis.

1.2 he SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monkor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal limis?

Z Yes? Rationale:
Portions of the Pubic Address/Central Alarm System h the WHF unction to mitigate, or monitor potential DBEs that could
result In radioactive releases above federal mits.

1J Will the direct failure of the SSC result In credible Design Basis Event which would lead to radioactive release above the federal limits?

Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Pubic AddressJentral Alarm System i the WHF will not result In a DBE.

QA-2 - Iportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform waste isolation funcion by forrning part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Public Addrss/Central Alarm System In the WHF Is not part of the naturl or engineered barriers important to waste
Isolaton.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sonficantly affect the hydrological, geochenical, or geomecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation functon?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct bilure of the Public AddressCentral Alarm System hI the WHF will not effect the characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Communications System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Public AddresslCentral Alarm System Level 5: NA

QA-3 Inportant to Radioactive Waste Conlrfl:

3.1 Is the functin of the SSC designed for collection, contalnert, and/or monloring of le-generated radioacUve waste?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The function and design of the Public Address/Central Alarm System In the WHF Is not for collection, containment, or
monitorfn of sitegenerated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Iportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA.2 SSCs from te effects o fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Public Address/Central Alarm System hI te WiF does not protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from he effects of fire.

QA-6 - Iportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result of a Deslgn Basis Event could faureofthe SSC Impairthe capabityofQA-t orQA-2SSCs from performinghelr
radiological safety orwaste dation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Public AddresslCentral Alarm System In the WHIF as a result of a DBE will not Inpair QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs
from performIng teir rindlolgclal safety or waste Isolation unction.

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does Ihe SSCs function prvide detecn or ahrm of mauhorzed tusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the restriced area?

b3 Yes? Rationale:

The function of the Pubic Address/Central Alarm System in the WHF may Include the alarms to secuity personnel upon
detection of unauthoried Intrusions.

62 Is Ue SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabily?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Pubec AddressCentraAlarm System h the WHF perfomw no speclal nuclearmaterial acountabily function.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (W-iF) System

SSC: Communications System Level 4: W/A

Level 3: Public Address/Central Alarm System Level 5: /A

QA-7 Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shIleldInr, reduce dose rates hI rdioactive areas. or rquhe personnel access Into radiation
areas by is own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Public AddresslCerbal Alarm System In the WHF does not provide any personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose
rates or have ts own radiloactlve source term.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radiation monitor which monilors reas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Public Address/Central Alarm Syem In the WHF do not have radiation monitors used for monitoring areas for
personnel radiation protection.

Previous QA Classification:

Thft quesfion Is for liscld and trceabEly puposes only. A 'yes' answer to ts quesfion does notprowIde hcluson to ghe Q-Llst

1.0 Are there other factors, such s previous anases, a body of consensus, or by direct incusbn that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Impoiant to radiologcal safety (QA-1) orwaste Isolation (QA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The Public AddresslCentral Alarm System in the WHiF was prevously on the 0-ilst by direct InclusIon for the Suface
Servce and tity Systems, SA 31.32 Communtcation System, as OA-1; but the Public AddresslCentral Alarm
System In the WHF has not been specilkilly analyzed or Included on the 0-Lst.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Communications System Level 4: NA

Level 3: Security System Level 5: N/A

QA-1 A.2 0A3 QA 4 CAU CA-C QA-7 Non-a

0 0 0 0 0 1z 0 03

QA-1 Inportant to RadicologIceal Safety:

1.1 is le SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wihot exceeding he federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale
The Security System In the WHF performs no radiological safety functions that would provide reasonable assurance that
high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced. and reved without exceeding federal limis.

1.2 Isthe SSC quired to fuction to prevent, mitigate, cr monitor a credibte Design Basis Event which wouiotherwise reruf Ina radioactive
release above the federal imits?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Security System Ithe WHF is not requIred to unction to prevent, mitigate, or monitor any DBEs.

1.3 WM the direct failure of the SSC rsult In a credible Design Bas Event which would lead to radioactive release above the federal limits?

o Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Security System In the WHF wm not result In a DEE.

QA-2 - Inportant to Waste Isolation:

21 Does the SSC perform a waste olation funcdon by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

o Yes? Rationale:

The Security System In the WHF Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers Important to waste isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

Q Yes? Rationale:

Direct fIlure of the Security System In the WHF will have no effect on the characteristics of the natural or engineered
barriers.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Communications System Level 4: NA

Level 3: Security System Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - nportant to Radioacfive Wade Control:

3.1 Is le function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andfor monitoring of ste-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The function and design of the Securiy System In the WHF Is not for collection, contalnment, or monitoring of site-
generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Inportant to FreProtection:

4.1 Does the SSC prote QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs frm Ute effects of ire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Security System In the WHF does not protect QA-1 or CA-2 SSC. from the effects of rwe.

QA-5 - rportant to Potential hteraction

5.1 As a resull of a Design Basis Even. could fakue of the SSC inpairthe capablity of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs ftm performing their
radlokgical safety or waste Islation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Falure of Ie Security System hI the WHF as a result of a DOE P not npalr QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs forn perfonn their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

5.1 Does the SSCs function pvide deteco or lam of unauthied t n or una red plosive maters In the restricted area?
EZ Yes? Rationale:

The Security System In the WHF functions wi provide detection and alarms for unauthrized Intrusion or unauthorized
explosive materials In te restricted area.

5.2 Is the SSCs function requred for special nuclear material ccountabit?

1; Yes? Rationale:
The Security System hI the WHF may be required to function for special nuclear material accountatty.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Communications System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Security System Level 5: N/A

QA4-7 - Iportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC proide personnel radiatin ielding, reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or require personnel access Ito radiation
areas by ts own radbacive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Securly System hI the WHF does not provide any personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates or have Its own
rado ve source ter.

7.2 ls the SSC a pemanertly istaled radaion lmforwhkh mno ar hr personel rditon precton?

O Yes? Rationale:
The Security System hI the WHF does not hve radiation monlors used for monitorig areas for personnel radiation
protecon.

Previous QA Classification:

rNs quesffon ihstodcandhrceahlypwposes ony. A yes'answerto ths quesffon does notprotde hdusion to the Q-W

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct iclusion, hat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radidocal safety (A-1) or waste isolation (A-2)?

EZ Yes? Rationale:

The Sectaty System In the WHF was previously on the Q-Lst by direct hIcluslon for Die Balance of Plant, SSA 32.3.15
Security Facities, as OA-1; but the Security System I the WHF has not been pecirically analyzed or hIcluded on the -
List.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Facility Decontamination System Level 4: NA

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A

CA-i QA-2 CA-S tA-4 CA- CIA-6 CA-7 Non-Q
0 O 1 0 6Z O 6Z _

QA-1 Iportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal ImIts?

a Yes? Rationale:
The Waste Handling Facility Decontamination System ensures no transferable contarination remains on WHF SSCs. This
system Is not required to provide reasonable assuance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored,
emplaced, and retrieved without exceedIng the federal Eints.

12 Is the SSC required to functon to prevent, ntigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwse result In a radioactive
release above the federal 1mits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Waste Handing Facity Decortbmination System Is not required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor any DBEs.

13 Wll the direct failure of the SSC esut in a edible Design Basis Event which would lead to a rmdioacine release above the federal mbr.?

C Yes? Rationale
Direct failure of the Waste Handing Faclty Decontamination System Wlt not result In a DBE.

QA-2 - nportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform waste isolation function by bmin part of the natural or engineered barriers?

o Yes? Rationale:

The Waste Handlrn Facilly Decontarination Systen I not part of the natural or engineered barriers Inportant to waste
Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sIgnlficantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geornechanical characteristics of the naturu or
engineered barriers which may prevert them from performing their waste Isolation function?

O Yes? Rationale:
Direct fiu of the Waste Handing FacUilty Decontamination System will not affect any characteristics of the natural or
engineered barrier that would prevent them from performing their Isolation funcon.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Fadlity Decontamination System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: NA Level 5: N/A

QA-3 . hiportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the funon of the SSC designed for coflecUoncontaim e andor monlodng of 1-eneed radoactive waste?

i Yes? Rationale:
The Waste Handling Facity Decontamination System may have functions such as drains nd tanks for colection, and
containment of site-generated radioactive waste.

QA4 Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does te SSC protect CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Waste Handling Facility Decontamination System does not protect QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from ie effects of fie.

QAJ - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Evert, could failure of the SSC Impair the capability orQA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performrlng their
radiological safety or waste hldaton function?

1 Yes? Ratonale:

Failure of the Waste Handing FacIy Decontamination System as a result of a DEE could Impair QA-I or QA-2 SSCs
from performing ther radiological safety or waste Isolation funcon since portions of the Waste Handing Facility
Decontamination System have a ilue mode resulting hi flooding or misdo as a result of a DBE.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materlals.

6.1 Does the SSCs f on provide detection or larm of unauUd hifruslon or unaLihorfzed exposlve materials hi te restricted area?

D Yes? Rationale:
The Waste Hancding Facility Decontamination System does not provide fbr detecion or alarm of unauthorized Intrusions
or unauthozed plosive materials In Ihe restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requied for special nuclear material accountability?
C Yes? Rationale:

The Waste Handrmg FacEtty Decontaminalon System perhfms no speil nuclear material accountablity.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Facility Decontamination System Level 4: NA

Level 3: NA Level S: WA

QA-T - porant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radation lding, reduce dose rates i radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

i Yes? Rationale:
The Waste Handling Facility Decoramination System will reduce dose rates from the WHF SSCs.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanet Instaed radation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiaton protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Waste Handrmg Faclity Decontaination System performs no radlogical monitoring function.

Previous QA Classification:

This queston Is fo histoical and traceabyily putposes on A yes'answer o Ws queston does notpolde Inclusion to the 0List

8.0 Are tere other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radologlcal safety (0A ) or waste Isolation (QA-2)1

j Yes? Rationale:
The Waste Handling Faclity Decontamination System was previously on the Q-Lst by direct hIclusion of the Waste
Handling uildng, SSA 3.2.11, as QA-1 but the Waste Handling Facility Decontamination System has not been
specf1cally analyzed or Included on the Q-List.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Facility Monitor & Control System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: NA Level 5: NA

QA-1 GA-2 QAS QA4 Q QA5 A-6 IA-7 Non-Q
a o o0 0 0 0 o o o 0

QA-1 - Inportant to Radiological Safety

1.1 Is the SSC requred to prvide rasonable assurance that highlevel waste can be recived, hndled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

iZ Yes? Ratlonale:
Portions of the Waste Handilng Facility Monftor & Control System may be required to function to provide reasonable
assurance that high-level waste can be receved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and reieved wlhout exceeding the
federal limits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, miigate. or monilor a creible Design Bass Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal remits?

b Yes? Rationale:
Portions of the Waste Handling Fadly Monitor & Control System functions to prevent, mitigate, or montor any potential
DBEs that could result hI exceeding the federal Emits.

13 WI 1he direct failure of the SSC resut in cdble Design Basis Event which woud lead to a radloactive release above the federal lmits?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Waste Handling Facility Monritor & Control System wil not result In a postulated DBE.

QA-2 - Inportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Waste Handling Facilty Monitor & Control System Is not part of the natural or engtneered barriers Important to waste
Isolation.

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC igni ty affect the hydrologIcal, geochemikal, orgeomnecharieat characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct alure of Waste Handling Facilty Monitor & Control System whlD not affect any characteristics of the natural or
engineered baner that would prevent them from performing their isolaton function.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Facility Monitor & Control System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: NIA Level 5: NA

QA-7 - Irportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, rduce dose rates In radoactive areas, or requie personnel access Into radiation
areas by Ks own radioactive souce term?

5 Yes? Rationale:

The Waste Handling Facility Monitor & Control System does not prcAde any personnel radIation shielding, reduce dose
rates or have Its own radioadve source term.

72 is he SSC a permanently Instated radiation monKor which montos areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Waste Handln Facility Monflor & COntrol System performs no radiobgl monitoring function.

Previous CA Classticatlon:

Tis questfon Is for hsotdat and tractabtypuwposes onl. A 'yes'answer to t quesffon does notprovIde ncluslon to the Q-LJst

t.0 Are there other factors, such s previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by dired inclusion, hat led to the previous concluslon that
this SSC Is Important to radological safety (OA.1) orvaste Isolation (QA-2)?

2 Yes? Rationale:
The Waste Handling Facility Mordlor 8 Control System was previously on the -List by direct Inclusion of the Waste
Handing Building, SSA 32.1.1, as CA-1 but the Waste Handling Facility Monitor & Control System has not been
specifically analyzed or Incked on the O-Ust.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: LLW Uquid Transfer Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Aqueous LLW Collection System Level 5: NIA

OA-1 CA-2 CA-3 QA 4 CQA-5 0A QA-7 Non-Q
O O ~~1i2 El B El 1z O

CA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety.

1.1 Is the SSC required to prevlde reasonable assuance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the ederal llmts?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Aqueous LLW Collection System hI the WHF collects Aqueous U1W for treatment Handling of sle-generated iquid
low-level waste Is not eheted to exceed federal imits. Therefore, this system Is not required to provide reasonable
assurance that high-level waste can be receved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved without exceeding the
federal Elmits.

12 I te SSC reqledb tofuncionto prevent. nilgate, or mnora crie Design Basi Event whichwould o wlse result In radioactive
release above the federal mits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Aqueous LLW Collection System In the WHF Is not requbed to migate these postulated DBEs by containing the high
level waste that would otherwise result In a radioactive release above federal mits.

13 W l te direct failure ofthe SSC result Ina credible Design Basis Event which would lead to randioacve release abovethe federalimits?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct Ilure of the Aqueous ULW Collection System hI the WHF would not result In a postulated DEE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

E Yes? Rationale:

The Aqueous ULW Collection System hI the WHF Is not part of the natural or engineered barrers.

2.2 Can direct fallure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
ergineered barriers which may prevent them from performing theIr waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Ratkonale:

Direct blure of the Aqueous LLW Collection System I the WHF wil not affect the characteristics of the natural or
engineered barters.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: LLW Uquld Transfer Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Aqueous LLW Collection System Level 5: NJA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 k he functin of 0te SSC designed for eollecton, ctaher and/or monito of ste-generated radloact~ve waste?

v Yes? Rationale:
The Aqueous LLW Collection System the WHF collects, and processes site-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC proted QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs tromn the ffcts of ire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Aqueous L1W Collection System In the WHF performs no fire protection functions.

QA4 - Important to Potential Interaction:

S.1 As a resull of a Design Basis Event, could alure of the SSC impair the capablty of QA-t or QA-2 SSCs from performing fteir
radlogical safety or waste Isolation function?

r Yes? Rationale:
Fallure of the AqueousLW Colection System h he WHF s a rsul of a DBE could Inpair A-1 or OA-2 SSCs from
performnft teir radiological safety or waste Isolation function.

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Faclity and Materials:

1 Does the SSC's functon rovide detecion ralarm of unauted h on oruurt eloshve materials hi the restricted area?
o Yes? Rationale:

The Aqueous LLW Collection System I the WHF does not provide for detection or alarm of unauthodzed Intrusions or
unauthodzed explosIve materials In the restricted area.

C.2 lathe SSCs function required for specal wcear material accoxlablity?
C Yes? Rationale:

The Aqueous UW Collection System i the WHF performs no functions for special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facillty (WHF) System

SSC: LLW Uquid Transfer Systems Level 4: NiA

Level 3: Aqueous LLW Collection System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radaton shIeldir, reduce dose rates hi radoacve areas, or require prsonnel a ss into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive ource term?

I Yes? Rationale:
The Aqueous LLW Collection System In the WHF may require personnel access hIto radiation aas by Is own radioactive
source term.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanenty Installed radiation monilor which monitor areas for personnel radialion protection?

ri Yes? Rationale:

The Aqueous LLW Collection System hI 1he WHF performs no radiologlcal monlorin functions.

Previous QA Classification:

Thk queston is trodcasand cuabfypupses ony. A yesvanswerfo s quesffion does notprnvdekibduson to lbe Q-Llst

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previu conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

!Z Yes? Rationale:

The Aqueous LLW Collection System hI the WHF was peously on the O-Ust by direct InclusIon of the Site Generated
Waste Collection Facilties, SSA 3.21.1.. as OA-1 but the Aqueous LLW Collection System In the WHF has not been
speciffcally analyzed or Included on the Q0-1st
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Faclity W F) System

SSC: LLW Liquid Transfer Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Uquid Chemical LLW Collection System Level 5: NA

GA-1 QA-2 QA-3 Q4-4 QA- tlA-6 QA-7 Non-O
O O z 0 2Z 0 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 s the SSC qued to pmvide asonable assurance tat highlevel waste can be rceed, hded, packaged, stored, emplaced, an
retrieved without exceeding te federal limts?

( Yes? Rationale:
The Liquld Chemical LW Collection System In the WHF collects Liquid Chenical LLW for reatment Handling of sle-
generated fquld low-evel waste Is not expected to exceed federal lkIts. Therefore, this system Is not required to provide
reasonable assurance at hgh-level waste can be recelWed. handled packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrived without
exceeding the federal Enis.

1.2 Is the SSC required to fumtion to prevent, mgate, or monItor a credibe Design Basis Event whichwould otherwise resut In a radioactive
release above the federal mts?

( Yes? Rationale:
The Lquid Chemical LLW Colleclon System In the WHF Is not required to mitigate these postulated DBEs by containg
the high level waste Vt would dherwise result i radioactive release above federal mits.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC esult i n credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal lmus?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Liquid Chemical LLW Collection System In the WHF would not result In postulated DBE.

QA-2 - Iportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation hton by foning part of the natra or engineered bares?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Lquld Chemical LLW Collection System In the WHF Is not part of the natural or engineered barers.

2.2 Can direct faure of the SSC sgnificanty affect the hydrologial, geochemical, o geomechanical characteriUcs of te natural or
engineered barriers whlch nWypreverK them hom performing theirwast isolation functon?

0 Yes? Rationale

Direct falure of the Liquid Chemical UW Collection System In the WHF wIM not affect the characteristics of the natural or
engineered barrers.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: LLW Uquld Transfer Systems Level 4: NtA

Level 3: Uquld Chemical LLW Collection System Level 6: NIA

QA-3 - mportant lo Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andlor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

E; Yes? Rationale:
The Lquid Chemical U1W Collection System In te WHF collects, and processes ate-generated radioactive waste.

QA4 - nportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-io r QA-2 SSC from the effects offire?

E Yes? Rationale:
The Uquld Chemical LLW Collection System I the WHF performs no fire protection functions.

QA-5 - Iportant to Potential Interaction:

51 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could kilure of he SSC impair the capablfly of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radlgIcal saety or waste isalation function?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

Fallure of the Lquld Chemical ULW Colection System hI the WHF as a result of D8E could impair CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs
from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation function.

QA- - nportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauttorked explosive materials In the restricted area?
0 Yes? Rationale:

The uld Chemical LLW Collection System In the WHF does not provide for detection or alarm of unauthorized
intrusions or unautoed explosive materials hI the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs fLmtion required for special nucear materal accouxabilly?
C Yes? Rationale:

The Liuid Chemical LLW Collection System in the WHF Performs no functions for special nuclear material
accountability.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WIF) System

SSC: LLW UquId Transfer Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Uquld Chemical LLW Collection System Level 5: N/A

QA.7 . irportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure

7.1 Does the SSC provIde persormel radiation shkkdtio, reduce dose rates hI radioactve areas, or reque personnel access Ito radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

j Yes? Rationale:
The Liquid Chenical LLW Colection System In the WHF may require personnel access Into radiation areas by Its own
radioactive source erm.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monlor wNch monitors eas for personnel radiation protecton?

5 Yes? Rationale:
The Liquid Chemical LLW Collection System I the WHF performs no radiological monitorig fnctions.

Previous QA Cassification:

This quesfon I sforhocl and bceabEypuposes c, A Wes snswerto 121 ques on does notprod hcusibn lo the oList

1.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus. or by direct nclusion, Wt led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radliological safety (QA-1) or waste Isoation (QA-2)?

EZ Yes? Rationale:

The Uquid Chemical LLW Collectlon System hI the WHF was previously on the -List by direct Inclusion oF the Site
Generated Waste Collection Facilities, SSA 32.1.1 .8, as OA-1 but the Liquid Chemnica LLW Collection System in the
WHF has not been specfioally analyed or included on the Q-List
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: LLW Uquid Transfer Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Recycled Water Distribution System Level 5: N/A

QA-1 OA-2 CA-S A-4 OA-5 GA-6 OA-7 Ron-Cl
0 0 0 0 5z 0 0 01

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is lhe SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emis?

_ Yes? Rationale:
The Recycled Water Dlstributon System In the WHF distribules sightly radioactive water for reuse hI potentially
contaminated systems. Handling ofle-generated Iquld low-level waste s not eoected to exceed federal Imits. Therefore,
this system is not required to prwtide reasonable assurance that highlevel waste can be received, handled, packaged,
stored, emplaced, and retrieved wthout exceeding the federal 3mb.

12 ksthe SSC req d to function to prevent. mitigate, or monitors credible Design tass Event whkh wouk oUse resut hi rdioactive
release above the federal Emils?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Recycled Water Distribution System In the WHF Is not required to function to prevent, mtigate, or monitor any DBEs.

1.3 VVi the direct tailure of the SSC result i a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to ndioactive release above the federal Emits

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Recycled Water Distribution System hI the WHF would rot result In a postulated DiE.

QA-2 important to Waste Isolation:

2 Does tie SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barders?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Recycled Water DistriAton System in the WHF Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct filure of Die SSC sitnirsanfly affect the hydrlogical geochemica, orgeomechanlca characteritics o the natura or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

E Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Recycled Water Distribution System In the WHF will not affect the characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WIHF) System

SSC: LLW Uquld Transfer Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Recycled Water Distribution System Level 5: N/A

CA- - nportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 is the fuictlon of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of si" enerated radioactive waste?

Ci Yes? Rationale:

The Recycled Water Distribution System In the WHF Is not for colection, contahment, or monitorg of site-generated
redioactive waste. This SSC distfbtles sightly radioactive water for reuse In potentially contaminated system and Is not
expected to eceed federal Wlfs i the system wotid fall.

QA-4 - Iportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCa from the effects of fre?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The Recycled Water Distribution System In the WHF performs no fIre protection functi

QAS - knportant to Potential iteraction:

6.1 As. resut of a Design Basis Event, could failur of the SSC knpalr the capability of A- or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
raliological safety or waste Isolation finction?

j Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Recycled Water Dstribution System In the WHF as a result of a DBE could impair QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs
from perforring their radioogical safety or waste isolation function. K is epected that the Recycled Water Dlstrlijtlon
System In 1he WHF wit be designed and lcated to preclude missile and flooding hazards.

Q4AC - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does te SSCs uC on provide detedon or aarm ot unauthorized intruson or unautorized eplosve materials i the restrited area?

o Yes? Rationale:

The function of the Recycled Water DistrbiAion System In the WHF does not provide for detection or alarm of
unauthorzed Intrusions or unauthorized explosIve materials In the restricted area.

62 is sthe SSCs fucon requked for specl nuclear materal accountabilty?

Yes? Rationale:

The Recycled Water Distribution System In the WHF performs no special nuclear material accountability function.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: LLW Uquid Transfer Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Recycled Water Distribution System Level 5: NJA

QA-7 - Important to Occupatfonal Radiological Exposure;

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radaton shielding, reduce dose rates hi radoactive areas, or requre personnel access Into radiation
areas by Ks own radloactive source term?

Yes? Rationale:

The Recycled Water Dlstdbuion System in the WHF should not require personnel access Into radiation areas by Its own
radioactive source term.

7.2 s theSSC permanently instaled rciatlon monitor which monitors areas for personnel radlation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Recycled Water Distrlbuton System In the WHF performs io radiological moniorIng functions.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesifon Is Forhlstotcalandtrceablypurposes oe. A yes'answrto aIS queson des notprovde Incluson to the Q-Ust

3.0 A there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to rcidodcal safety (CA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

jZ Yes? Rationale:

The Recycled Water Distribution System In the WHF was prevWusly on the 0-Lit by direct Incluson of the Waste
Handing Bulin. SSA 3.1 .1, as QA-I but the Recycled Witer Distribution System in ihe WHF has not been specIfIcally
analyzed or Included on the 0Q.1st.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (Wf) System

SSC: Material Accountability System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: NIA Level 5: WA

QA-1 QA-2 CA4 CA.4 Q0A4 QA4 A7 Non-C

o0 0 0 0 0 0
QA-1 - Important to Radiological Saety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provde reasonable ssurance ta high-level waste can be receved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding ie federal limits?

El Yes? Rationale:
The Material Accountabiity System h ie WFF does nod perform any radiological safety functions that would provide
reasonable assurance that high lvel waste can be recelved, handed. packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved without
enceedk federal lins.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, ritate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwIse result In a radioactive
release above the federal Eits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Material Acointablity System In the WHF is not required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor any OBE.

1.3 Wit the direct falure of the SSC resut h acedible Design Basis Event whh wald lead ton radicoacve release above the federal mRs?

I Yes? Rationle:
Direct failure of th Material Accountability System In the WHF wi not result In a DBE.

QA-2 - nportant to Waste solation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation lmction by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Material Accountability System n the WHF is not part or the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can di failure of the SSC signifcantly affect the h rologcal, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered bariers which may preyent them from performing their waste iolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct ailure of Material Accountability System in the WHiF will not affect any characteristics f the natural or engineered
barrier that would prevent them from performing their Isolation function.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Material Accountability System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: NA Level 5: NA

QA-3 - mportant to Radoactiv Waste Control:

3.1 Is the funcion of the SSC designed for octon, contanrmet, andor m nior of sle-geneuuted radioactie waste?

L Yes? Rationale:
The Material Accountablity System In the WHF does not have any collection. containment, andhr montoring functions for
site-generated radioactive wpste.

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect A-1 or QA-2 SSC fron the effects of lire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Material Accountablity System In the WHF does not have any fie protection functions.

QA4 - important to Potential Iteraction:

.1 As a result ofa Design Basis Event, culd faiure of the SSC impalr the capablty o QA-1 or A-2 SSC from perfonring her
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Material Accountaility System In the WHF as a resut of a DBE lll not ipair QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
performing their adlologlcal safety or waste Isolation function.

QAS Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized eoplosive materials In the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The function of the Material Accountability System In the WHF does not provide for detection or alarm of unauthorized
Intrusions or unauthorized explosve rateris In the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requhed for specal nuckar material accountabity?

53 Yes? Rationale:

The Material Accountability System provides material control and accountability (MCiA) for special nuclear materials at
the WHF.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility CWHF) System

SSC: Material Accountability System Level 4: A

Level 3: N/A Level : NIA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provlde personnel radation seldin reduce dose rates h radloactive areas, ar equie personnel access hto radiation
areas by Its own radloaclive source term?

1 Yes? Rationale:
The Material Accountabilty Systemin the WHIF does not provide any radation shiedIg, reduce dose rates, or have Its
own radioactive souce.

7.2 I the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monitor which moniors areas for personnel radiation protection?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Material Accountabilty System In the WHF does not provide any area radiation monitoring functions.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesffon Is or hilsftoatmndhaceabltypuposes oiy. A Iyes'arsworto ts quesfon does notp vka hichsIon to e -st

3.0 Are there other fact, such as prevus analyses, a body of onsensus, or by dect Inclusion, hat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Imporant to radidoglcal safety (QA-1) or waste Iaolation (QA-2)?

Z Yes? Rationale;
The Material Accountablity System In the WHF was previously on the QLlst by direct Inclusion of the Nuclear Material
Control and Accountability System SSA 32.1.1.9 ,as OA-1.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Chilled Water Distribution System Level 5: NIA

CA-l QA-2 CA-3 A-4 ClA-i QA-6 QA-7 Non-C

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - hnportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without ceeding the federal Inbits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Chilled Water Distribution System In the WHF provides chilled water to various systems and uses throughout the WHF
but performs no radiological sdety functions that would provide reasonable assurance at high level waste can be receIved,
handled, packaged, stored, empleced, and retrieved without excee;9ng federal imb.

1.2 Is Oe SSC required to function to prevent, nigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Evert which would otH is result In a radioactive
release above the federal Imits?

U Yes? Rationale:

The Chilled Water Dstributin System In the WHF is not required to function to prevent. mitigate, or monior any DBE.

1J Wil the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Chied Water Distribution System In the WHF will not result In a DBE.

QA-2 - mportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation fixicton by formIng part of the natural or engineered barriers?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Chilled Water Distribumon System In the WHF Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers

2.2 Can direct hfalre o the SSC signIf tly affect the hydroglcal geochemial, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

[]Yes? Rationale:

Direct hilure of Chilled Water Distribution System System In the WHF will not affect any characterlstics of the natural or
engineered barrer that would prevent them from performing theIr Isolation function.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility CWHF) System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Chilled Water Distribution System Level 5: NA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 the function f the SSC designed for collection, contailnmert, nd/or monltoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

E2 Yes? Rationale:
The Chilled Water Distribution System In the WHF does not have any collection, containment, andfor monitoring functions
for sle-generated radioactive waste.

QA4 - Iportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from te ffects of firs?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Chilled Water Distrbution System In the WHF performs no fire protection fu on.

QA-6 - mportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Evert, could falure of the SSC Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performsng their
radiological safety or waste Isolation functon?

;7 Yes? Rationale:
Falure of the Chiled Water Disriton System In the WHF could Impact or Impair a OA-1 or QA-2 SSC from performing
Its radiological safety or waste Isolation fiuntion. It Is expected that the Chilled Water Distribution System In the WHF wil
be designed and bcated to preclude risslle and flooding hazards.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

t.1 Does the SSCs Itlon prvide detecton orahrm of authized usin or unauthorked explosive materials In the restricted area?
C Yes? Rationale:

The function of the Chilled Water Distrution System In the WHF does not provide for detection or adarm of unauthorized
Intrusions or unauthotized exposive materials In te restricted area.

6.2 lsthe SSCs functin requked for special nuciear materia accountabilty?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Chilled Water Distribution System In the WHF performs no functions for special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facirly (WiF) System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Chilled Water Distibution System Level 5: NIA

QA-7 Iportant to Occupational Radiologlcal Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radaton sieding, reduce dose rates hn radioadce areas, orreque personnel access ito radiation
areas by Rs own radioacive source term?

C Yes? Rationae:

The Chilled Water Disbt on System h the WHF does not provide shielding or reduce radiological dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instated radiation monitor which monkors areas for personnel radiation protection?

o Yes? Rationale:

The Chiled Water DistriTon System In the WHF performs no radiolcal monoring function.

Previous QA ClassIfication:

This quesfonIsorhlstodc atndhceabWtypurposesoany. A Ys nswertotMsquestondoesnotpr e hdustontothe Q

1.0 Are there other facts, such as pevious nalyses, a body of consensus, or by direct incusion, that led to the previous concuslon that
Nis SSC Is impotant to radiologicat safety (A-1) or waste olation (QA-2)?

SZ Yes? Rationale:

The Chilled Water Distrbuton System h the WHF Is contained on the Q-Ust by direct hIduslon for the Surface Faclties,
SSA 3.2.1.1.4 Waste Handing Bdinug Utlities, as A-1 but the Chilled Water Distributlon System in the WHF has not
been specifically analed or included on the Q-Ust.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems

Level 3: Industrial Air Distribution System

Level 4: NIA

Level 6: NA

QA-I QA-2 QA-S QA4 CA4i A-6 Q.A-7 Non-Q
0 0 0 0 00 0 1

QA-1 hInportant to RadIological Safety:

1.1 s the SSC reqtued topt e reasonable assnce that hig-evel waste can be recived, hded, packaged, stored, empaced, and
retrieved without exceeding he federal Eis?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Industrial Air Distibution System I the WHF Is not expected to perform any radiological safety functions that would
provide reasonable assurance that Ngh level waste can be received, handed, packaWed, stored, eplaced, end retrieved
withoul exceedinq federa lits.

1 Is the SSC requked o function to prevent, mitgate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a dloactive
release above the federal ms?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Industrial Air DIstribution System hI the WHF Is not required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor any DBE. It is
expected that QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs using the Industrial Air DIstribution System In the WHF win be designed to fail-safe on
loss of the Industrial Air Distribution System.

1.3 Wi the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to radioactive release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct lure of the Industrial Ai Distribution System In the WHF wiU not resul hi DBE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perfrm a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

O Yes? Rationale:

The Indlustrial Air Dstrbulion System In the WHF Is not part rthe natural or engineered barriers

22 Can direct ailure fthe SSCsiricantlyeffectthe hydrlogcal, geoema. oreonehadcharaderits dthe naturaor
engineered barriers which may prevent hem from perkmXig their waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct falure of industrial Air Distrblion System hI the WHF will not affect any characteristics of the natural or engineered
banler that would prevent them from performIng their Isolation function.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Faclity (WHF) System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Industrial Air Distribution System Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - Iportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed Ibr collection, containnent, andor montorlng of le-9enerated radloactive waste7

C Yes? Rationale:

The Industrial Air Distribuion System In the WHF does not have any collection, containment, and/or monitoring functions
for ate-generated rdioactive waste.

QA-4 - riportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs rom the effects of Ks?

O Yes? Rationale:

The Industrial Air Distrbution System In the WlIF does not protect any A-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fr.

QA- - npostant to Potential Interaction:

.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event could faure of the SSC impalr the capabigty of A-I or CA-2 SSCs from perforg their
radiological aafety orwaste Isolation function?

r Yes? Rationale:

Falure of the Industrial Air Distribution System In the WHF coutd Impact or mpaira QA-i or QA-2 SSC from performing
Its radiological safety or waste Isolation function. It Is expected that the Industrial Air Distribution System In the WHiF will
be designed end located to preclude missile or contamination hazards.

CA-G - Important to Phystcal Protection of Facility and Materials

6.1 Does the SSCs function prvide detection or larm o unauthorized intrusion or auhoriLzed eosive nterials i the restrited aea?

C Yes? Rationale:

The function of the IndustrIal Air Dibution System In the WHF does not provide for detection or alarm of unauthorized
Intrusions or unauthorIzed explosta materials In the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSC fnction kequled for specht nuctear matera accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Industrial Air Dstibuston System In the WHF performs no fwitibons for special nuclear material accountability
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WF) System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Industrial Air Distribution System Level 5: NIA

QA-T - nporant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does SSC pvide personnel radiation shleidug, reduce dose rates in radioacive areas, or requlr personnel access into radiation
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The industrial Air Distributon System In the WHF does not provie any personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates or
have Ks own radioactive source term.

.7.2 the SSC a permanently insatedm rclaf monitor which monitos areas for personnel radition protection?

1 Yes? Rationale:

The ndustrial Air Dtrbun System performs no radiological montor fumctions

Previous CA Classification:

Ts quesibn is IbrhlstAlandtaceabltypuposeson. A yesansrto 11s queston dos notpr dehduslon to ffie Q-Ust

3.0 Are there eler factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct incluslon, that led to UIe prevus conclusion that
this SSC is ipodant to radiological safety (CA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

The industrial Air Dlstrbton System In the WHF is contained on the Q-ist by direct Inclusion for the Surface Facilties,
SSA 321.1.4 Waste Handling Bdng Utlies, as CA-1 but the Industrial Air Dlstrbdin System In the WHF has not
been specifically analyzed or Included on the O-tist.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Piped Uility Systems

Level 3: Instrument Air Distribution System (as required)

Level 4: N/A

Level 5: N/A

CLA-1 CA-2 Q0A4
7 0 {I

OA-4 A-6
o z

QA-6 QA-7 NonO
0 E 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety;

1.1 s the SSC required topide reasonable assunce that higllevelwaste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, eplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding 1he federal Eits?

iZ Yes? Rationale:
The Instrument Air Distribution System In the WHF may be required to perform radiologIcal safety functions that would
provide reasonable assurance hat high bvel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved
without exceeding federal Imits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevn mitigate, or monitor a credibe Design Basis Event which would othenrise result In a radioactive
release above the federal mirts?

Q Yes? Rationale:
The Instrument Air Distribution System In the WHF may be required to fiunc"on to prevent. mitgate, or monitor any DBE. It
Is expected th QA-1 or CA-2 SSCs using the Instnauent Air Distribution System In the WHF will be designed to fail-safe
on loss of the Instrument Air Distribution System but may be required to provide air to other Instruments or equipment that
may perform mitigaUng functions.

1.3 Will the direct falure of the SSC resul Ins aredible Design Basis Event which would lead to a dioacthve release above the federalmis?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Instrument Air Distrbution System In ge WHF win not result In a DEE.

QA-2 - mportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The instrument Air Distribtion System In the WHF Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers iportant to waste
Isolation.

2.2 Can direct fallure of the SSC significantly affec the hydrological, geochernical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
nineered barrers which may prevent them frem perfomtrig their waste Isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of Instrument Air Distribution System in the WIF wilt not affect any characteristics of the natural or
engineered barrier that would prevent them from perlorming their Isolation function.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (UVHF) System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Instrument Air Distribution System (as required) Level 5: NA

OA-J - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 ls the fnction f the SSC designed for colection. con ment. and/or nitoring of le-enerated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Instrument Air Dlstriutlon System In the WHF does not have any collection, containment, and/or monitoring functior
for site-generated radioactive waste.

QA.4 . nporrant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Instrument Air Distribution System In the WHF does not protect any QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from Ihe effects of fr.

QA- . nportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC Impair the capability of GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radilogical safety or waste Isolation function?

Q Yes? Rationale:

Falre of the Instrument Air Dlstribution System In the WHF could 1mpalr the capabity of any QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
perforning their radiological safety or waste isolation function.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facilty and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs functon prvIde detection or alarm of unauthorzed intruson or uautwrized exFiosive materials in the restricted area?

Yes? Rationale:

The function of the Instrument Air Distribution System In the WHF does not provide for detection or alarm of unauthoized
Intrusions or unauthorhied ecptosIlve materials In the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs funcion required for special nuclear material accountabilty?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Instrument Air Distribution System I ft WHF performs no Mfnctions for special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Instrument Air Distribution System (as required) Level 5: N/A

QA-7 Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel rudatbn shielding, reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or reque personnel access Into radiation
areas by Ks own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Instrument Air Distribution System In the WHF does not provide any personnel rdion shielding, reduce dose rates
or have Is own radioactve sore em.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently ksaled radiation monrtor whIch monitors areas for personnel radiaton protection?

o Yes? Rationale:
The strument Air Dlstrbuton System In the WHF perfrms no radiological monitoring function.

Previous CA Classification:

This quesoion Is forhlstodcaandtceabtypwposes on. A ysanswerto thk questian does not provide hnluslon to the QO-W

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by Crect Inclusion, that ed to the previous concluslon that
Ws SSC is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

1; Yes? Rationale:

The Instrument Air Distribution System In the WHF Is contained on the 0-List by direct Inclusion for the Surface Faclties,
SSA 3.21.1.A Waste Handling Build Utifities, as GA-1 but the Instrument Air Distibution System in the WHF has not
been specifically analzed or Included en the Q-Ust.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility WHF) System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Potable Water Distribution System Level 6: NIA

CA-1 QA-2 CA-3 CA-4 QA-i CA-4 CA-7 Non-C
0 0 0 Z 0 0 0

QA-1 Important to Radiological Sdety

1.1 the SSC required to prmde reasonabL assurance hat igh4evel waste can be rcved, hanled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal knEts?

2 Yes? Rationale:
The Potable Water Distribution System In the WHF performs no radiological safety functions that would provide reasonable
assurance that high level waste can be recived, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved without exceeding
federal Imits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal lmits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Potable Water Dsriution System In the WHF Is not required to function to prevent, mitigate. or monitor any DBE.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal lmits?

3 Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Potable Water ition System n the WHF will not resul In a DBE. It is axpected that the Potable
Water Distrbuton System In the WHF will be designed and located to preclude missie and flooding hazards.

QA-2 - Iportant to Waste Isotaton:

21 Does the SSC perform a waste isdation funcilon by forming part of the natural or engineered barier?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Potable Water Distribution Systemn the WHIF is not part of the natural or engineered barriers inpcrtant to waste
Ioltion

2.2 Can direct faiure of the SSC significantly affect the hydroogIcal, geochemical, or geomechrical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

El Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of Potable Water DistbutIon System tn the WINF wi11 not affect any characteristics of te natural or
engineered barrier that would prevent them from performing their Isolation function.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Faclity (WHF) System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Potable Water Distributon System Level 5: NIA

QA-3 Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 I the function of the SSC designed fr colection, containment, andor monitorng of dtegeneted radoactine waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Potable Water Distribution System hI the WHF does not hwe any collecton, containment, and/or monitoring functions
for dte-generated radioactive waste.

QA4 - hiportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA- oa QA-2 SSCs from fe effects of fir?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Potable Water DistrIbution System In the WHF does not protect any QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of frs.

QA- - mportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event. could failure ofthe SSC Impalrthe capabilltyof CA-I orQA-2SSCsfrom performingtheir
radiological safety or waste Isolation fnctn?

i Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Potable Water Distribution System hI the WHF could Impact or hmpair a CA-1 or QA-2 SSC from performing
Its radiological safety or waste Isolation ftucton.

QA-6 - nportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provIde detection or alam of unauthortzed ntrusion or unauthwrked explosive materials In the restricted area?
O Yes? Rationak:

The function of the Potable Water Distribution System In the WHiF does not provide for detection or alam of unaudhrized
Irusons or unauthoized explosive materials In the restricted area.

62 Is the SSCs function required for special nucear material accounablity?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Potable Water Distribulion System In the WHF performs no fucin for special nuclear material accountabtity.
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SDD: SU2 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Potable Water Distribution System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - bportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide peftonnel radatibn shielddi, reduce dose rates In radloactie areas, or require personnel access hito radiation
areas by Is own adioactive soure term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Potable Water Distrbuton System h the WFIF does not provide any personnel radiation sNeldin. reduce dose rates
or have Is own radloactive source term.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radlidn monitor which monilors areas for personnel radlation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Potable Water Distrdbion System In the WHF performs no radiologIcal monitoring function.

Previous QA Classification:

Thi quesdon is tor hsoiaf and aceabty purposes on. A yesanswer fo Mi questron does notproide hcluslon to the Q-Ust

1.0 Are there other factors, such as prevus aalyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclon, that led to the previous coclusion that
this SSC Is Irnporlant to radidogical safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

5 Yes? Rationale:

The Potable Water Distribution System In the WHF is contained on the 0-List by direct inclusion for the Surface Facirties,
SSA 3.21.1 A Waste Handinog Mhlgd Uillies, as aA-1 but the Potable Water Dstribution System in the WHF has not
been spedhicaly anaWed or induded en the MIt.
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SOD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Sewage Collection System Level 5: NIA

CA-1 QA.2 0AS C 4A41 CA- QA-S QA- Non-0
_ __ 0 5Z O 0 0

QA.1 - nportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC requred to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, nd
retrieved without exceedig the federal Imts?

, Yes7 Rationale:
The Sewage Collection System hI the WHF performs no radiologIcal safety functions that would provide reasonable
assurance that high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, amplaced, and retrieved without exceeding
federal lifmis.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitors credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Sewage Collection System hi the WHF Is not required to function to prevent. mitigate, or monlor any DBE.

1.3 WIll the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible DesIgn Basis Event which would lead to a radloactive release above the federal lmits?

o Yes? Rationale:

Direct ailure of this SSC will not result In a credible DDE. However, e Sewage Collecton System In the WHF could have
a failure mode resulting hI flooirg or explosion from the build up of ases such as mefhane.

QA-2 - Iportant to Waste solation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolaton function by forming part of the natural or engineered banlers?

o Yes? Rationale:

The Sewage Colec0on System hI the WHF Is not part of the natural or engineered barrders Important to waste Isolation.

2 Can direct falure of the SSC sIgntlicantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geonechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which bay prevent them rom perfbrming their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of Sewage Colection System hI the WHF will not affect any characteristics of the natural or engineered
barrier that would prevent them orom performing their Isolation function
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Sewage Collection System Level 6: NA

QA-3 - Inportant to Radioacive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andfor monitoring of dite-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Sewage Collection System hi the WHF does not have any collection, containment, andor monitorIng functions for ste-
generated radioactive waste.

QA4 - Important to Fire ProtectIon:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs ran he effects offire?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Sewage Collection System In the WHF does not protect any QA-1 or QA-2 SSCz from the effects of fire.

QA- - tportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a resuit of a Design Basis Event, couid failure of the SSC Impair the capaility of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
mdiologlcal safety or waste Isolation function?

V Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Sewage Collection System I the WHF could kIpact or impalr a QA-1 or QA-2 SSC from performing Its
radiologIcal safety or waste Isolatlon function. It Is expected that the Sewage Collection System In the WHF will be
designed and located to preclude missile and flooding haads rorn causing a radioactive release.

QA4 Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC!s function provide detection or alarm of unauthoried Intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area?
C Yes? Rationale:

The function of lie Sewage Collection System hI the WHiF does not provide for detection or alarm of unauthorized
Intrusions or unauthorized ewqOosIve materials in the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCz function required for special nuclear material accountabliDy?

o Yes? Rationale:
The Sewage Collection System hI the WHF performs no findions for special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Piped Uliy Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Sewage Collection System Level 5: N/A

QA-J - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

T.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shieldiog. reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radtion
areas by Ks own radioactive soure term?

1 Yes? Rationale:
The Sewage Collection System hI the WHF does not provide any personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates or have
UIs own radioactive source term.

7.2 Is the SSC * permanently saBled raiation moitor which monitors areas for peonnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Sewage Callection System In the WHF performs no radiological monltork function.

Previous QA ClassIfication:

This qresfn is forftsodiraand bwceabtpuposes only. A 'yes'answrlo Uds quesfibn does not pioide hIcksion to the Q0-Ut

5.0 Are there other factors, such as pres analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct nclusbn, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Irnportant to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

Z Yes? Rationale:

The Sewage Collection System hI the WHF Is contained on ihe Q-lst by direct hIcluslon for the Surface Facilities, SSA
3.2.1.1.4 Waste Handing Building Utlles, as QA-1 but the Sewage Collection System hI the WHF has not been
specifically analyzed or included on the 0-Ust.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (W-F) System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Vacuum System (as required) Level 5: NIA

QA-1 QA-2 CA4 S A-4 QA5 GA-6 aA-7 Non-0
o 0 W 0 0 0 z 0

OA-1 - Iiportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to proide reasonable assurance that high4evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wthout exceeding the federal mis?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Vacuum System In Om WHF Is not qected to perform any radiologIcal sey functions that would provide reasonable
assurance tat high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved wAUt exceeding
federal ms

1.2 sfte SSC requlred to function to prmvent, mitate, or mntor a credil Design Basis Event which ww d ot e sut a adloctive
release above the federal Imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Vacuum System in the WHF Is not required to function to prevent, mtigate, or monlorany DE.

1.3 Wil the direct failure of the SSC result a credible Design Basis Event wich would lead loe adocacive release above the federal imits?

Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Vacuum System System In the WHF will not result n a DBE.

QA-2 - mportant to Waste solation:

21 Does the SSC perform a waste Islation function by forming part of the natural or engineered baners?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Vacaum System In he WHF Is not part of the natural or enghieered banters imporiant to waste isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevert them from performing their waste Isolation function?

O Yes? Rationale:

Direct Wure of Vacuum System In the WHF will not affect any characteristics of the natural or engineered barrier that
would prevent them from performIg their Isolation function
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility C(HF) System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Vacuum System (as required) Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colection, containmenlt and/u monitorg of te-genermted radioactive waste?

i Yes? Rationale:

The Vacuum System In the WHF may have collection, containmert, andfor monilorig functions for site-generated
radioactive waste because of radioactive particles or gases 11 may contain.

QA4 - Impotant to Fire Protection;

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-t or QA-2 SSCs from Ihe effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Vacuum System In the WHF does not protect any QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA-S - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result ota Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performirg their
radiologbcal safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the Vacuum System In gie WiF would not Impact or Impair a QA-1 or QA-2 SSC from performing its
radiological safety or waste olon function.

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs fuon provide detection or alrm c unauthorized ktrson or unau lltz eloslve materials i the resrcted area?
C Yes? Rationale:

The function of the Vacuum System System In the WHF does not provide for detection or alarm of una thitzed Intrusos
or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nucear materil accountabhty?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Vacuum System In he WHF performs no functions for special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WIF) System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: A

Level 3: Vacuum System (as required) Level 5: NA

QA-7 - Irportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requle personnel access Into radiation
areas by Ks own radloacive source term?

SZ Yes? Ratle:
The Vacuum System In lhe WHF may requh personnel access Ito radIation areas by Is own radioactIve source term
because of radioactive partles or gases it may contain.

7.2 s the SSC a permanently staled radlao onlor which monlors ueas for personnel adton protection?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Vacuum System In the WHF performs no radiolgical monitoring function.

Previous QA Classliication:

Ths quesfon s forbhstocaand acabElypurposes on. A Ws'answerto tsquesion does notpro hckislon to the Q-Ust

IA Are there oher factors, mush as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Incusbion, that led to the previous conduslon that
this SSC Is hiportant to radiological safety (A-1) or waste Isolation (A-2)?

g Yes? Rationale:

The Vacuum Supply System In the WHF was previously on the 0-List by direct Inclusion of the Waste Handling Bulding,
SSA 32.1.1, as QA-1 but the Vacuum Supply System hI the WHF has not been specifically analyzed or ncluded on the a-
List.
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SDD: SUO2 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Process Supply Systems Level 4: NfA

Level 3: Helium Supply System Level 5: N/A

QA-1 CA-2 QA-3 CA4 CA-C a-S aA-7 Non-a
o O 13 0 6 0 0 0

OA-1 - Iportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wihout exceeding the federal linis?

E Yes? Rationale:
The Heflum Supply System In ie WHF Is not epected to perform any radiological safety functions 1hat would provide
reasonable assurance that high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved without
exceeding federal imits.

1.2 h the SSC quiredi to hnconto prevent, nilgate, ormonltora crleDesign Basis Event which would fterwise mrsult in a radbactive
release above lhe federal ims?

= Yes? Rationale:
The Heilum Supply System hi the WHF is not required to funcion to pvent, mitgate, or monitorar DE.E

1.3 Will the direct falure of t SSC result hi a crdibl Deslgn Basis Event which gd lead to a radoactive release above the federa nits?

a Yes? Rationale:

Dire faure of the Helium System System in the WHF will not result In a D1E.

QA-2 - irlportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste solation hfnction by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

o Yes? Rationale:

The Helium Supply System in the WHF Is not part of the natural or enineered barriers important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can drect failure of the SSC signticartiy affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geornechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may pravert them from performing their waste Isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale:

Direct failue of Hellum Supply System hI the WHF will not affect ary characteristics of the natural or engineered barrier
liat would prevent them from performing their Isolation functin
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Process Supply Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Helium Supply System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the functin of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of aite-generated redioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Helum Supply System hi the WHF does not hav any collection, containment, andor mol orng functlons for site-
generated radioactie waste.

QA4- Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of lire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Helium Supply System hI the WHF does not protect any QA-1 or Q-2 SSCs from the effects of ire.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction

5.1 As a resuit of a Design Basis Event could falure of the SSC Impair the capabiity of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing iheir
radiological safety or waste Isdation function?

1; Yes? Rationale:

Fallure of lie Helium Supply System I the WHF could Impact or Irpalr a QA-1 or OA-2 SSC from performing is
radIologIcal safety orwaste Isolation functn. it k epected at the Helium Supply System hi the WHF wi be designed
and ocated to preclude missile hazards. Failure or rnishandling of compressed gas cylinders can result In significant
missile hazards; however, standard industrial safety practices ar used to control this hazard.

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facilty and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCS functon provide detectin or alarm of unauthorized irusion r unauthorized expsive materials in the restricted area?
C Yes? Rationale:

The function of the Hellum Supply System in the WHF does not prvide for detection or alarm of unauthorized Intruions
or unautliortzed exosive aitials In the restricted area.

6.2 the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

F Yes? Rationale:

The Hellum Supply System hI tie WHF performs no functions for special nuclear material accounability.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Process Supply Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Helium Supply System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation selding. reduce dose rates In radioative areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Is own radiaie source term7

[] Yes? Rationale:
The Heium Supply System In the WHF does not provide any personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates or hve Is
own radioactive suroce tem.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanenty histaled radation mnor which ntmors areas for perwonnel rdiation protecon?

O Yes? Rationale:
The Hellun Supply System In te WHF performs no radiologicat onitoing fundion.

Previous QA Classiication:

Thls question is trastor cl and bc ablly puposes only. A 'ys' answer tots quesffon does not povie tooson to he Q-L

3.0 Are ther other factors, such as prevous analyses a body ofconsensus, or by direct Inclusion, hat led to the previous conclusion that
tNs SSC Is important to radlogical safety (QA-1) or waste isdation (A.2)?

5! Yes? Rationale:
The Heffum Supply System In the WHIF was prvAously on if Q-.st by direct Inclusion of the Waste Handling Bulding,
SSA 3.2.1.1, as OA-1 but the Heimn Supply System In the WHF has not been specificaly analyzed or Included on he 0-
Ust.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Process Supply Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Nitrogen Supply System (as required) Level : NA

QA-1 CA.2 QA3 QA4 CA-Ii aA4 OA-7 Non-C
0 0 00 Z 0 0 0

QA41 - mportant to Radiological Safety.

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled. packaged. stored, emplaced, and
retrieved withoi eceeding he federal Hmts?

[2 Yes? Rationale:
The Nitrogen Supply System n the WHF Is not epected to perform any radiological safety functions that would provide
reasonable assurance that high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced. and retrieved without
exceeding federal imits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigale. or monior a credible Design Basis Event wlich would otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal lmits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Nitrogen Supply System In the WHF Is not required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor any DOE.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result In c redbl Design Basis Event which would lead to a radoacive release above the federal miits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Direct afalure of the NiUMgen Supply System System i the vVHF will not result hi a DOE.

QA-2 - mportant lo Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natral or eneered baters?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Nitrogen Supply System hI the WHF Is not part of the natural or engineered barrters important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct filure of the SSC signridcanty afect the hydrologkal, geochemical, or geomechanodat charcteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may revent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Ratine:

Direct failure of Nitrogen Supply System hI the WHF wE not affect any characterkstics of the natural or engineered barrier
that would event them from performing their isolation function.
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SDD: SU02 -Waste Handling Facility (ffiF) System

SSC: Process Supply Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Nitrogen Supply System (as required) Level 5: N/A

QA- - iportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitorIng of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Nitrogen Supply System In the WHF does rot have any collection, containment, and/or monitoring functions for site-
generated radioactive waste.

QA- hInportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA- or QA-2 SSCs tram the effects afire?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Nitrogen Supply System i le WHF does not protect any QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

.1 As. resuit of a Design Basis Evert. couldfailure of the SSC impair the capabity of QA-IrL oA-2 SSCs from performIng their
radiological safety or waste Isolation functon}

Z Yes? Rationale:

Failure f the Nitrogen Supply System the WiF could irnpact or ipair A-1 or CA-2 SSC frtm performing Ka
radiological safety or waste ioation function. It Is expected that the Nitrogen Supply System In the WHF wit be designed
and cated o preclude mIssile hazards. Falure or mishandling of cornpressed gas cylinders can result In significant
missile hazards; hwever, standard Industrial safety practices ae used to control this hazard.

QA-G - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or arma of unauthorized htruon or unuwored explosive materiaIs n the restricted area?
C Yes? Rationale:

The function of the Nitrogen Supply System hI the WHF does not provide for detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusions
or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area.

S62 Is the SSCs function equhrad for special nuclear material accountability?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Nitrogen Supply System In the WHiF pertorms no functions for special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (HF) System

SSC: Process Supply Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Nitrogen Supply System (as required) Level b: NIA

QA-7 - important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does tie SSC provide personnel radation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access hlo radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

1] Yes? Rationale:
The Nikrogen Supply System in fe WHF does not provide any personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates or have Its
own radioactive source term.

7.2 I the SSC a permanenly inslled radaion monitor wch monitos reas or pesonnel radiatbon protection?

E Yes? Rationale:
The Nitoen Supply System In the WHF performs no radiological monitoring function.

Previous QA ClassIfication:

Thi queston Is for htioal and tuceahltypuposes en. A yes' answer to ths question does notproe inckson to the Q-Lst

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion. hat led to the preAous concluion that
this SSC Is hmportart to radological safety (QA-1) orwaste Isolation (QA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The Ntrogen Supply System inth WHiF was previously on the QLst by direct incluson of lhe Waste Handling Bulding.
SSA 3.2.1.1, as QA-1 but the Nimgen Supply System In the WHIF has not been specifcally analyzed or included on the Q-
ust.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Security System Level 4 N/A

Level 3: N/A Level 5: NA

OA-1 QA-2 dA-3 QA4
0 0 0 

CA-6
0

aA-6 A-7
1 0

NornQ
0

Q4-I - Irportant to Radiological Saety.

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without wcedlng the federal Imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Security System hI the WHF Is not expected to perform any radological safety functions that would provide reasonable
assurance that high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved ithout exceeding
federal Emits.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prewnt, mitiate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above lhe federal EtWs?

1 Yes? Rationale:
The Security System hI the WHF Is not required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor any DBE.

1.3 Wi the direct falure of the SSC resuft In a credible Design BasIs Event wNch would lead to a radloacmve release above the federal linits?

D Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Security System hI the WHF wil not result In a DBE.

QA-2 - nportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

0 Yes? Rationale

The Security System hI the WHF Is n part of the natural o engIneered barriers Inportant to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC signiicantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geornecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste koblion function?

0 Yes? Rationale

Direct falure of Security System hI the WHF will not affect any characteristics of the natural or engIneered barrier that
would prevent then from performng thr isoion functon.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Security System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A

QA-3 Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC deslgned fbr cdlecon, ontainent, ndUor m or of dtegenermted rfoactive waste?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Security System In the WHF does not have ny collection, containment, andfor monitoring functions for eie-generated
radioactive waste.

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect qOA-1 or QA-2 SSC from the effects or fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Security System I the WHFi does not protect any QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA65 . mportantto Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC npalr the capabilty of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the Seculty System In the WHF would not pact or Impair a QA-1 or QA-2 SSC frm performing its
radiological safety orwaste Isolation function.

A-6 - important to PhysIcal Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized exprosive materials hI the restricted area?
j3 Yes? Rationale:

The Security System In the WiHF functions will provide detection and alarms for unauthozed intrusion or unauthorized
expbsive materials In the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs fiction required for special nuclear material accountablity?
2 Yes? Rationale:

The Security System hI the WHF may be quired o function for special nuclear material accountabflty.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Security System Level 4: WA

Level 3: WA Level 5: WA

QA-7 - horant to Occupational Radiologica Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shlekft , reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or requir personnel access Into radiation
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Security System in the WHF does not provide any personnel radiation shielding reduce dose rates or have Its own
radioactive source term.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently hIsalled radiation mnator which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Security System In the WHF performs no radiological montorn function

Previous QA Classification:

This quesffon Is for hosttca rnd hcsabty purposes o,. A 'yesmnswrto th quesffon dOes notpro de hcihson to the Q-LIs

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct icuslon, that led to the previus conclusion thal
this SSC Is Inpoitant to raddolcal sate(QA-1) orwaste Isolation (QA-2)?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

The Security System I the WHFwas previously on the 0-LIst by direct Inokusbon for the Balance of Plant, SSA &2.&15
Security Facilties, as aA-1; but Ie Secty System hI the WHF has not been specifically analyzed or Included on the Q-
List.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Solid Waste Collection Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Hazardous Waste System Level 5: N/A

CA-1 CA- CIA-S QA4 CA-G CA CA.7 Mon-C

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-1 Important to Radiologicl Safety:

1.1 Is he SSC required to pralde reasonable assurnce a h vel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
reteved without exceeding The federal rits?

C Yes? Ratle:
The Hazardous Waste System In the WHF Is not epected to perform any radiological safety functions that would provide
reasonable assurance that high level waste can be received, handed, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved without
eceeding federal lirmis. No radioactive waste Is ncluded In this waste collection system.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, migate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal linds?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Hazardous Waste System I the WHF Is not required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor any DBE.

1.3 Wil the direct failure of the SSC est hi a cdiMe Design Basis Event which would lad to * radoacv release above the federal mts?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Direct hilure of the Hazardous Waste System In the WHF would not result hI a credible Design Basis Event.

CA-2 - Important to Waste olation:

LI Does the SSC pertorm a wastle IsolTon ftucton by forming part of the natural q engiered barriers?

O Yes? Rationale:

The Hazardous Waste System hI the WHF Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers Iportant to waste Isolation.

22 Can direct faure of the SSC stnficartly ffec the hydrologl, geochericdal, or geomechanical cheracteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

O Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of Hazardous Waste System hI the WHF wir not affect any characlerIstics of the natural or engineered
banler that would prevent them from performing their Isolation function.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: SolidWasteCollectionSystems Level 4: A

Level 3: Hazardous Waste System . Level 5: NA

QA-3 - Inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the fnction of te SSC designed for collecion, containment, nd/or monitoringof s-geneted radoacve waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Hazardous Waste System hI the WHF does not have any collection, containment, and/or monitoring functions or dte-
generated radioactive waste.

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect GA-i or QA-2 SSCs fmm the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Hazardous Waste System In the WHF does not protect any OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of ire.

QA-6 - important to Potential nterartion

5.1 As a result ofa Design Basis Event, could failure f the SSC knpair the capabily of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiolgical safety or waste Isolation function?

5Z Yes? Rationale:
The Hazardous Waste System In the WHF could have a failure mode resui In a fire or apboslon DBE If incompatible
hazardous chemicals are mbed. However, I I expected tat the Hazardous Waste System In the WHF wil be designed
and located to preclude these hazards from causing a rdioactive release.

QGA - portant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC functon pde deteion or arm cf unauLthorized Irtrusion or uuw txzed osive materials hi the restricted rea?
Yes? Rationale:

The function of the Hazardous Waste System I the WHF does not provide for detection or dhrm of unauthorized
intrusions or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area.

C.2 Is the SSC function requhed for special nuclear material accountbility?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Hazardous Waste System hI the WHF performs no functions for special nuclear material accountability,
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (NHF) System

SSC: Solid Waste Collection Systems Level 4: NJA

Level 3: Hazardous Waste System Level 6: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radialn sieldig, reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or requh personnel access into radiation
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

U Yes? Rationale:
The Hazardous Waste System hI he WHF does not provide any personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates or hae
Rs own radioactive source term.

7.2 Is the SC a perma ty Istaed rdation mo r which nitos aeas for penl radation protection?

E Yes? Rationale:

The Hazardous Waste System In the WHF performs no radiological monItorikg function.

Previous QA Classification:

This queston forhlaitodcal *nd traceabt puposes only. A yes' answer to UVs quesfion does notprovideInuson to the QLsf

1.0 Are there other actor such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Incluslo, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is important lo radiological safety (A-1) or waste Isolatlon (QA-2)?

Z Yes? Rationale:

The Hazardous Waste System In the WHF was previously on the Q-Lst by direct Inclusion of the Waste Handlirg
Building, SIte Generated Waste Colieton Facilities, SSA 3.2i.1.8, as QA-1 but the Hazardous Waste System hI the
WHF has not been speifically analyzed or Included on the 0-List.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facilty -F) System

SSC: Solid Waste Collection Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Radiological Waste System Level 6: NA

tlA-t OA-2 CA-S CA-4 CA-6 QA4 CA-7 Non-C
v 0 51 0 O 0 _ 0

CA-1 - kportant to Radiological Sdy:

1.1 Is ie SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be recived, handed, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wIthout exceeding the federal lnits?

l] Yes? Rationale:
The Radiological Waste System for Ue Waste Handling Facirty Ic not required for high-level waste radiological functions
that would provide reasonable assurance tha high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceedng federal knits. Handling of itegenerated sd lowlevel waste provided by this system Is not
expected to exceed federal lEmts.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, miligate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event whih would oerwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal Emats?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Radiological Waste System I the WHF Is not required to function to prevent nitigate or monitor any DBE.

1.3 Wl the direct ifalure ofthe SSC result hi a credible Design Basis Event whh woud lead to a rdioaceive release above the federal Emits?

v Yes? Rationale:

The Radidogical Waste System in the WHF could have a failue node resulting In a fire DBE due to combustion of typical
solid radiological wastes suh as contamindated paper.

QA-2 Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forIrng part of the natual or engineered barriers?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Radiological Waste System h the WHF Is not part of the natl or engineered barriers impotart to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can drect failure ofie SSC s ly affect he hydroogical geochemical or geomecharical chacterisUcs of the natlural or
engineered barriers wtich may prevent em from performing eir waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of Radiologicaf Waste System In the WHF will not ffect any characteristics of the natural or engineered
barrier that would prevent hem from performn their Isolation uncton.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Solid Waste Collection Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Radiological Waste System Level 5: N/A

Q0A4 - Inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the funcon of the SSC designed for cilecon, containmert, andor moniorg of sigenerated radioactive waste?

i Yes? Rationale:

The Radiological Waste System In the WHF collects and contains sid low level radioactive waste generated from
maintenance activilles In Waste Handling Facilty.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protec A- cr QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fre?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Radiologkal Waste System In the WHF does not protect any QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from te effects of fire.

QA6 - Iportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, couid failure of the SSC Impair the capablity of CA-I or QA-2 SSCs fron performing heir
radiological safety orwaste Isolation funcUon?

i Yes? Rationale:

Failte ofthe RadiologIcalWaste System Inthe WHF could Impairthe capalityof QA-1 and QA-2 SSCs from
perforng thr radiological safety or waste Isolation function. Hovever, it Is expected lat the Radiological Waste
System in the WHF will be designed and ocated to preclude fire as a result of a DBE from caus a radioactive release.

QA4 - knpot ant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detecion or alarm of unautho htmsion or unauthorized explosive naterials I the restridcted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The function of the Radiological Waste System in the WHF does not provide for detection or alarm of unauthorized
inbusions or unautrized elosive materials In the restricted ea.

6.2 I the SSCs function required for special nucolear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Radiological Waste System In the WHF performs no fts for special nuclear material accountabity.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handiing Facility ONHF) System

SSC: Solid Waste Collection Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Radiological Waste System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC prowide personnel radiation shelding, reduce dose rates h radioactive areas, or require personnel access kto radlation
areas by lls own radioactive source term?

iZ Yes? Rationale:
Low lene radioactive material contained i the Radiological Waste System In the WHF nay require personnel access Into
radiation areas by lls own radioactive source term.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanenty hdaled radion mnor wch monito areas for personnel radiLbn protecion?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Radiological Waste System hI te WHF performs no radiological monItoring Functions.

Previous GA Classification:

This quesdon isforhis*datnd ceabtypurposes on A ys nswerto Uis quesfon does notpnlde olsn to e Q-Jst

.0 Are there other factor, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Iclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Inportant to radological safety (QA.1) orwaste Isoation (OA-2)?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Radiological Waste System hI the WHF was previously on the Lst by direct Inclusion of the Waste Handliig
Building. Site Generated Waste Collection Faciles. SSA 3.21.1.. as QA-1 but the Radiological Waste System i the
WHF has not been specifically analyzed or Included on the QLst.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Solid Waste Collection Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Sanitary Waste System Level 5: NIA

A-11 QA-2 QA-S CA4 QA-B CA-6 CA-7 Non-C
0 00 z 00 0

1A-1 hportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 k Ihe SSC required to provide reasonable assurance at high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Onits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Sanitary Waste System the WHF Is not expected to perform any radiological safety functions hat would provide
reasonable assurance that high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, ernpiaced, and retrieved without
exceeding federal Emits. No radioactive waste Is iclkded In this waste collection system.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, nitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Sanilary Waste System In te WHF Is not required to function to prevent, mitate, or monitor any DOE.

1.3 ill the direct hflure of the SSC resul in a credible Design Basis Event whkh would lead to a rdcacve release above the federal Gmts?

0 Yes? Rationle:

The direct failure of this SSC wi not esult in credible design basis event

QA-2 - hIportant to Waste Isolation:

21 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by formin part of the natural or engineered barriers?

0 Yes? Rationale:.

The Sanitary Waste System I the WHF is not part of the natural or engineered barrters Important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can dect faure of the SSC s caiy affect the hydrological, geochemical, er geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste solatii function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct ilure of Sanitry Waste System in the WHF will not affect any characteristics of the nalural or engIneered barrier
that would prevent them from perfming their isolation function.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WF) System

SSC: Solid Waste Conection Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Sanitary Waste System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - hiportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 I the function of the SSC designed frcoleion, contalnment, and/or monito ofste-generated radioactive waste?

a Yes? Rationale:

The Saniary Waste System In the WHF does not have any collection, containment, andfor monitoring functions for se-
generated radioactive waste.

QA 4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The SanitaryWaste System I the VWMF does not protect any QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

OA4 - Important to Potential interaction:

5.1 As a resut ofa Design Basi Event, could ilure dfthe SSC npalrthe capabITtyof QA-i c QA-2 SSCs from performing their
rudological safety or waste oatn function?

;7 Yes? Rationale:

The Sanitary Waste System in the WHF could have a failure mode resulting In a fire DBE due to combustion of typical
solid wastes such as paper. Her, k Is upected Vtt the Sanitary Waste System In the WHF wil be designed and
located to preclude this hazard from causing a radloacie release.

QA4 - Inportant to Physlcal Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorled Intrusion or unauthortred exiosive materials hI the restricted aea?

C Yes? Rationale:

The function of the Saniry Waste System In the WHF does not provide for detection or alarm of unalithorized Intrusions
or unauthoried explosive materials In the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requhed for special nuclear material accountairty?

a Yes? Rationale

The Sanitary Waste System In the WHF performs no functions for speial nuclear material accountabilty.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facilty (WfF) System

SSC: Solid Waste Collection Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Sanitary Waste System Level 5: N/A

OA-7 - hIportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC prode personnel radiatin shilding, rduoe dose mes In radloacve areas, or requh persomel access into radilaon
areas by Ik own radoactive burce term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Sanitary Waste System hi the WHF does not proide any personnel radiation ahielding. reduce dose rates or have Rs
own radioactive source term.

7.2 Is the SSC a pennanently sed radltion monlor which monitos areas for personnel radiaon proection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Saniary Waste System In the WHF performs no radiological mnitoring function.

Previous OA ClassifcAtton:

This quesdon is for hisodea and &ceabft puiposes only. A yes'*nswrto hIs ques6on does notprovde hIdusfon to the a-ust

1.0 Are there other factors, such as prevUs analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct ncluslon, that led to the previous concusion that
this SSC Is Impotant to radidogical safety (A-t) orwaste Isolation (A-2)?

2 Yes? Rationale:
The Sanitary Waste System In the WHF was previously on the -i by direct Inclusion of the Waste Handling Bulding,
Site Generated Waste Collection Facilities, SSA 3.2.1.1.6. as QA-1 but the Sanitary Waste System In the WHF has not
been specifically specifically or Included on the C-Ust.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Waste Handing Buildng Architectural Features Level 4: N/A

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A

CA-1 QA-2 A-3 aA4 CA-E A-6 QA-7 Non-a
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-1 I hmportant to RadlologIcal Saety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance ta high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emis?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Waste Handing Buiding Architectural Features does not function to provide radiological safety functions that will
provide reasonable assurance Ihat high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved
without exceeding federal Ems.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate,. r monitor a credible Design Bais Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Waste Handing Bulding Architectural Features ddes not provide cotament. sthielding, and mitigation that may be
required for released radioactive materils In the event of a DBE.

1.3 Wll the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioacUve release above the federal Emits?

Yes? Rationale:
Direct fBure of the Waste Handing Building Architectural Features will not lead to a radiological release because of the
loss of confinement function of the structure.

QA-2 - hiportant to Waste Isolation:

Li Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by fornhg part of the natural or engineered barriers?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Waste Handling Building Architectural Features Is not a part of the natural or engineered banters Inportant to waste
Isolation.

2.2 Can dire faiure of the SSC signlficantly affect the hydrogical, geochemical, or geomechardcal characterstUcs o the nahnl or
engineered barriers whtch may prevent them fronm performing their waste Isoblion function?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Waste Handling Building ArchItectural Features wil not affect the characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Waste Handing Building Architectural Features Level 4: NtA

Level 3: NA Level : N/A

QA3 - Iportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the hrction of the SSC designed for cdection containment, sndor morofrig of itegenerated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Waste Handling Building Architectural does not proide collection, continment and deilng for aite-generated
radioactive waste.

QA4 - Inportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Waste Handling Building Arectural does not provide a fire protection function.

QA. - iportant to Potential Interaction:

1.1 Asa resu fs Design Basis Event, could failure ofthe SSC impairthe capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing elr
radlogical safety or waste Isolation fnction?

;3 Yes? Rationale:
Failure f the Waste Hanlding Buldirg Architectural Features, Le., collapse, couid Impair the capability of QA-1 SSCs
fron performs their radological safety function.

QA-G - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's fnction provide detecion or arm ofunauh ed irnrusion or unauthorIzed expksive naterials in the restricted rea?
L Yes? Rationale:

The function of the Waste Handing Building Architectural Features does not provide for detection or alarm of
unauthorized Intrusions or unauthortzed eplsive materials In the restricted area. Is epected that the Waste Handing
Bulling Architectural Features wil be located Inside the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountaW ly?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Waste Handling Building Archtectural Features performs no special nulear material accountabilly nmctkion
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Fadlity (WHF) System

SSC: Waste Handing Building Architectural Features Level 4: N/A

Level 3: NIA Level 5: NIA

QA.7 - nportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radation shielding, reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or require personnel access io radiation
areas by Ks own radioactive source term?

O Yes? Rationale:
The Waste Handling Buldig Architectural Features does not provide containment ad shielding from radiological
eqxsure to personnel wrldng Inside and outside the structure.

7.2 Is the SSCa permanently Instaed radnatlonmnitor whh montors areas or pesonnel radiaion protecUon?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Waste Handnmg Buldng Architectural Features performs no radiological monitorng function.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesi s forhistodcalandrceabSiypurposes oy. A yes' nswer to queson does ot provfde hisln tothe 0-List

E.0 Are there other factors, such as prevIbus analyses, a body of consensus. or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is hportant to radological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

Z Yes? Rationale:

The Waste Handing Building Architectural Features Is contained on the Q-Llst by direct inclusion for the Surface
Facites, SSA 32.1.1 Waste Handing Buiding, as QA-1.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Waste Handling Buildng Foundations and Structures Level 4: NA

Level 3: N/A Level 5: NA

CA-1 QA-2 CA-S 0A-4 QA- CA-6 GA-7 Non-C
12 0 22 I Z 0 0

QA-1 - Inportant to Radiological Safety

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that hih-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrived wilhout exceeding ie federal lbits7

6Z Yes? Rationale:
The Waste Handling Buildig Foundations and Structures function Is to provide radlohgical safetf which provides
reasonable assurance that high level waste can be recelved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved wilhou
exceeding federal Emits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

2 Yes? Rationale:
The Waste Handing Building Foundations and Structures provides containment, shieling, and Migation that may be
required for released radioactive materials h ie event of a DBE.

1.3 Wl the direct bfure the SSC resuit h a credble Design Basis Event which would lad o a radloactive release above the federal mits?

2 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Waste Handling Bulding Foundations and Structures. I.e., collapse, could lead to a radioogical release
because of the loss of confinement function of the structure.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation funbtion by fbnning part of the natural or engineered barriers?

U Yes? Rationale:

The Waste Handling Bulding Foundations and Structures Is not a pat of the natural or engineered barriers Important to
waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC Ignificantly affect the hydrogical, geochema, or geomecharica characterlstics of the natural or
engineered barrierswhich may pevent them ftrom performing theirwaste i6ation functlon?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Waste Handing Buuding Foundations and Structures will not affect the characteristics of the natural or
engineered barrers.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Waste Handing Building Foundations and Structures Level 4: NA

Level 3: N/A Level : NA

QA-3 - Important lo Radioactive Waste Control:

31 i the functin of the SSC designed fbr collecion, contafnment andor mnitorrn s of ite-generted radioactive waste?

s Yes? Rationale:

The design of the Waste Handing Buldg Foundations and Structures provides containment and shielding for site-
generated radioactive waste.

QA4 - nportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect GA-I or QA-2 SSCs r te effects offire?

3 Yes? Rationale:

As a resdt of the concrete construction of the Waste Handing Bulding Foundations and Structures, It may provide
protection from the spread o fie between operating areas, and therefore, provide protection for OA-1 and QA-2 SSCs.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

51 As a result cia Design Basis Event, could failure ofthe SSC Impairthe capabiityofQA- orA-2SSCsfrom performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation fuction?

jZ Yes? Rationale:

Falure of the Waste Handling Building Fourdations and Structures, le., collapse, could Impair the cepablity of OA-1
SSCs from performing their radioogical safety function.

QA-S - Iportart to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs hunction provide detectn or iam of umau dzed iruslon r unauthorized exlosive materials hi the restrtted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The function of the Waste Handiriu Building Building Foundations and Structures does not provide for detection or alarm
of unauthorized hItrusions or unauthortzed explosive materials hI the restricted area. It Is epected that the Waste
Handing Building will be ocated inside the restricted area.

62 Is the SSC functIon requted for speal nuclear materi accou ntaTt?

E Yes? Rationale:

The Waste Handing Buldi A Foundations and Structures performs no special nuclear material accounability function.
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SDD: SU02 - Waste Handling Facility (WHF) System

SSC: Waste Handling Building Foundations and Structures

Level 3: N/A

Level 4: NA

Level 5: NA

QA-7 - niportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requie personnel access into radiation
areas by Ks own radioacive source term?

j Yes? Rationale:

The Waste Handing Building Foundations and Structures provides containment and shielding from adiological exposure
to personnel wolg inside and outside the structure.

r.2 s Ue SSC a permanently instaled radiation mnkorwhich montors areas for personnel raditn protection?

E2 Yes? Rationale:

The Waste Handling Buidin Foundations and Structures performs no radiological m orng function.

Previous QA Classification:

Jbls quesffon Is brhL tocal end bceabtypurposes only. A 'esanWar to tis quesiton does notprovide hcduslon to the Q-LW

1.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Inportant to radiological safety (QA-¶) or waste solation (A-2)?

S! Yes? Rationale:

The Waste Handling Building Foundations and Structures Is contained on he G-Lst by direet inclusion for the Surface
Facilities, SSA 32.1.1 Waste Handing Building. as OA-1.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: NiA

Level 3: Fire Alarm Communication System Level 5: NA

CA-1 QA-2 QA-S QA4 QA-5 0A-6 QA-7 Non-C
_____ o o W o 0 0 0

QA-11 - iportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC reqLired to proie reasonable assurance that hgh-evel waste can be receved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without eeding the federal lmits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The F Alarm Communication System in the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty performs no radiological safety
functions that would provIde reasonable assurance Vt high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored,
emplaced, and retrieved without exceeding federal nits.

12 lithe SSC required to funcUn to prent. migate, or monitor a credible Desin Basi Event which would othere result ina rdioactve
release above the federal Emits?

5Z Yes? Rationale:
Portions of the Fire Alarm Communication System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility fnction to monitor potential
fire condition DBEs that could resuit In radioactive releases above federal imis.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC esuft In credible Design Basis Event which would lead b radloactive release above the federal Imils?

o Yes? Rationale:

Direct falue of the Fire Alarm CommunIastion System I the Radiological Waste Treatment Facity will not result In a DBE.

QA-2 - hiportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by formIng part of the natural or engineered barriers?

o Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Alarm Comnmunicaflon System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not a part of the natural or
engineered barriers hIportant to waste Islaton

22 Can dirct tailure of the SSC sIgniricarly affect the ydrogkal geochemal, orgeomecharkal characteristis of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them frem perfomIng theirwaste koblon function?

o Yes? Rationale:

Direct alure of the Fire Alarm Communication System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility wit not affect the
characteristics of the natural or enweered barriers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Fire Alarm Communication System Levelli: N/A

QA-3 - Irnportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 I the functon of the SSC dgn fbr coction. contairnent, andor monlorhi of dle-generated radoactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Alarm Communloaflon System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not colec, contain, or monitor
any site-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Alarm Communication System in the Radioogical Waste Treatment Facilty provides for the early detection of
potential lir condions that prtect QA-1 SSCs and could result h radioactive releases.

QA-6 - Iiportant to Potential interaction:

51 As a resut ofa Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC hIpalr the capability of CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiologkal safety or waste isdlation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Falure of the Firm Alarm CofnmunicatLon System In the Radiologica Waste Treatment Facility as result of a DBE will not
Impair QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological afety or waste Isolation function

QA6 hportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthoried Intrusion or unauthorkzed exposive materials hI the restricted area?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Alarm Communication System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility only warns of fire. This system does
not detect or alarm for nauthorized Intrusions or unauthorized explosive materials.

C2 Is the SSCs function equied for special nuclear material accountability

U Yes? Rationale:
The Fire Alarm Communication System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty performs no functions for special
nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Fire Alarm Communication System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - mponant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does he SSC provide personnel radalon sieldng, reduce dose fates In radloactie areas, or reque personnel access Into radiation
areas by s swn radloacive source term?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Alarm Communication System In the Radidogical Waste Treatment Facf'ty does not provide any persornel
radiation shielding, reduce dose rates or have Ks own radioactive source term.

72 Is the SSC a pemanently hIstalled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

U Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Alarm Communktalon System In he Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no radiological morlorkV

Previous QA Classification:

This queson is tarhtsdcalend lreceablypwposes ey A yes answerto Uquestiondoesnotprovde bision o Oe Q-List

3O Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous concluslon that
this SSC Is Iportant l rdiologcal safety (A-1) or waste isolation (A-2)?

v Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Alarm Communication System In the Radkilcal Waste Treatment Faciltywas prviously on ihe 0.1st by direct
Inclusion for the Surface Sere and tlity Systens, SSA 3.1.1 3.11 Fire Protection System, as QA-1; but the Fire Alarm
Communication System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility has not been specifically analzed or Included on the

Q-~s
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Office & Data System Level 5: NIA

QA-1 CA-2 GA-S QA-4 QA- CA-6 QA-7 Hon-C

0 0 0 0 0 0 0.

QA-1 hiportant to Radlological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal knits?

V Yes? Rationale:
The Office & Data System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no radiological safety functions that would
provide reasonable assurance that high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved
wiout exceeding ederal Units.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, milgate, or monitor credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result I radioactive
release above the federal isb?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Office & Data System In the Radiological Waste Treatnent Facility is not required to function to prevent, mitigate, or
monitor any DBEs.

1.3 WI the direct filure ofthe SSC result hiacredble Design Bass Eventwhichwould lead to radioactive release above the ederal imits?

O Yes? - Rationale:

Direct failure of the Oftce & Data System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Faciity will not result hI a DBE.

GA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isdaton Function by rming part of the natural or engineered barders?

o Yes? Rationale:

The Office & Data System in the Radiobogcal Waste Treatment Facility is not a part of the natural or engineered barriers
important to waste isoion.

2.2 Can direct hfaue of the SSC ignifcartly affect the hydrologcal, geochemical, or geomecharical chamterdiscs of the natural or
engineered barriers whih may prevent them from perforring their waste solation function?

o Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Office & Data System in the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will not affect the characteristics of
the natural or engIneered barriers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facilfty System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Office & Data System Level 5: NA

QA4 - rIportart to Radioactive Waste Contro

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment. andfor monitodng of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Office & Data System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not collect, contain, or montor any sdte-
generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs fom the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Office & Data System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not protect ary QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
the effects of fire.

QA-5 Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation finction?

C Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the Office Data System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclty as a result of a DBE will not Impair QA-1
or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation function.

QA-G - important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusilon or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area?
C] Yes? Rationale:

The Office & Data System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not provide for detection or alarm of
unauthorzed Intruions or unauthorized expostve materials In the restricted area.

1.2 Is the SSCs Function required for special nuclear material accountability?
C Yes? Rationale:

The Office & Data System in the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no functions for special nuclear
material accountability
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SDD: SU4 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Office & Data System Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - Iportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates n radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by ts own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Office & Data System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty does not provide any personnel radiation shielding.
reduce dose rates or have Is own radioactive source term.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monitor which monilors areas or personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Office & Data System In he Radioogical Waste Treatment Facliy performs no radiological menitorlng function.

Previous QA Clasification:

This quesfon Is frhistobcel nd nceablEtypuiposes only. A 'yes answerto is question does notprovAde kwuslon to the Q-Lst

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC k Important to radiological safety (A1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

JZ Yes? Rationale:

The Office & Data System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility was previously on the C-Ust by direct inclusion for
the Surface Service and UUy Systems. SSA 3.1.1.3.2 Communication System, as OA-; but the Office & Data System In
fe Radiological Waste Treatment Facility has not been specltically analzed or Included on the 0-List
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facirity System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Phone System Level 5: N/A

CA-1 QA-Z CA S OA4 QA-G CA- CA-7 Non-0
______- ~~0 0 0 0 0 0 0_ _ _ _ _

QA-1 Important to Radiological Safety

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be receved, handled, packaged, stored, empkiced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal EmDts?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Phone System I the Radooglcal Waste Treatment Facility perfonns no radiological safety functions that would
provide reasonable assurance that high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, eplaced, and retrieved
withoeeeding federal limits.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Evert which woukd otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal Ofmlts?

ol Yes? Rationale:
The Phone System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility s w required to function to prevent, mtgate, or monftor
any DBEs.

13 Will the direct failure of the SSC resut hI a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radloactive release above the federal Imits?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Phone System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will not result hI a DBE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste solatlon:

Li Does the SSC perfrm a waste isdation funcon by frmdng part of the natural or engineered barrers?

O Yes? Rationale:

The Phone System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility is not a part of the natural or engineered barriers Inportant
to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Phone System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility wiI not affect the characteristics of the
natural or engineered barrers.
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SOD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Phone System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - hportant to Radioactive Wade Control;

3.1 Is the function of Ue SSC designed for collection, contalnment, andfor monTorig of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Phone System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not collect, contain, or manit ary site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA4 - npoulant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-I or QA-2 SSCs forn the effects of fire?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Phone System i the Radllogical Waste Treatment Facility does not protect any QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the
effects Of tire.

QA- - iportant to Potential Iteraction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Evert, could failure of the SSC Impair the capability of CA- or QA-2 SSC from perforrning their
radiologicat safety or waste Isdlaton functlon?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Fallue of the Phone System In the Radological Waste Treatment Facility as a result of a DBE wit not Impalr QA-I or QA-
2 SSCs from performing Ihdr radiological safety or waste Isolation function.

QA-6 - Iportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

5.1 Does lie SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorzed Intrusion or unauUwdzed explosive materials hI the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Phone System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment FacIlty does not provide for detection or alarm of unauthortzed
hItrusions or unaharied explosive materials hI the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accourdability7

C Yes? Rationale

The Phone System hI the Rafdilogical Waste Treatment Faclity performs no functions for special nuclear material
*ccountabllty.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Phone System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 I nportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC proide personnel radiation selinog, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel cess Into radiation
areas by Ks m radioactive sowce term?

3 Yes? Rationale:

The Phone System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not provide *ny personnel radiation shielding, reduce
dose rates or have Ks own radioactive source term.

7.2 Is the SSC. permanently nstaed radiaton mnitor which monitors areas or personnel radiaion protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Phone System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no radiological monioring function.

Previous QA Classification:

Thls quesonIsbr lshdcatend hceabltypuiposesonly. A yes'answerto thlsqueston toesrotprodvfrekxciuslon to the -List

1.0 Are there ether factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, at led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is mprtant to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

53 Yes? Rationale:

The Phome System ithe Rarolooal Waste Trea FcilRty was prevously on te 4st by drect Incion for the
Surface Service and Utlty Systems, SSA 3. 1.3.2 Communication System, as QA-1; but the Phone System In the
Radiological Waste Treatment Facity has not been specifically anaWlyzed or Inckuded on the Q-Ust.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Communications Systems Levet 4: A

Level 3: Public Address/Central Alarm System Level 5: N/A

CA-1 CIA-2 CA-S QA4 CA-6 CA-6 CA-7 Non-Q
M 0 0 .0 0 1z 0 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety

1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without voeedig the federal Imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Public Address/Central Alam System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no radiological safety
fanctions that would provide reasonable assurance that high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored,
emplaced, and retrieved without exceeding federal Emis.

12 k the SSC required to function to prvent, mtigate, o montors credible Design Basis Event whch would otherwise result Ins rdioactve
release above the federal lmits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Public AddresslCentr Alarm System I the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility may be required to function to
prevent, mitigate, or monitor any DBEs.

13 Will the direct iluew ofthe SSC resut In a redible Design Basis Event whichwould lead to a radoacive release above the federal Enits

[2 Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Pubic Addresslentral Alaim System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facily will not result hI a
DBE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forning part d the natural or engIneered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Public Address/Central Alarm System I the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not a part of the natural or
engineered baners Important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sIgniltcantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct falure of the Public Address/entral Alaim System h the Radiological Waste Treatment FaclIty will not alfect the
characteristics of the natural or engineered barriers
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Public Address/Central Alarm System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed br collecin, containment, andtbr monitoin of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Pubic Address/Central Alarm System In the Radiological Waste Tratment Facilty does not colect, contuin, or
monitor any site-generated idioactve waste.

QA-4 - rportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the effects of fi?

L Yes? Raionale:

The Public Address/Central Alarm System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Fcility does not protect any QA-1 or QA-
2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

51 As a resit of.a Design Basis Evert. could failure of the SSC Impair the capability of GA-i or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

ai Yes? Rationale:
Falure of the Pubic Address/Cental Alarm System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility as a result of a DBE wil
not mpair QA-1 or GA-2 SSCs from performIng their radiological safety or waste isolation function.

OA- - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

5.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials hI te restricted area?
Yes? Rationale:

The Public Address/Central Alarm System i the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility may provide for detection or alarm
of unauthortzed trustons or unaUthorized eqptosta materials hi the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requred for special nuclear material accountabilty?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Pubic Address/Central Alarm System hi the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty performs no functions for special
nuclear material ccountablity.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatrnent Facility System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: WA

Level 3: Public AddresslCentral Alarm System Level 5: WA

QA-7 - mpoitant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel ridlation shielding, reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own radoadive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Public AddressCentral Alarm System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Faciity does not provide any personnel
radiation shielding, reduce dose rates or have Ks own radioactive source term.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instated radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

El Yes? Rationale:
The Public Address/Central Alarm System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclty performs no radiological
monoring hunctlon.

Previous CA Classification:

TS question s orhstoW andbraceabtypwpos on. A ys'answerto ts quesffon ds notprode hdbsotn b 5 QLlst

1.0 Are ther other factors, sh s prevIous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion at led to the previus condusion tat
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (GA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

EZ Yes? Rationale:

The Public AddresslCentral Alarm System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclity was previousy en the 0-ist by
direct Inclusion for the Surface Service and Utility Systems, SSA 3.1.1.3.2 Communication System, as QA-1; but the
Public AddressCentrl Alarm System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility has not been specifically analyzed or
Included on the 0-List
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Security System Level 6: N/A

CA-1 OA-2 CA-3 CA-4 CA-5 A- GA-7 Non-C
o 0 0 0 0 P 0 0

QA-1 Important to Radiological SafWt.: -

1.1 Is the SSC required to prodde reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

[2 Yes? Rationale:
The Security System h the Radiological Waste Treatment Faculty performs no radiological safety funlions that would
provide reasonable assurance tat high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved
without exceedIng federal kmits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In radioactive
release above the federal mts?

[2Yes? Rationale:
The Security System hI Ihe Raibgical Waste Treatment Faclityl6 not required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor
any DBEs.

1.3 Wi the direct failure of lie SSC result his crndie Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct ailure of the Security System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclty will not result In a DBE.

QA-2 hinportant to Waste Isolation

2.1 Does le SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of Ie natural or engineered barriers?

U Yes? Rationale:

The Security System hI Ihe RadiolgIcal Waste Treatment Facility Is not a part of the natural or engineered barriers
Inportant to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochenical, or geomechanial characteristics of the natural or
engIneered barrer which may prewent them from performin their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct ilure of the Security Alarm System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will not affect the characteristics of
lhe natural or engireered barriers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Security System Level 5: NIA

QA3 iportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is lie funtion of 11e SSC designed for coflection, containment, andor mnitoring of te-generated radloactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Security System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facity does not coect. contain, or monlor any sOe-generated
radioacte waste.

QA4, Irportant to Fire Protectlon:

4.1 Does te SSC protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of re?

El Yes? Rationale: I

The Security System In the Radlogical Waste Treatment Facdlty does not protect any QA- or CA-2 SSCs from the
effects of fire.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As aul of a Design Basis Event. ecuidbfile ofthe SSC hnpair the capability of QA-I or A-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Istion function?

r-Yes? Rationale:

Failure of 0e Security System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility as a result of a DBE will not npalr QA-1 or
QA-2 SSCs from performig their radiological safety or waste Isolation function.

QA46 - rnportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does e SSCs function provide detecton or alarm of unatAhodzed Wuslon or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

j Yes? Rationale:

The Security System hI e Radiological Waste Treatment Faclity provides for detection or alrrm of unauhorzed
intrusions or unauthorized explosive naterials In e restricted area. Its expected at the Radiological Waste Treatment
Facilitywlil be a restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

1 Yes? Rationale:

The Security System In the Radilogcal Waste Treatment Faculty performs no functions for special nuclear material
accountability.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Security System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiologkal Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel rdation shedin, reduce dose rates In radioa areas, or requir personnel access hlo radiation
areas by Is own radioacte source term?

O Yes? Ratale:
The Security System hI the Radiolial Waste Treatment Facility does not provide any personnel radiation shieldig,
reduce dose rates or have It own radioactive source term.

7.2 I the SSC s permanenty hsalled radiatlmomntorwhich monitors ueas for personnel radation prtection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Security System In the Radological Waste Treatment Facilty performs no radological monitorng function.

Previous QA Classification:

Ths queston Isfbrsodceltand IceabAWpuposes on A s'answer tofis squeson does notpmvde kusfon to U. O-List

o.0 Are there other fc , wch as premvus analyses, a body of consensus. or by direct hnlusbn, that led to he prevous conclusion that
ts SSC Is hlmportant to radiological safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (A-2)?

EZ Yes? Rationale:
The Security System In the Radioogical Waste Treatment Facity was previously on the Q-Ust by direct Incluslon for the
Balance of Plant, SSA 323.15 Security Facilties, as QA-1; but the Security System I the Radolcal Waste Treatment
Faclity his not been specifcally analyzed or Icluded on he 0-Lt.
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SDD: SU4 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Electrical Systems Level 4: WA

Level 3: Backup Power Distribution System Level 5: WA

CA-1 QA2 CA-S CA-4 aA-G IMA-S CA-7 Non-C

52 0 2 0 0 01 0 0

OA-1 - hiportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 b the SSC reqired to prsAde reasonable assuance that hig-level waste can be receved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without seceding the federal mits?

l Yes? Rationale:
The Backup Power System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility supplies standby electric power from diesel
generator for QA-t SSCs duing loss of normal power. The Backup Power Distribtlon System hI the Radiological Waste
Treatment Facilty functions to prvide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be recived, handled, packaged,
stored, emplaced, and retrieved wihout exceeding the federal 1mitb.

1.2 Is the SSC requed to function to prevent. mitate, or monitor a credible Deslgn Basis Event which woud otherwise result in a radioacte
release above the federal mits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Backup Power Distributon System provides energency power for equipment that may be required to prevent, mitigate,
or monitor a OBE which would otherwise result In radioactive release above federal Emits.

1.3 W the direct filure ofl tSSC resut In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead toa radioacive release above the federal imits?

2Z Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Backup Power Dktrbution System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will resuit hI a DBE that
may lead to. radioactive release above federal Dmits. Loss of Off-SlOn-Se Power Is a credible event potentially
appicable to Yucca Mountaln per Prelhilnary MGDS Hazards Analysis. B00000000-01 717-0200001 30 REV 00.

QA-2 - hiportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the naural or engineered barriers?

Yes? Rationale:

The Backup Power Distribution System hI the RadiologIcal Waste Treatment Faclity Is not part of the natural or
engneered barriers Importait to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct falur. of the SSC snificantly affect the hydrological. geocdical, or geomechanicat charactertis o the nstural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct falure of the Backup Power Distribution System n the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will not affect the
charateristics of the natural or engineered baniers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Electrical Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Backup Power Distribution System Level 5: NIA

. _ 
_

QA-3 - Inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andr monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

IZ Yes? Rationale:
The Backup Power System In the RadIological Waste Treatment Facilty supplies standby electric power from diesel
generator during loss of normal power for Radiological Waste Treatnent Facility equipment.

QA-4 * nportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or CA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

Yes? Rationale:

The Backup Power Distribution System In e Radiological Waste Treatmert Facility does not protect any CIA-1 or QA-2
SSCs from the effects of fre.

QA- - iportant to Potential Interactlon:

8.1 As resut of a Design Basis Event, coud failure of te SSC hnpalr the capaWty of CA- or QA-2 SSCa from perfoming helr
radiological safety or wase Isolation functibn?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Backup Power Distribution System In the RadiologIcal Waste Treatnent Faclity as a result ofa fire DBE
could Impair the capability of CA-1 SSCs from performing their radiological safety functions. During a lre DBE. cables or
equipment could prevent operation or cause maloperaion due to hot shorts, open circults, or shorts to ground.

QA - portant to Physical Protecton of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's fcUon prvide detection or alrm o unautrd Itusin or unauoeed eposive materis In the restricted area?
0 Yes? Rationale:

The Backup Power Distrbion System In the Radiological WasteTreatment Facility does not provide for detection or
alarm of unauthorized Intrusions or unautorized explosive materials i e restricted area.

62 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabWlt?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Backup Power Distribution System In the Radiological Waste Trealment Facility performs no functions for special
nuclear material accountabilty.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Electrical Systems Le,
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OA-T - nportare to Occupatlona Radlo:ogical Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide xersonnel radlalon shleldig, reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or recuie personnel access Into radiation
areas by Rs own radioactive source term?

( Yes? Rationale:

Tne Backup Power 31str[bMbn System hI the RadiologIcal Waste Treatment Facilfty does not provide any personnel
radiation shielding, reduce dose rates or ave s own radioactive source term.

7.2 F. 'ha SSC a penraneny hia'ed radaion montor wlct montors areas fr personnel radiatbn prtection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Backup Power Distrbulion System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility perrorms no radiological monitorlng
unctlon

Previous QA Classification:

This question is orhistoda.nd rcaby purpoes ony. A 'esosnswerto ffs queston does notprovde hcuson to Q-Ust

8.0 Are tere o'2er factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct hIclusion, hat led to the previous conclusion that
tlis SSC Is nporard o r acdogca saly (QA-1) or waste olation (QA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationae:

The Backaup Power Dtdblon System In the Radiolooical Waste Treatment Facilty was previously on the 0-lst by direct
Incklon for Ihe Surface Sei*e und Utlity Systems, SSA 3.11.3.1 Power 3istrlbouton System, and 3alance or Plant,
SSA 32.3.2 Emergency and 3acwp pwer Genero Sysem, as QA-'; but the Backup Power Distnbutlon System In the
Raclokolca Waste Treatmen! Facaiy has not been specifically analyd or Included on the 0-st.
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C-List. ;L (~u~stons Attachment IV

SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment FacilKy System

SSC: Electrical Systems Level 4: NJA

Level 3: UPS Power System Level 5: NIA

QA-1 CA-2 0A4 Q0A4 QA CA- CA-7 Non-C
1 1 O C O Z 0 0 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasble assurance that highlevel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

;7 Yes? Rationale:
The UPS Power Disibution System I the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility suppites emergency and uninterruptible
elecric power for personnel safety and critical operations during toss of normal power or DBEs. The UPS Power System In
the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility functions to provide reasonable assurance Hat high-level waste can be received,
handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved without exceeding 1he federal Imits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In radioactive
release above the federal Cmits?

5 Yes? Rationale:
The UPS Power System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty supplies emergency and unintrruptlble electric
power for personnel safety and critical operations during loss of normal power or a DEE.

1.3 WI the direct falure te SSC esut hi a cde Design Basis Event which wotid lead to a loacive release bove the federal lits?

z Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the UPS Power System hi the Radiological Waste Treatmen Facility will result In a DE that may lead to a
radloactive release above federal mits Loss of Off-SltelOn-Site Power is a credible event potentialyappEable to Yucca
Mountain per Prelinary MGDS Hazards Analysis. BOOOO-017174020000130 REV O0.

QA-2 Important to Waste Isolatlon

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isltion function by forming part of the natura or engineered barders?

C Yes? Rationale:

The UPS Power System hi lie Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty Is not a part of the natural or engireered barriers
Inpotant lo waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC signIficantly affect the hydrological, geochemIcal, or geomechactal characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

Y Yes? Rationale:

Direct fiure of the UPS Power System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will not affect the characteristics of
the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Electrical Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: UPS Power System Level 8: NIA

QA-S - Iportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 I the function othe SSC deslgned fbr colectncontaiment, and/or monlorhg ofd u-generated radioactive waste?

2 Yes? Rationale:
The UPS Power System I the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclrty supples emergency and unialerruptble electric
power for personnel safety and crItical operations for Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty equipment.

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

r Yes? Rationale:

The UPS Power System in the RadiologicalWaste Traatment Facilty performs no fire protection iuncton.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

1.1 As a resut of a Design Basis Event, could falure of the SSC Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from perfornng their
radiological safety or waste Isolation functlon?

Q Yes? Rationale:

Falure ofthe UPS Power System n the RadiologicalWaste Treatment Facililtyas a resul of a fire DEE could Impalr the
capabMy r GA-1 SSCs from performing their radiological safety functions. During a fire DE, cables or equipment could
prevent operation or cause maoperation due to hot shodts, open circuls, or shorts to ground.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or adarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized eplosive materials hi the restrIcted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The UPS Power System hI e Radolocal Waste Treatment Facilly does not provide for detection or alarm of
unauthorized hintruslons or unauthorIzed exploshe materials I the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabili?

C Yes? Rationale:

The UPS Power System i the Radiological Waste Treatment Facily performs no functions lor special nuclear material
accountabilty.
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SDD: SU04 - Radlological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Electrical Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: UPS Power System Level 5: NA

QA-7 - Inportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requi e personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own radoacive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The UPS Power System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty does not provide any personnel radiation shielding.
reduce dose rates or have ts m radioactive source term.

T.2 Is the SSC a permanertly Instled radiation nlor which montors areas for personnel radiation protection?

3 Yes? Ratinae:

The UPS Power System In the Radiological Waste Tratment Facility performs no radiologica monitoring function.

Previous QA Classifcatlon:

7is queston isfo rh ca tand bceabrypuposes only. A ?.s'answerb this questan does notproi4de hdusfon to the Q-List

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, tat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (GA-1) or waste Isolation (GAM?

56 Yes? Ratlonale:

The UPS Power Duitdbion System h the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclity was previously on the Q-Ust by direct
Inclusion for the Surface Service and Utility Systems, SSA 3.1.3.1 Power Distribtlon System, and Balance of Plant,
SSA 3.2.3.2 Emergency and bacup Power Generator System, as QA-1; but the UPS Power DlstnbUon System In the
Radiolobga Waste Treatment Facility has not been specificay analyzed or Included on the -Ust.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Electrical Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Utility Power Distribution System Level 5: NA

CA-1 OA-2 A43
9 0 *7

OA-4 CA-S A-S A-7 on-0o 2 0 0 03

QAl - hportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, *mplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

U Yes? Rationale:
The Utility Power Distribution System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no radiological safety functions
that would provide reasonable assurance that high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding federal Emits. Power requIrements for radiological safety functions Is provided by the UPS and
Baclp Power Systems hI the RadiologIcal Waste Treatment Facility.

11.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would Oewise result in radioactive
release above the federal Imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Utility Power Distribution System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not required to function to prevent,
mitiate, or monitor any DBE. Power requiremnents for radlogical afety functions ic provided by the UPS and Backup
Power Systems hi the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility.

13 WM the direct failure of the SSC resuit hi a crdle Design Basis Event which woud ead to a radloactive release above the federal its?

e Yes? Rationale:

Direct future of the Utility Power Ditribution System In the Radological Waste Treatment Facility will result In a DBE that
may lead to radioactive retease above federal imits. Loss of Off-SteOn-Ste Power Is a credible event potentially
applicable to Yucca Mountain per Pretirinary MGDS Hazards Anasis, 00000000417174200-00130 REV 0.

QA-2 - Important to Waste tsolation:

Li Does the SSC perform a waste sdation fncton by frmIng part ofthe natural or engineered barifers?

E Yes? Rationale:

The Uly Power Distirbuon System h the Radiologlcal Waste Treatment Facility Is not a part of the natural or engIneered
barrlers Important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct falie of the SSC siniicantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste olation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct fal1ure of the Utility Power Distribuion System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility wil not affect the
characteristics of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Electrical Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Utility Power Distribution System Level 5: N/A

QA- Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC desIgned for collectIon, containment. andtor monitoring or ete-generated radioactive waste?

Z Yes? Rationale:

The Utility Power Distribution System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility supplies electric pouer for Radiological
Waste Treatment Facility equiment.

QA-4 Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-i or QA-2 SSCs fm the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Utility Power Distibutin System hi the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not protect any CA-1 or CA-2
SSCs from the effects er fire.

QA-I - important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could lailure of the SSC Impair the capability of CA-1 or CA-2 SSCs from performng their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

| Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Utillty Power Distribution System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility as a result of a fire DBE could
tImpalr the capabilty of CA-1 SSCs frem performing their radiological safety functions. DurIng af re DBE. cables or
equdpment could prevent operation orcausce maloperation due to hot horts, open crcults, or shorts to ground.

CA- - Important to PhysIcal Protection of Facility and Materials:

t 1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthortd hItrusion or unauthorted explosive materials hI the restiicted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Utility Power Distribution System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty does not provide for detection or alarm
of unauthortzed hitrusions or uutorzed explosive materials In the restricted aa.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Utility Power Distribution System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no funcions For special
nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Electrical Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Utity Power Distribution System Level 5: NIA

QA.7 - Imporant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radation shielnV, reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by Rs own radioactive source term?

C! Yes? Rationale:

The Utility Power Distribution System hI the Radilogical Waste Treatment Faciliy does not prMode any personnel
radiation sielding, reduce dose rates or have Ks own radioactiv source term.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently istaled radlation montor wth mono areas for p onnel radlation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Utility Power Distribution System I the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no radidoical monoding
function.

Previous QA Classification:

Ths quesfon is forh tscand haceafypwposes ony. A yes'answerto Ok queslan does notprvide hk shlo torn. O-List

1.0 Are there other factors, such as previusanalyses, a body ofconsensus, or by dr inclusn, tiat ed tothe prevous conclusion tha
this SSC Is important to radiological safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (QA.2)?

3 Yes? Rationale:

The Utility Power Distribution System in the Radiolocal Waste Treatment Faclty was previously on the 0-List by direct
hIclusion for the Surface Service and tility Systems, SSA 3.1.1 A1 Power Distribution System, as CA-1; but Om Utility
Power Distribution System in t Radiological Waste Treatment Fecily has not been apecifically analyzed or included on
the 0a.1st.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Faciflty System

SSC: Facility Decontamination System

Level 3: NIA

Level 4: N/A

Level 5: N/A

QA-5 A-6 QA-7 Non-l
o 0 5 0

aA-1
0

OIA.2 A-3 A-4
o 2 o

QA.1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-evel waste can be recelved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

1 Yes? Rationale:
The Faclty Decontamination System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility ensures no transferable contamination
remains on Radiological Waste Treatment Facility tools, equipment, or SSCs. This system is not required to provide
reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retlreved without
exceedIng the federal mits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, nigale, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otheiwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Faclity DecontamInatlon System hi the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty Is not required to function to prevent,
mitigate, or monitor any DBEs that would otherwise result In a radioactive release above federal Imits.

1.3 WIl the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Facilty Decortmhinati System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility wig not result In a DBE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by fonnin part of the natural or engineered barrers?

O Yes? Rationale:

The Facility Decontamination System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not a part of the natural or engineered
barriers Important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct falwe of the SSC sIgnficantly affect ft hydrological, geochem"cal, orgeomechaical charcteristic of e natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

(3 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of fue Faclty Decontamination System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will not affect the
characteriics of the natural or aineered barriers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Facility Decontamination System Level 4: WA

Level3: NA Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - Iportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function ofthe SSC desied for colection, contaimnerd, and/or monlorngof dtegenerated radloaclve waste?

53 Yes? Rationale:

The Facilty Decontamination System Inthe Radiological Waste Treatment Facility may colled and/or contain ste-
generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4,1 Does the SSC protect CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the affects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Facility Decontaninaton System i the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilitydoes not protect CA-1 or CA-2 SSCs
from the effects of fire.

CA-6 - mportant to Potential Interaction:

I Asa resut of aDesign Bash Evert, could falure the SSC impairthe capabigtyofCA-I or CA-2SSCs from performing their
radiological safety orwaste isolation fhnclon?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Facility Decontamination System hI the Radlological Waste Treatment Faclity as a reslt of a DOE will not
Impair CA-i or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety orwaste Isolation function.

QA4t - Important to Physical Protection of Faculty and Materials:

61 Does the SSCs functon provide detection or alarm o unauthortd iusin or unauthorized expsive materials hi he restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Facility Decontamination System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not prnide for detection or alarm
of unauthorized Intrusions or unauthorized explosive materials hI the restricted area.

.2 Is the SSCs function requhed for specil nuclear materl accounWby?

O Yes? Rationale:
The Facility Decontamination System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facity performs no functions for special
nuclear material accountabiliy.
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SDD: SUO4 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Facility Decontamination System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A

QA-7 r- portant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation sheldln, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by own radioactive source term?

i Yes? Rationale:

The Faclity Decontamation System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility wil reduce dose rates from the
Radiological Waste Treatment Facliy SSCs.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monlor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Facilty Decontamination System In the Radiolocal Waste Treatment Facility performs no radological monlorkg
function.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesdon Is for hskf land bwcoabdypurposes on. A ys'nswerto Iis queslon does notpeWde lndusion to Me 0-List

8.0 Are ther other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct iclusion, that led to the previus condusion that
this SSC Is Important o radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

Z Yes? Rationale:

The Faclty Decontamination System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty, previously cated Decontamination
Chemicals, Is contained on Ihe 0-Lbt by direct Inclusion for the Surface Faclities, SSA 3.2.1 .3.4 Waste Treatment
Blldin, as QA-1; but the Facilty Decontamination System In the RadlogIcal Waste Treatmint Facilly has not been
specifically analyzed or included on he -.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Facility Monitor & Control System Level 4: NUA

Level 3: NA Level 5: N/A

QA-1 CA-2 CA-S CA4 CQA- A-6 IA-7 Non-C
_ _ _ _ _~~~~~~ 0 0 0 0 2 0

QA-1 - mportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

7 Yes? Rationale:
Portions of the Facility Monlor & Control System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility may be required to function to
provide reasonable assurance th high-level waste can be received, handied, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved
without exceeding the federal mits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or moritor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise resuit In a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

2 Yes? Rationale:

Portions of the Facilty Monitor & Control System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility function to prevent, mitigate,
or monitor any potential DOEs that would otherwise result hI a radioactive release above federal Imits.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result hI a credible Design Basis Event which would ead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Facility Monrtor & Control System I the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclity will not result hi a DBE.

QA-2 Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste solaton fnction by forming part of the ratural or engineered barrers?

O Yes? Rationale:

The Facility Monitor & Control System In the Radlologlcal Waste Treatment Facility Is not a part of the natural or engineered
barriers important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct lallure of the SSC sncantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geoecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Diect failure of the Facilty Monitor & Control System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will not affect the
characteristics of the natunl or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facilrty System

SSC: Facility Monitor & Control System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: NA Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 k the ruction of the SSC designed or collecton, contalnment, andfor moritodg of ste-generated radioactive waste?

IZ Yes? Rationale:

The Facility Monitor & Control System In the Radlogical Waste Treatment Facility controls and monitors ste-generated
radioactive waste.

QA 4 - Inportant to Fie Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or OA-2 SSCx from the effects of fire?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Facility Monitor & Control System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs
from le effects of fr.

QA-i - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Sess Event, could faure ofthe SSC impairthe capablty o QA-I orQA-2 SSC from perforringther
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
Fal of the Facility Monitor & Control System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclity s a result of a DBE wil not
Impair CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from perfuming their radiological safety or waste isolation function.

QA4 - important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs functlon provide detection or alarn of ua tednion or maulzed exosv mteriahls inthe restrcted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Facility Monitor & Control System in the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not provide for detection or alarm
of unauthorized Intrusions or Uaugiortred eplosive materials In ie restricted area.

62 Is the SSCs function requred for special nuclear material accountability?

a Yes? Ratlonale:
The Facility Monitor & Control System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facirty performs no functions for special
nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Facility Monitor & Control System Level 4: NA

Level 3: NA Level 5: NA

QA.7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC proide persnnet miaaton'ding, reduce dose ates In rdloactve areas, or requre personnel access into radiation
areas by Ks own radoacive souce term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Facility Monitor & Control System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not provide any personnel
radiation shielding, reduce dose rates or have Ks own radioactive source term.

7.2 ts the SSC apermanenUy kstaled raation mnior wNch montors areas for persomel radlation protecon?

53 Yes? Rationale:

The Falty Monitor & Control System In the Radiolocal Waste Treatment Facility may performs a radiological monitoring
function n SSD No. SU29. Waste Handing Facilty Radiological Monitoring System, does not addresses this function.

Previous QA Ciassificallorc

This questioni forhi sodeaend hceabEfypwrposesony. Ayesanswro rthsqueston doesnotpivMde duslonto the Q4st

U.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is knportant to rdiological safety (QA-1) orwaste isolation (A-2)?

Z Yes? Rationale:

The Facility Monitor and Cobol System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility was previously on the Q-Lst by
direct Inclusion for the Surface Facilties, SSA 3.21.3.4, Waste Treatment Building, as QA-1; but the Facility Monitor &
Control System in the Radlologcal Waste Treatment Facilty has not been specifically anaWzed or included on the a-List.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Ughting Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: General Lighting System Level 5: NA

CA-1 OA-2 CA-S QA4 QA-l CIA4 GA-7 Non-Cl
0 0 0 0 00

Q4- - mportant lo Radiological Safety

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-lvel waste can be received, handled, packaged, sored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emis?

C Yes? Rationale:
The General lghting System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no radological safety functions that
would provide reasonable assurance that high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding federal ne.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function b prevnt. mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In radioactive
release above the federal rents?

O Yes? Rationale:
The General Ughting System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclity Is not required to function to prevent, milgale, or
monitor any DBEs that wmid orwise resull In a radioactive release above federal 1ts.

1.3 Will the direct falure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limft?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct fallure of the General Lighting System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility wit not result In a DBE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste ldatIon function by forming part of the natural or engineered barrier?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The General Ughlt System I the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not a part of the natural or engineered barriers
Important to waste soion.

22 Can direct flure of the SSC sIgnificantly affect the hydrological. geochemical, or geomecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barrers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the General Lighting System In the Radiolcal Waste Treatment Facility WI not affect the charaderiics
of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Ughting Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: General Lighting System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - mportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 is the hntion of the SSC designed for collecton, containment, andfor monitoring of dite-generated radoative waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The General Ughting System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty does not collect contain, or moritor any sRe-
generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-1 or CA-2 SSCs from the effects of tire?

F- Yes? Rationale:

The General Ughting System hi the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilitydoes not protect CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the
effects of fire.

QA- - mportant to Potential Interaction

6.1 As resu ofa Design Basis Evert, oeum fakwe of the SSC impairthe capabily of CA-I or QA-2 SSCs frm performing their
radiologIcal safety or waste Isolation function?

O Yes? Rationale
Failure of the General Lhting System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility as a result of a DBE WM not Impair
QA-1 or QA-2 SSC from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation function.

QA - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs functon prvide detecton or alrm of unauhortzed intnsion or unauthorized exposive materis i e restricted area?
] Yes? Rationale:

The General Lghting System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not provide for detection or alarm of
unauthoized Intrusions or unautwrized expive materials in the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requred for special nuclear material accountably?

C Yes? Rationale:
The General Lghting System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facty performs no functions for special nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Lighting Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: General Lighting System Level 6: N/A

QA-7 - nportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

T1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielin, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by is own radioactive source term?

M Yes? Rationale:
The General Lighting System In the Radiologioal Waste Treatment Facility does not provide any personnel radiation
shielding, reduce dose rates or have Rs own radioactive source term.

7.2 I the SSC a permanently installed radlation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiatlion protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The General Lighting System n the Radologleal Waste Treatment Facily performs no radiological monlitoring function.

Previous QA Classification:

This questonisforhotisifndaceabtypurposescrny. A yes'answerto Os queston doesnotprovidecJuson to9th Q4)st

1.0 Are there other factors. such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct icluslon tat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Inportaint to radological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (A-2)?

r Yes? Rationale:

The General Lighting System I the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty was previously on the Q-Ust by direct inclusion
for the Surface Facilities, SA 3.1.3A, Waste Treatment Building, as QA-1; but the General Ughting System hI the
Radiological Waste Treatment Facility has not been specifically analy2ed or Included on the 0-List.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Ughting Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Safety/Security Lighting System Level 6: NIA

OA-11 CIA-Z A-3 0A-4 IA-5 0A-4 CA-7
o1 F- 0C E l ~ 0 0

Nan-a

QA.1 - Irnportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC nqlred to pride reasonable assurance at high-vel waste can be ived, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Ints?

E2 Yes? Rationale:
The Safety/Securky Ughtlng System h the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclity perfonns no radiological safely functions
that would provide reasonable assurance that high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without eceeding federal iIts.

1.2 Is the SSC required to funcon toprevent, mitgate, or montor acredible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in radioacve
release above he federal Ins?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Safeti/Secudty ighting System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclity Is not required to function to prevent.
miUgate, or nonitor any DBEs that would otherwise resut Ie radioactive release above federal imits.

1 Will the direct failure of the SSC result hI credible Design Basis Event which woiid lead to a radloacilve release above the federal imits?

l Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the SafeySecurly Ughting System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty will not result In DBE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

El Yes? Rationale:

The SafetylSecurty Lighting System In the RadIological Waste Treatment Facility Is not a part of the natural or engineered
barriers Important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly effect the hydrological. geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the SafetylSecurly Lighting System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Factllty wil not affect the
characteristics of the natural or engineered barrers.
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SDD: SUO4 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Ughting Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Safety/Security Ughting System Level 5: A

QA-3 - iportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The SafetySecury Lhting System hi the Radological Waste Treatment Facility does not collect, contain, or monitor any
slte-generated radloacthe waste.

QA4 important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSC from the effects of fire2

C Yes? Rationale:

The Salety/Securly Lighting System h the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs
frorn the effects of fire.

QA-5 - mportant to Potential linteraction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, cou failre of the SSC Impair the capabilty af QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from perfoming their
radiological safety or waste Islaion function?

U Yes? Rationale:

Failure or the SafetylSecurty Lighting System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclty as a result o a DBE will not
Impair QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation runctio

QA-4 k inportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC' fhncton provide detecton or aarm o unauthorzed Irusibn or unauthodzed eplosive materis hi the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Safety/Securly Lihting System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facllty does not provide for detection or alarm
of unauthorized intnuions or unauthorized explosive mteris hI the restricted area. it Is expected that the Radiological
Waste Treatment Facility wI0 be a restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function eqtihed for specW nuclear malerial accountabilt?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Safety/Security Lghting System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no functons for special
nuclear material accountaillty.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Lighting Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Safety/Security Lighting Systenm Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - hportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

T1 Does te SSC provide perme radation shidi, reduce dose tes hi rdbacte areas, or requk personnel access into rdaton
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

, Yes? Rationale:

The SafetSecurly Lghtg System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not proWde any personnel radiation
shielding, reduce dose rates or hae Is own radioactive source term.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently histalied raiatlon monitorwhichmntors areas for pesonel radiaon protection?

I Yes? Rationale:
The Safety/Security Ughting System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facillty performs no radiologfcal monioring
functon

Previous QA Classification:

This ques60n/s fohsfrhodlnd hcablly rpuposes on. A yesanswerto Uias ques60n does notprode hicnuson to the QLjst

ii Are there oUer fctors, such as previous analses, a body of consensus. or by direct iclusbn that led to te previous conclion t
this SSC Is Inportant to radiological safety (QA41) or waste Isolation (QA2)?

v Yes? Rationale:

The SaeylSecurty Ughting System in the Radiological Waste Treatment Facity was previously on the Q-Ust by drect
iclusion for the Surface Fadiles, SSA 3.2.1.3.4, Waste Treatment Building, as QA-1; but the Safety/Securky Lighting
System hI the Radlological Waste Treatment Facilly has not been specifically analyed or hIdnuded on the QUst
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Ughtning Protection System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A

GA-1 QA-2 CA-3 QA4 QA- QA-6 CA-7 Non-C
z El E 0 0 0 00 0

CA-1 - mportant to Radlological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance hat high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal imits?

E Yes? Rationale:
The Lightning Protection System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no radiological safety functions that
would provide reasonable surance at high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding federal limits.

1.2 k the SSC required to function to prevent, mitiate, or monitor a redible Design Basis Event which woul otherwise resut in a radloactive
release above the federal imits?

i Yes? Rationale:
Portions of the Lightning Protection System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility functions to mitigate a potential
DBE that could resuit in exceeding the federal imits. Lightning Is a credible event potentially applicable to Yucca Mountain
per Preiminary MGDS Hazards Analysis. B00000O0O1717-0200-00130 REV 00.

1.3 Wil the dict failure of the SSC result h a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to radioactive release above the federal limits?

o Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the LUghtning Protection System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility wil not result In a DBE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

Li Does the SSC performs waste isclatlon function by formhig part of he natural or engineered barTes?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Lightning Protection Syster In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not a part of the natural or engineered
barriers hnportant to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can drect failke of the SSC sirnticanty affect the hydrological, geochemcal, or geomechaal characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent Ihem from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Lighting Proteclion System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility wiln not affect the
characteristics of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Uhtning Protection System Level 4: NA

Level 3: NA Level 5: N/A

QA3 - Inportant to Radloactive Waste Controt:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, contaInment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

G Yes? Rationale:
The Llightnng Protection System hi the Radiological Waste Treatment Facity does not collect, contain, or monitor any sile-
generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Lightning Protection System in the Radiologlcal Waste Treatment Facilty does not protect QA-i or OA-2 SSCs m
the dects of fire.

QA-C - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result of a Design Basts Event, could failure of the SSC Impair the capability of GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performng their
radiological safety or waste Isolation functbn?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure ofthe Lghtning Protection System hI the RadiologicalWaste Treatment Faclityas a result of a DBEvWill not Impair
QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing theIr radiological safety or waste solation function.

QA- Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or *arm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized exptosive materials hI the restricted area?

i Yes? Ratonale:
The Lightning Protection System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not pmrvide for detection or alarm of
unauthorzed intrusions or unauthortzed explosive materials In he restricted area.

1.2 I the SSCs function r equfted for speial nuclar materia accourdablity?

C Yes? Ratonale:

The Lightning Protection Systm in the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no functions for special nuclear
material accountabilty
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: ightning Protecion System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: NIA Level 5: NiA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC proide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or rquire personnel access Into radiation
areas by ts own radioactve source term?

EZ Yes? Rationale:
The lightning Protection System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not provide any personnel radiation
shlelding, reduce dose rates or have I own radioactive source term.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently staled raaton monior which mnors areas for perwnnel rdatnprtection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Ughtning Protection System in the Radlogical Waste Treatment Facilty perfoms no radiological monitoring function.

Previous OA Classification:

This quesffon sfor hWodoaf and hceabltypwposes only. A yes answer to thls quesifon does notprovide tduslon to the Q-Lisf

0 Are here other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by drect InclusIon, 1hat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

v Yes? Rationale:

The Ughtning Protection System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility was previously on the 0-lst by drect
inclusion for the Surface Facilities, SSA 32.1.3.4, Waste Treatment BuIlding, as QA-1; but the Lightning Protection
System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility has not been specifically analyzed or Induded on the 04st.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Chilled Water Distribution System Level 5: N/A

CA-1 CA-2 QA-S GA4 CA-S 0A4 GA-7 Non-C
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

OA-i - Important to adiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to predde reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceedn the federal Emis?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Chilled Water Disbibution System hI the Radiological Waste Treatrnent Facility provides chilled water to various
systems and uses throughout lhe Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty but performs no radiological safety functions that
would provide reasonable assurance that high level waste can be received handled. packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding federal Imits.

1.2 b the SSC required to fiction to prevent, mgate or monitor a crdble Design Dais Event which would otherwi result hi a radiacte
release above the federal linits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Chilled Water Distribution System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not required to function to prevent.
milgate. or monitor any DDE* that would otherwise result In a radioactive release above federal liits.

1.3 Wi the direct faiure of the SSC resuli h a credible Design Basis Event which woud lead to a redbactve release above the federal limits?

M Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of lte Chilled Water Distibution System in the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will not resut In a DBE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Chilled Water Distribution System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not a part of the natural or engineered
barriers hiportant to waste solation.

22 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly aftec the hydrological, geochemical, or geornechalal characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which rmy prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Chilled Water Distribution System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will not affect the
characterktIcs of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Chilled Water Distribution System Level 5: WA

QA-4 Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is te fnction of the SSC designed for collection. containment, andtor monitw o sites-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Chilled Water Distribution System In the Radlological Waste Treatment Faclity does not colect, oontaln, or monitor
ay ite-generated radloactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does th SSC protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs fon Ie ffects of fire?

O Yes? Ratbonale:

The Chilled Water Distribution System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty does not protect QA-I or QA-2 SSCs
from the effects of ae.

QAS - knportant to Potential Interaction:

L1 As a resuit a Design Basis Event, could failure ofthe SSC kIpafr he capabilty of OA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performI thelr
radiological safety orwasteisolatbin function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Chilled Water Dstibution System h the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility s a result of a DBE wili not
Impafr QA-1 or GA-2 SSCs fron performng their radiological safety or waste Isolation function.

QA-4 - Irnportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detecon or alarm of unauthorIzed kruslon or unauthoried eplosive materials In the restricted area?

CYes? Rationale:

The Chilled Water Distribution System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not provide for detection or
alarm of unauthorized nrusons or unauthortzed explosale materials In the restricted area.

f.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabilty?

n Yes? Rationale:
The Chilled Water Distribution System In the Radioogical Waste Treatment Facility performs no functions for special
nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: WA

Level 3: Chilled Water Distribution System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - knportnt to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radatlon shiilng, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by ts own radioactive source term?

r Yes? Rationale:

The Chilled Water Distribution System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not provide any personnel
radiation shielding, reduce dose rates or have Its own radioactive source term.

7.2 Is the SSC a permnently hstalled radiaon monItor whIch monitors reas br personnel mdlation protecton?

M Yes? Rationale:

The Chilled Water Distributon System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facity perforis no radiological monitoring
function.

Previous QA Classilcatlon:

This queson Isr hstofcal and ceabrtypuposas ony. A yes'answerto Mhis questton doesnotpride hdbslon to the 0Ls

1.0 Are there other factor, such as previous arIlyses, a body of consensus, or by direct hidusb, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is hiportant to radioogical safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

5 Yes? Rationale:

The Chilled Water Distribution System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Faciity was prevlously on the Q-.st by direct
hIclusion for the Surface Facites. SSA 3.2.1.3.4, Waste Treatment Building. as QA-1; but the Chilled Water Distribution
System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility has not been spefically analyzed or hIcluded on the 0-List.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Piped Ulity Systems

Level 3: Industrial Air Distribution System

Level 4: N/A

Level 5: NIA

aA-1 OA-2
o1 0

OIA-3 0A-4 A-S
o *..o

CIA OA-7 Non-a
O O z

QA-1 - mportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance tat high4evel waste can be receed, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal mits?

D Yes? Rationale:
The Industrial Air Distribution System hI the Radlogkcal Waste Treatment Facilty performs no radiological safety functions
tat would provide reasonable assurance that high level waste can be received, hneded, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retived whout exeedIng federal EmIts.

1.2 Is the SSC reqLired t funcon to prent. mtigate, or monitora credble Design Basis Event which would o se result In a radioactive
release above the federal EmIts?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The ndustrial Air Distrtbution System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not required to function to prevent.
mfiigate, or monitor any OBEs that would otherwise result In a radioactive release above federal imits.

1.3 Will te direct failure of the SSC result Ina credible Design Basis Event which would lead to radioactive release above the federal imits?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the ndustial Air Distribution System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will not result in a DBE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste solation fiuction by forming pal of the natural or engineered banrers?

o Yes? Rationale:

The ndustrial Air Distribution System In the RadiologIcal Waste Treatment Faclity is not a part of the natural or engineered
barriers important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geornechanlcal characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

O Yes? Rationale:

Direct flure of the Industrial Air Distribution System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will not affect the
characteristics of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Industrial Air Distribution System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - hIportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function o the SSC designed fbr colledion, ctahment, and/or m orng ofte-generated rdoacUve waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Industrial Air Distribution System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty does not collect, contain, or monitor any
site-generated radioactive waste.

QA - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

E Yes? Rationale:

The Industrial Air DWrbon Systern In the Radioogical Waste Treatment Facirity does not protect GA-i or aA-2 SSCs
from the effects of fire.

QA4 - nportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result f a Design Basis Even could falure ofthe SSC hnpalr the capabltyof CA-I or QA-2 SSCs ftrom performing ther
radilogical safety or waste Isolation function?

2 Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the Industrial Air Distribution System in the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty as a result of a DBE will not
impair QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste olation function.

QA4 - Iportant to Physical Protection of Faclity and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function prvide detecion or alarm of unauthored intrusion or urauftorized exp osive materials hi the resicted area?

LE Yes? Rationale:
The Industrial Air Distribution System In the Radlological Waste Treatment Facility does not provide for detection or alarm
of unauUrzed intrusions or unauthoraed explosive materials hi the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

O Yes? Rationale:

The Industrlal Air Distribution System In the Radiolical Waste Treatnent Facility performs no functions for special
nuclear material accountablity.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Industrial Air Distribution System Level 6: iA

QA.7 - Iportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure-

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radloactve areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Ks own radioactive source term?

J Yes? Rationale:
The Industrial Air DLstrion System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facity does not provide any personnel
radiation shielding, reduce dose rates or hve its own radoactive source term.

7.2 is the SSC a permanently Installed radiation monlor wtch monRitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Industa Air Disribution System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclity performs no radiological montoring
function.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesfon sbrthkdeand eabWypurposes ont. A 'yes' answer to H quesbon does notpromWde heison to the O-Lit

3.0 A there eother factors, such as previous analyse, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, hat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Inportant to radiological satety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

i7 Yes? Rationale:

The Industrial Air Dibibuton System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility was prviously en the O-Ust by dGrect
Incuson for the Surface Facilties SSA 3.2.1.3.4, Waste Treatment Bulldi, as OA-1; but the Industrial Air Distrbution
System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility has not been specifically analyzed or induded on the 0-Ust.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Piped Ublity Systems

Level 3: Instrument Air Distribution System (as required)

OA-1 CA-2 A-S QA-4 Q
0 0 0 0

Level 4: NlA

Level 5: N/A

-

A-6 CA-6 CA-7 Non-C
: 0 0 0

OA-1 - Iportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceedirg the federal imIts?

i Yes? Rationale:
The Instrument Air Distribution System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility may be required to perform radiological
safety functions that would proitde reasonable assurance that high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored,
emplaced, and retrieved without exceeding federal nit.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mItigate, or monitor credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal imIts?

Q Yes? Rationale:
The nstrument Air Distution System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility nay be required to function to prevent.
mitigate, or monitor any DBE. I is expected that QA-1 or QA-2 SSCt using the Instrument Air Distribution System In the
Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will be designed to fi-safe on loss of the Instrurent Air Distribution System but may
be required to provide air to other Instruments or equipment that may perform mitigating functions.

1.3 Win the direct failure of the SSC resdt scredible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioacve release above the federal limits?

El Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Instrument Air Distribution System In the Radlobical Waste Treatment Faclty wil not result In DBE.

QA-2 - Importan to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolaton fun n by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

O Yes? Rationale:

The Instrument Ai Distrbullon System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not a part of the natural or
engineered barriers Important to waste isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sIgnificantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
eneered barriers which may prevert them from performing their waste Isolation functlon?

0 Yes? Raionale:

Direct failure of the Instrwent Air Distribution System in he Radiological Waste Treatment Facility wil not affect the
characteristics of the natural or engineered barters.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Instrument Air Distribution System (as required) Level 5: N/A

CA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 s ie funcion of the SSC deslgned forcollection, contalnment andor monitoring of ste-generated radloacUve waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Instrument Air Distribution System In De Radiological Waste Treatment Faculty does not collect contain, or monitor
any dSegenerated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

O Yes? Rationale:

The Instrunent Air Distrlbutbn System In th Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not protect CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs
from the effects of fire.

QA-S Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 A a resul of aDesign Basis Event. could failure of the SSC Impair the capablty of QA-I or QA-2 SSCs fom performing ther
radiological safety or waste Isolation functon?

Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Instrument Air Distrhuton System In he Radiological Waste Treatment Facility would not impalr the
capability of any QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation function.

CA-6 Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SS s functlon provide detection or alarm of unauthorted intrusion or autowzed elosve materials in the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Instrunent Air Distribution System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not provide for detection or
alarm of unauthorized Intrusions or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountably?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Instrument Air Dlstrbution System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no functions for special
nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Piped Uility Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Instrument Air Distribution System (as required) Level 5: NA

GA-7 - Inportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shlielding, reduce dose rates In radhoactive areas, or requte personnel access into radiation
areas by Its own radloactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Instrument Air Dlstibton System In the RadlologIcal Waste Treatrent Facility does not provide any personnel
radiation shielding, reduce dose rates or have Is own radioactive source term.

7.2 Is the SSCU pemanently Instaed rdiaion motorwhich monr eas or peronnel radiatbn pmectlon7

U Yes? Rationale:

The Instrument Air Dstibution System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no radiologlcal monitoring
function.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesfion Is ibr hstorcka ant ceablpurposes on. A yes' answer to Mts quesfion does notprolde kcuslon to the Q-Ust

3.0 Are here other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous concusion that
this SSC s Impoitant to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

SZ Yes? Rationale:

The Instrument Air Distriuton System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility was previously an the Q-List by direct
Inclusion for the Surface Facties, SSA 3.2.1.3.4. Waste Treatment Building, as OA-1; bu the Instrument Air Distibution
System In the RadiologIcal Waste Treatment Facility has not been specificaly analyzed or Induded on the 0-Lst.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Potable Water Distribution System Leve 5: NA

QA-1 Cl-2 QA-S A4 QA-6 Q0A4 QA7 Non-C
O n O_ o 0 0

QA-1 Inportant to Radiological Sd

1.1 Is the SSC required to proide reasonable assurance that high4evel waste can be recetved, handled, packaged, tored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Potable Water Distuibulon System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no radiological safety
functions at would previde reasonable assurance tht high level waste can be received, handled, pacaged, stored,
emplaced, and retrieved without exceeding federal Imits.

1.2 Is the SSC qred o unton lo pvent. mNtigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwlse result h radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Potable Water Distribution System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not required to function to prevent,
mitigate, or monior any DBEs that would otherwise result In a dioactive release above federal Eits.

1.3 WEl the direct failure of the SSC resul In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radoactive release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Potable Water Distribution System hi the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty wil not result in a DE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

a Yes? Rationale:

The Potable Water Distribufton System l the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility is not a parl of the natural or
engIneered barriers Important to waste Isoation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomecharical dacteristics of the natural or
ngineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Potable Water Distribution System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility wil not affect the
characteristics of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Potable Water Distribution System Level 5: NA

QA-3 - iportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

.1 I the fiction o the SSC designed for ColectIon, contalnment andfor muitorng oft sesenerated radioacUve waste?

= Yes? Rationale:

The Potable Water Distributlon System hI e Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not collect, contain, or monitor
any site-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 DoesteSSCprotect OA-l rOA-2SSCs f eeffectsoffire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Potable Water Distribution System hI te Radiologlcal Waste Treatment Facility does rot protect QA-1 or QA-2
SSCs fron the effects of lire.

QA- - nportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a stofa Design Basis Evet, could faIlure of the SSC Impalr the capabity of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing thelr
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

El Yes? Rationale:

Falue of the Potable Water Distrbution System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty as a result ota DBE wi not
bnpalr GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radologcal safety or waste iolation function.

GA-S t Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6. Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauUzed Intrusion or unauhorik explosive materials In the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Peable Water Dstrb~on System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does nrt provide for detection or
alarm of unauthorzed intrusions or unauthorized eiploshve materials hI the restricted area.

6.2 k the SSCs functionM equIred for specil nuclear materl accountability?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Potable Water Dlstrhiuon System in the Radiologlcal Waste Treatment Facility performs no functions for special
nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatient Facibty System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Potable Water Distribution System Level 5: NIA

GA-7 - Impotant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC prwide personnel radation shelding reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requhe personnel access into radiation
areas by is own radioactive source term?

O Yes? Rationale:
The Potable Water Distribution System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not provide any personnel
radiation shelding, reduce dose rates or have Its own radioacve source term.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radlation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Potable Water DistrIbution System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty perorms no radologilal monitoring
function.

Previous CA Classification:

This quesion Is rhlsfofcalandtrceabltypuposes o. A yssanswerto ts eson doesotpmfde inWon to the X-Lst

s.0 Are Oee other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radiological safety (OA-1) or waste isolatIon (QA-2)?

2 Yes? Rationale:
The Potable Water Distribution System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty was previously on the Q-Ust by direct
Inclusion for the Surface Facilities, SSA 321.3.4, Waste Treatment Building, as QA-1; but the Potable Water Distrbution
System in the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility has not been specifically analyzed or Induded on the 0-List.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Faciliy System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Secondary Cooling Water System Level 5: N/A

QA-1 QA-2 0A-3 GA4 GA- CA-6 OA-7 Non-4
o 0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - nporintto RadiologIcal Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that highlevel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
etrieved without exceeding the federal ts?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Secondary Cooling Water System In the Radlolocal Waste Treatment Facility performs no radiological safety
functions that would provide reasonable assurance that high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored.
ernplaced, and retrieved without exceeding federal limits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, niftgate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a redioactive
release above the federa limits?

il Yes? Rationale:
The Secondary Cooling Waler System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not required to function to prevent,
milgate, or monitor any DBEs that would otherwise resuli In a radioactive release above federal limits.

1.3 Will the direct ilure of the SSC result In a cradible Design Basis Evert wlich would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct falure of the Secondary Coolng Water System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility wil not result In a DBE.

QA-2 important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by fanrmng part of the natural or engineered barrlers?

3 Yes? Rationale:

The Secondary Cooling Water System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not a part of the natural or
engineered barriers important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC sgnificany affect the hydrolooical, geochemcl, or geomedacal characteristics ot the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Secondary Cooling Water System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility wil not affect the
characteristics or the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Piped Ulity Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Secondary Cooling Water System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 knportarAt o Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of te SSC designed for collection, contaInment, andor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Secondary Cooling Water System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty does not colect, cnaIn, or monitor
any sue-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - hmportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from le effects of ire?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Secondary Cooling Water System In the Radiological Waste Treatnent Facility does not protect QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs
from the effects of fire.

QA-S - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a resuit of Design Basis Event, coukfailure ofthe SSC impair the eapablEty of CA- or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the Secondary Cooing Water System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Faculty as a result of a DBE will not
impair QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from perfrming their radiological safety or waste isolation function.

GA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function prvide detecion or alarm of unauthcrized intrusion or urnauw d r gerosve materials in the restricteda urea?

OI Yes? Rationale:

The Secondary Cooling Water System in the Radiological Wase Treatment Facility does not provide for detection or
alam of unaulhorized Intrusions or authorted exploslve materials In the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear materal accountabIlIty?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Secondary Cooing Water System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility perform no functions for special
nuclear material accountabilIty.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Secondary Cooling Water System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 Iportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiatIon shIelding, reduce dose rates hi radioactive areas, or require personnel access ito radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

E Yes? Rationale:

The Secondary Cooing Water System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not provide any personnel
radiation shielding reduce dose rates or have Ks own radioactive source terr.

72 Is the SSC a permanently hIstalled radiation monor which nowors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Secondary Cooling Water System hI the Radiological Waste Treatnent Faclity performs no radiological monitoring
function.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesion Is orhlscatandhaceablypuposes onty. A ysansweto Ois qtwsffon does not proifde clson to e Q-Ust

2.0 Are there other factors, suah as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion6 that led to le previous conclusion that
this SSC is nporar t radoical safety (QA-1) or waste solation (OA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The Secondary Cooling Water Systm In the Radiotogical Waste Treatment Faciity was prevously on the Cist by direct
Inclusion for ghe Surface Facities, SSA 32.1.3.4, Waste Treabnent Buiding, as QA-1; but the Secondary Cooilng Water
System I the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty has not been speciically analyzed or iduded on the 0Lst.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems

Level 3: Sewage Collection System

Level 4: W/A

Level 5: N/A

CA- CA-2 CA-3 CA-4 CA-1 QA4
O 0 0 0 5 0

CA-7 l"n-C
0 0

QA-1 - hiportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received. handed, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

i Yes? Rationale:
The Sewage Collection System hI te Radiological Waste Treatment Fadilty perform no radiological safety functions that
would provide reasonable assurance that high evel waste can be recelved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wIthout exceeding federal hilts.

1.2 Is the SSC rired Do functIon to prvet, mitgate, or mortrs * credile Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hi a radioactive
release above the federal Ilts?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Sewage Collection System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty Is not required to function to prevent, mitigate.
or monitor any DBEs Vt woLid otherwise result hI a radioactive release above federal EmIls.

1.3 Will the direct fallure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Evert which would lead to a radloactive release above the federal Emits?

[ Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Sewage Collection System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty will not result hI a DBE.
However the Sewage Collection System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility could have a biure mode resuling In
flooding or eplosion from the build up of gases such as methane.

CA-2 - Important to Wade Isolation:

Li Does the SSC perform a waste asoblon hction by ming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

o Yes? Ratonale:

The Sewage Collection System n the Radiological Waste Treatment Faciity is not a part of the natural or engineered
barriers Iportant to waste Isolation.

2,2 Can dct fahilure of the SSC sIgnlflcantly affect the hydrological geochemical orgeomechanical charactedstcs of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the SewageCollectlon System in the Radiological Waste Treatment Facifity wi not affect the
characteristics of Ihe natural or eerged barriers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Sewage Collection System Level 5: W/A

QA-3 Importan to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 function of the SSC designed fr collecton, contahnment andlor monitorng of e-generated radioactie waste?

Yes? Rationale:

The Sewage Collection System In fie Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not colect, conaln, or monitor any sile-
generated radioactive waste,

QA-4 * Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-1 or GA-2 SSCs from he effects of Are?

Yes? Rationale:
The Sewage Collectbn System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not protect CA-1 or CA-2 SSCs from
the affects of lre.

QA-i - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As resuRl of a Design Basis Evert, could falluse of the SSC inpalr fte capability of CA-i or OA-2 SSCa from performing thelr
radiological safety or waste Isolation fuion?

jZ Yes? Rationale:

Faille of the Sewage Collection System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility could impact or Impair a QA-1 or
QA-2 SSC frm performing Is radiological safety or waste solation function I qxected ihat the Sewage Coection
System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility wil be designed and ocated to preclude missile and fire hazards
from causing a radioactive release.

QA-4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

E1 Does the SSCs fnction provide detection or adarm of unauliortzed htruilon or unauthorized exploshe materials in the restricted area?
C Yes? Rationale:

The Sewage Collection System In he Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not provide for detection or alarm of
unalhorized Intiusions or uautlorzed explosive materials h the restricted area.

62 Is the SSC funcion required for pecial nudear material accountabilIty?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Sewage Colection System In the Radoloical Waste Treatment Facility performs no functions for special nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Sewage Collection System Level 5: NA

aA - portant to Occupational Radological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates I radioactive areas, or reque peronnel access into radiation
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

E] Yes? Ratonale:
The Sewage Collection System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty does not provide any personnel radiation
shielding, reduce dose rates or have Ks own radioactive source term.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently stalled rdiaton monitor which monor areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Sewage Collection System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilly performs no radiological monitoring function.

Previous QA Classification:

Thisquesonis for bhiodrid hceabltypurposes onb. A ys'answerto g quesifon doesnotprovfdehtchison totfhe -Us

3.0 Are ere other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct nclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
his SSC Is hnpotrnt to radiological safety (QA41) or waste solation (QA-2)?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Sewage Collection System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility was previously an the O-List by direct
Inclusion for the Surface Facilties, SSA 32.1.3.4, Waste Treatment Building. as QA-1; but the Sewage Collection System
In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilily has not been specifically anaWed or Included on the 0-Ust.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Piped Ulity Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Vacuum System (as required) Level 5: NIA

QA-1 CA-2 2A-S QA4 QA- CIA-6 CA-7 Non-
o 0 W 0 - Cl 0

QA-1 Irnportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurace that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal imits?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The Vacuum System hI the Radlokgical Waste Treatment Facility performs no radiological safety functions Vth would
provide reasonable assurance that high ilevel waste can be received, handed, packaged, stored. emptaced, and retrieved
without exceeding federal its.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent. mtate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal Omits?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The Vacuum System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not required to function to prevent mitigate, or monitor
any DBEs that would otherwise result hI a radioactive release above federal 1mb.

1.3 Will the direct falure of the SSC resul in a credible Design Basi Event whh woud lead to aradioactve release above the rederal Emits?

n Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Vacuum System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Faciflty will not result hI a DBE.

CA-2 - mportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or enghieered barriers?

o Yes? Rationale:

The Vacuum System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not a part of the natural or engineered barers
Important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemoal, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Vacuum System h the Radiological Waste Treatment Faciy will not affect the characteristics of the
natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Vacuum System (as required) Level 5: NA

QA 3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC, designed for collection. contairment, andlor mornltong of alte-geeratd radioactive waste?

; Yes? Rationale:

The Vacuum System hI he Radiological Waste Treatment Facility nay have collection and containment functions for site-
generated radioactive waste because of radioactive particles or gases i may contain.

QA.4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Vacuum System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from fte effects
or ir.

QA-6 - Iportant to Potential Interaction:

1.1 As a resuk of a Design Basis Event, ecutId falure of the SSC impair the capabiiity of QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from perforning their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

i Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Vacuwm System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility as a result of a DBE viA not Impair QA-1 or
QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste isoation function.

QA-G - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Doesthe SSCs funcion prvide detedion oralarm of unauthorized Intuslon runautrized eosive raterials hi the restidted area?

2 Yes? Ratonale:

The Vacuum System hI te Radiological Waste Treatment Faciity does not provide for detection or alarm of unauthorzed
intrusions or uau orted explosive materials In the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function mequired for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale
The Vacuum System in t Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no functlons for special nudear material
accountability.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Piped Utility Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Vacuum System (as required) Level 5: NA

QA-T * portant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC poide perswnnel radation heding, reduce dose rates In radioactve areas, or requte personnel access Inlo radiation
areas by s own radacUve source term?

| Yes? Rationale:
The Vacuum System In the Radiolpocal Waste Treatment Facilty may require personnel access Into radation areas by Is
own radioactive soure term beause of radioactive particles or gases it may contailm

7.2 s ,the SSC a permanently ialed radiaton monitor which monitos reas for personnel radlation prtection?

[2 Yes? Rationae:

The Vacuum System In the Radlogical Waste Treatment Facilty perform no radiroogicat monitoring Uncton.

Previous QA Classtricatlon:

ThS queson is kr histodcs/ and aceabEty puiposas one,. A yes enswer to fls quesfon does notprvfde hdusfon to the Q-ULs

s.0 Are there ofer actors, such as previus ases, a b of consensus, or by drect duimbn, that led to ihe previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Importat to radologi cal safety (CA-1) orwaste Isolation (QA-2)?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Vacuum System In te Radidogical Waste Treatment FacilIty was previously on the Q-Ust by direct Incluson for the
Surface Faclities, SSA 3.2.1.3.4, Waste Treatmrent BuIl, as QA-1; but fte acuum System in the Radiological Waste
Treatment Facily has not been specifically analyzed or icluded on the a-List.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Process Supply Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Acid Supply System Level 5: N/A

OA-1 QA-2 Q0A- OA4 CA-S CA-l CA-7 Non-C
0 0 0 EZ 0 0 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC requhed to proide reasonable assurance thath hlhevel waste can be received, handled, paclaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal iks?

L Yes? Rationale:
The Acid Supply System hI le Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no radiological safety functions that would
provide reasonable assurance that high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, sored, emplaced, and retrieved
without exceeding federal imits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federa limits?

r Yes? Rationale:
The Acid Supply System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not required to huction to prevent, mitigate, or
monitor any DBEs that would oewe result In a rdioactive release above federal lmits.

1.3 Will the direct falure of the SSC resuit hi a credible Design Basis Event which wouid ead to a radioactive release above the federal mit?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct hlure of the Acid Supply System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will not resdlt In a DBE.

QA2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perfrm a waste isdatlon functon by formIn part fthe natural or engineered barriers?

i Yes? Rationale:
The Add Supply System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not a pait of the natural or engineered barriers
Important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct faiure f the SSC snricantly affect he ydrological, geochemical, or geomecharnk characterstics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them fom perfoming their waste isolation unction?

O Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Acid Supply System hi the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty will not affect the characteristics of
te natural or engineered barris.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Process Supply Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Aad Supply System Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, contaiment, andlor monlorft of mte-generated radioactive waste?

Li Yes? Rationale:

The Acid Supply System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not collec, contaln, or monitor ary site-
generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-i or OA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

r Yes? Rationale:
The Acid Supply System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not protect QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the
effects of fre.

QA-5 - nportant to Potential Interaction:

.1 As a result of a Design Basic Event, could fiure of the SSC Inpalr the capabity of CA or QA-2 SSCs from peformig their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

Q Yes? Rationale:
The Acid Supply System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclity could have a fflure mode resuithg hI a fire or
cploslon D8E If Incompatible hazardous chemicals are mtced. However, I Is expected that the Add Supply System In
te Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will be designed and located to preclude these hazards from causing a
radioactive release.

QA-S - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauhoried explosive materials In the restricted area?

I Yes? Rationale:
The Acid Supply System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not provide for detection or alarm of
unauthortzed intrusions or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requlred br special nuclearmateril accountablity?
7 Yes? Rationale:

The Acid Supply System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclty performs no functions for special nuclear material
accountabily.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Process Supply Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Add Supply System Level 5: N/A

QA7 - hIpodant to Occupational Radiological Exposure.

7.1 Does the SSC prvide personnel radation shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or requirr personnel access into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term? -

C Yes? Rationale:

The Add Supply System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclity does not provide any personnel radiation shielding,
reduce dose rates or have Its own Mdioactive source term.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently histalied radiation monitor which monItors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Ratonale:

The Acid Supply System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no radiological monlorig fumntlon.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesson s for hs oosand taceablypwp s on. A t'es answer to this quston does notproide ncusia to the C-ist

IA Are tm other fctors, such as prevous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct hiusbn that led to the prvious conlion that
this SSC Is hportant to radiooical safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)7

5Z Yes? Rationale:

The Acid Supply System I the Radiological Waste Treatment Faeay was previously on the 0-List by direct Inclusion for
the Surface Faciies, SSA 3.2.1.3.4, Waste Treatment Building. as CA-1; but the Acid Supply System I the Radiological
Waste Treatment Facility has not been speciically analyzed or included on the "-st
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Process Supply Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Caustic Supply System Level 5: NA

CA-1 OIA-2 CIA- CA4 CA-6 QA-6 CA-7 Hon-Q
O 0 0 0 i 0 0 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiologicl Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal mits?

Yes? Rationale:
The Caustic Supply System I the Radiological Waste Treatment Facy performs no radiological safety functions Ut
would provide reasonable assurance a high level waste can be received, handled, paclaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without eeeding federal mits.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal Eilts?

C Yes? Ratiale
The Caustic Supply System hI lhe RadiolOgical Waste Treatment Facility Is not required to funclion to prevent mitigate, or
monitor any DBEs that would otherwise resuft hI a radioactive release above federal knits.

1.3 Wii the clirect falure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which wokl lead to a radioactive release above the federal innls?

0 Yes? Ratiorale:

Direct failure of the Caustic Supply System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will not result in a DBE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolatlon:

Li Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by fomig part of the natural or engineered barriers?

L Yes? Rationale:

The Caustic Supply System hI he Radiological Waste Treatment Faciliy Is not a part of the natural or engineered barriers
Important to waste Iolation.

2.2 Can direct fiure of the SSC slnlficantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geoechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barrers which may prevent them from performlng their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Caustic Supply System I the Radiological Waste Treatment Facity will not affect the characteristics
of the natural or engineered barriers.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Process Supply Systems

Level 3: Caustic Supply System

Level 4: N/A

Level 5: NA

QA3 Inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, contaInment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Caustic Supply System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty does not collect, contaln, or monitor any site-
generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Inportant to FlreProtection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

El Yes? Rationale:
The Caustic Supply System hI fe Radiological Waste Treatment Facity does not protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the
effects of fire.

QA-9 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a rsult of a Design Basis Ever, cou falure of the SSC inpalr the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs fron performng their
radiological safety w waste Isolation function?

;Z Yes? Rationale:

The Caustic Supply System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility could have a failure mode resulting hI a fire or
explosion DBE If Incompale hazardous chemicals are mibed. However. It is expected that the Causic Supply System in
the Radiological Waste Treatment FadIty wll be designed and located to preclude these hazards from causing a
radioactive release.

QA-G - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials-

6.1 Does the SSC's fwction provide detection or alarm of unauthorkzed hiruslon or unauthorized eVplosive materials hi the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Caustic Supply System hI the RadiologIcal Waste Treatment Facility does not provide for detection or alarm of
unauthorized hitrusions or unauthorized explove materials hI the restricted area.

62 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material acountability?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Caustic Supply System I the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty performs no functions for special nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Process Supply Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Caustic Supply System Level 5: IA

QA-T - Iportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does te SSC proide personnel radlation selding, rduce dose rates In rdioadie aeas, or rqure personnel access to radiation
areas by Ks own radioactive source term?

[2Yes? Rationale:

The Caustic Supply System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facirty does not provide any personnel radiation
shielding, reduce dose rates or have Is own radioaie source erm.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently sbled radiatlon monor whch monors areas for personnel rdiatbn protection?

G2 Yes? Rationale:

The Caustic Supply System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no radiological montoring function.

Previous QA Classification:

This queston Is forhlstodcalandtruceabalyppos s ony. A es answerto t s question does notprovide Induslon to the C-lUst

8.0 Are there other factors wuch as prevous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Inporitant to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

57 Yes? Rationale:

The Caustic Supply System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility was prevously on the O-Ust by dimet Inclusion
for the Surface Faclties, SSA 321.3. Waste Treatment Building, as OA-1; but the Caustic Supply System In the
Radiological Waste Treatment Faciliy has not been specfically analyzed or Included on the O-Ust.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Process Supply Systems L

Level 3: Stabilization Agent Supply System L

A-I GA-2 CA-S QA4 QA-S i
0 0 D 0 0

evel 4: NIA

evel 5: N/A

QAG
0

OA-7 Non-C
O 2

QAI - Iportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to proiAde reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, end
retrieved without exceeding the federal imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Stabilization Agent Supply System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility peorns no radiological safety
functions at would provide reasonable assurance that high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored,
erplaced, and retrieved without exceeding federal lms.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal limils?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Stabilization Agent Supply System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not required to function to prevent.
mitigate, or morior any DBEa that would otherwlse result hI a radioactive release above federal imits.

1.3 Will the direct fllre of the SSC resuR Ina credible Design Basis Evnt which would eadto radloacUve release above the federal limrts?

Ci Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Stabilizaion Agent Supply System In the Radological Waste Treatment Facility will not result hI DBE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Iwbtlon uction by frmnhg part of the natural or engineered baiers?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Stabiization Agent Supply System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilisy I not a pait of the natural or
aenerd barriers Important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC signiticantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natual or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale

Direct failure of the Stablation Agent Supply System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Faciliy wil not affect the
characteristics of the natural or er4ineered barrlers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Process Supply Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Stabilization Agent Supply System Level 5: NIA

QA - Inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 1 the functon of the SSC desgred for collection. conimentandfr monitoi of se-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Slabilzation Agent Supply System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not colect. contain, or monitor
any se-generated radioactive waste.

QA 4 Impoutant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCsf rom the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Stabilization Agent Supply System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty does not protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs
rm the effects of fire.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a resul ofa Design Bass Event, couid of the SSC Impair the capabIty of QA-1 or CA-2 SSCs from peronnig their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

[ Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Stabiation Agent Supply System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Fadity as a result of a DBE VAN not
Impalr CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation function.

QA-I - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's Function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthortz eplosive materials In the restricted area?
C Yes? Rationale:

The Stabilization Agent Supply System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not provide for detection or
alarm of unauthorized htrusk or mauthorized eplosive materials In the restricted area.

6.2 Is Ue SSCs ncion quired for special nuclear materl accountabirty?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Stabilization Agent Supply System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no functions for special
nuclear nateral accountability.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Process Supply Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Stabilization Agent Supply System Level 5: NIA

QA-7 Iportant to Occupattonat Radiologica Exposure:

7.1 Ooes the SSC provide personnel radiatbin ielding. reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requln personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own radioacthe source term?

E Yes? Rationale:
The Stabilization Agent Supply System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not provide any personnel
radaton sielding, reduce dose rates or hae Is own radioactive source term.

7.2 is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Stablization Agent Supply System n the Radiological Waste Treatment Faciliy performs no radiological monitoring
function.

Previous QA Classification:

Thisquesffon Isobrsto and ceabypup sod. A wesanswerto squesffon does not proide hdudon to the -List

*30 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inckslon, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is hnporant to radiological safety (A-i) or waste iwlation (QA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The Stabilization Agent Supply System n the Radiological Waste Treatment Facity was previously on the -Lit by direct
Inclusion for the Surface Fcliles, SSA 3.2.1.3.4, Waste Treatment Bulding. as CA-1; but the Stabilization Agent Supply
System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility has not been specilicaly analyzed or included on the C-Ust.
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SDD: SU4 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Safety Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: re Detection System Level 5: N/A

CA-1 QA-2 QA-S CAL4 CA-6 OA-6 CA-7 NowC
0 0 0 I; 0 00 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that hghlevel waste can be received, handled. packaged. stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceed g Ihe federal limis?

C1 Yes? Rationale:
The Firs Detection System hi the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no radiologicat safety functions hat would
provide reasonable assurance that Nhl level waste can be receIved, handled, packaged. stored, emplaced, and retrieved
Wout exceedig federal kimts.

t2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mtigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal imits?

5Z Yes? Rationale:
Portions of the Fe Detection System i the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility function to monitor potential fire
condition DBEs that could result In adioactive releases above federal mts.

1.3 WI the direct failure of the SSC result hI credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationak:
Direct failue of the Fire Detectbn System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Fady will not result In a DBE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolatlon:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by formng part of the natural or engineered baniers?

O'Ys? Rationale:

The Fie Detection System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers
Important to waste isolation.

2.2 Can dIrect faile of te SSC siay affectthe hydrologkal, geochemical, or geonecharical characteritics ofle natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing theIr waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Fire Detection System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will not affect the characteristics of
tie natural or engineered barriers
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Safety Systems Level 4: NiA

Level 3: Fire Detection System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control

3.1 Is te funcion of the SSC designed for collecUoncontainment andlor montoring of se-generated radioactive waste?

r Yes? Rationale:
The Fire Detection System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facity does not collect, contain, or monlor any sie-
generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Inportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs frm the effects o firm?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Detection System may protect QA-1 SSCS hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility from the effects of fire.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a resuli of Design Basis Event, could failureof SSC Impairthe capabirdyofQA-1 or OA-2SSCs from performin their
radIological safety or waste Idatibn function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Fire Detection System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclity as a reslt of a DBE win not hmpair QA-1
or OA-2 SSCs from performin their radiobcal safety or waste Isolation function.

OA- Iportant to Physical Protection of Facildy and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCt function provide detection or alarm of unaut ed Intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials hI the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Detection System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not provide for detection or alarm of
unauthorized Intrusions or unautzed explosive materials hI the restricted area.

62 k the SSCs function required for special nucear materIal accourbity?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Detection System the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no functions for special nuclear
rnatrlel accountability.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Safety Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Fre Detection System Level 5: NA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shleldrn, reduce dose rates hI radioactive reas, o reque personnel access Inlo radiation
areas by its ovn raduiacve source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Fire Detection System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facity does not provide any personnel radiation shielding.
reduce dose rates or have Its on radioactive source term.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

1 Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Detection System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty performs no radiological monitoring function.

Previous QA Classification:

This quson s or Istocaand ve blpurposes ony. A yes answero this quesffon does notproWde hicluson to the -Ust

1.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body or consensus, or by direct inclusion, hat led to the previous conclusion that
ths SSC Is Impoltant to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (A-2)?

ja Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Detection System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility was previously on the 0-llst by direct Inclusion for
the Surface Service and Utlity Systems, SSA 31.1.3.11 Fire System, as QA-i; but the Fire Detection System n the
Radiological Waste Treatment Fadiy has not been specifically analyzed or Included on the Q-1Jst.
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SDD: SU4 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Safety Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Fire Suppression System Level 5: NIA

QA- A-2 GA4 S A-4 CA-S A-6 QA-7 Non-C
E 0 0 EO 00 0

GA-1 mportant to Radiological Safety. 

1.1 Is 1he SSC reqred to proverasonable assurance that high4evel waste can be received, hanled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal irNms?

U Yes? Rationale:
The Fire Suppresson System In the Radlological Waste Treatment Facility performs no radiological safety unctions that
wotid provide reasonable assurance Ihat high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding federal limts.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, milgate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal lknits?

i Yes? Rationale:

Podlons of ghe Fire Suppression System hi the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility function to mitigate potential fire
condition DBEs that could resuft In radloactive releases above federal mis.

1.3 Will the drect falue of the SSC result hi a credible Deslgn Basis Evet which wouid lead to a radioacte releas above the federal limts?

(2 Yes? Rationale:

Direct faiure of the Fire Suppression System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Faculty will not result In a DBE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered bariers?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Suppression System In th Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not a part of the natural or engineered banlers
important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure fthe SSC Ignicantlyaffect lhe hydrological, geochemical orgeonecharlcalcharacteristics ofthe natural or
englneered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Fire Suppresson System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty wIll not affect the characteristics
of the natural or engineered bariers
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Safety Systems Level 4: WJA

Level 3: Fire Suppression System Level 5: iA

GA3 - Importnt 0toRadioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the functon of the SSC designed hr collecon, containment, andlor monioting ste-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Suppression System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facity does not coilect, contah or monitor any site-
generated rafdoactive waste.

QA - nportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protec QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs fro the effects of fire?

i Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Suppression System may protect QA-1 SSCs hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility from h effects of
rire.

QA4 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a esut fa Deslgn Basis Evert, could falure ofthe SSC hnpair te capabity ofOA- or OA-2SSCs fom perforrmng their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Ratioale:
Failure of lie Fire Suppression System I the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility as a result ota DBE wIll not impair
QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from perorming their radiological safty or waste Isolation function.

QA-t - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs hnctilon provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized exlosive materials hI the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Fire SuppressIon System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Faciity does not provide for detection or alarm of
unauthortzed Intrusions or unauthorized explosive materials hi the restricted area.

62 Is Ue SSCs funcion required for special nuckar mterial accountabillI?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Suppression System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no functions for special nuclear
material accountability
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Safety Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Fire Suppression System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provde personnel radion shielding, reduce dose tes radioadive areas, or requi permonnel access Into radiation
areas by ts own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Suppression System In the Radologcal Waste Treatment Facility does not provide any personnel radiation
shielding, reduce dose rates or hae Is en radioactive source term.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanerly Installed radiaton monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

LI Yes? Rationale:
The Fire Suppression System In the Radlogical Waste Treatment Facility performs no radiological monitoring function.

Previous QA Classification:

This question Is forhsitodcal and hceablty purposes only. A yes answer to thfs quesfon does notprdo Inchison o the Q-Us1

J.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyes, a body of consensus, or by direct Indusion, hat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is important to radiolgIcal safety (CA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

3 Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Suppresson System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility was previously on the Q-Ust by direct Inclusion
for the Surface Servce and Utlity Systems, SSA 3.1.1.3.11 Fire Protection System, as QA-I; but the Fire Suppression
System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclity has not been specifically analyzed or induded on the Q-Llst.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Safety Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Radiological Monitoring System Level 5: NA

CA-1 CA-I QA3 QA-4 CA-5S
; 0 0 0_,

QA-6 CA-7 Non-C
o a o

QA-1 - Irnportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC requied t provide reasonable assurance that high-lvel waste can be recived, handied, packaged, stored, emplaced. and
retrieved without exceeding the federal 11mils?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Radiological Monitoring System measures, alarms, trends, displays, and reports radiation levels hi the Radiological
Waste Treatment Facily. The SSC performs no radiological safety functions that would provide reasonable assurance that
high level waste can be recefred, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved without exceeding federal Emits.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal imits?

;3 Yes? Rationale:
Porions of the Radioogical Monioring System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclity function to monitor potential
radioactive releases durig DBEs.

1.3 WI the direct failure of the SSC result hi a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Emils?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Radiological Monitoring System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will not result In a DBE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation hnction by Forming part of the natural or engineered bares?

E Yes? Rationale:
The Radiological Monitorig System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclity Is not a part of the natural or engineered
banlers Important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC snficantly affect the hydrological geochemical. orgeomechanical charaterlscs of tle natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste solatlon funcUon?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Radiological Monitoring System I the Radiological Waste Treatment Faciity will not asfet the
characteristics of the natural or erigheered barriers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Safety Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Radiological Monitoring System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 l the function ol the SSC designed fr colection, cortanmnt. andlor monitorg od ste-generated radloactive waste?

; Yes? Rationale:
The Radiological Monitoring System In the Radlological Waste Treatment Facility may be required to monitor sRe-
generated radioactive waste.

QA4 important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs n the effects of ire?

( Yes? Rationak:
The Radlological Monitorig System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Faciity does not protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs
from the effects of fire.

QA-5 - mportant to Potential Interaction:

1.1 As a resuft of aDesign Basis Evert, could laflure of the SSC irnpar the capabiiy of QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performing eir
radlologIcal safety or waste isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the Radiolgical Monitoring System hI fhe Radiological Waste Treatment Facility as a result of a DBE wl not
anpair QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation function.

GA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Maierials:

6.1 Does te SSC s hucion prvide detecUon or alarm f uauthorized Intrusion or unautred eplosive materias In the restrcted area?

E Yes? Rationale:
The Radioloical Monitoring System hI the Radiological Waste Trqatment Facirly does not provide for detection or alarm
of unauthrtzed Intrusions or uanihohtzed elsie materials in te restricted area.

6.2 Is lthe SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabitly?

(2Yes? Rationale:
The Radiological Monitoring System in the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty performs no functions for special
nuclear material accountability.
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SOD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Safety Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Radiological Monitoring System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC pripersonnel rdiaion shielding, reduce dose rates I radioacve a s, or rqure rsnne l access into raation
areas by its own radioactive souxce term?

o Yes? Rationale:
The Radiological Monitoring System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not provide any personnel radiation
shielding. reduce dose rates or have Is own radioactive source term.

7.2 Is the SSCa permanenfyinstaled radiation noorwhich mnt as for personnel radiaUon proection?

v Yes? Rationale:
The Radiological Monitoring System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Flity contains permanently insaled monitors
for personnel radiation protection.

Previous QA Classfication:

MiS quesffon Is for iskodcaand ceabfty purposes or. A s' nnswerto is queson does notpro de hcluson to the QLlst

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Iportant to radiological safety (GA-1) or waste kolation (OA-2)?

i Yes? Rationale:
The Radiological Monitoring System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility was prviously on the 0-Us1t by direct
Wrluion for the Surface Facities, SSA 3.2.1.3.4, Waste Treatment Building, as QA-1 but the Radiological Monitoring
System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility has not been specifically analyzed or Included on the 0-List
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Security System Level 4: NWA

Level 3: NA Level 5: NfA

GA-1 QA- S A4 CA4 QA-G CA-6 QA-7 Non-C

o 0 0 0 2 0 0

QA- - mportanttoRadiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to prtvide reasonable assurance tt high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged. stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wiout exceeding the federal limts?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Security System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no radiological safety functions that would
provide reasonable assunce tat high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved
without exceeding federal knits.

1.2 I8 the SSC required to fution to pmevent, mtgate, or montor a credible Design Basis Event which woudt otherwlse resul in a radoactive
release above the federal imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Security System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclty l1 not required to function to prevent, nmtgate, or monitor
any DBEs that would otherwise result In a radioactive release above federal imits.

1.3 Wil the direct hiureofthe SSC resuR Ina credibte Design Basis Eventwhich wotAd leadto a radioactve release above the federalris?

E Yes? Rationale:
Direct filure of the Security System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will not resuit In a DBE.

OA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by fbrming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

o Yes? Rationale:
The Security System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not pat of the natural or engineered barriers
Important b waste Isolation:

2.2 Can direct falure othe SSC siifcanty affect the hydrologie, geochemical, or geomeciarcal characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolaton function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct fafure of the Security System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will not affect the characteristics of the
natural or engneered barriers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Security System Level 4: NA

Level 3: N/A Level 5: NIA

QA3 - Important to Ratioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of lie SSC designed for collection, containment, andfor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The security System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not collect, contain, or monitor any site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA-4 - riiportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-I or QA-2 SSCs from te effects of fire?

OI Yes? Rationale:

The Security System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not protect QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the effects
of fire.

CA-S Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result of a Deslgn Basis Event, could failure of the SSC hipair the capabilty of (A-i or QA-2 SSC from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Fallure of the Security System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility as a resut of DBE will not npair CA-1 or
QA-2 SSCs from performn ther radiological safety or waste Isolation hnction.

QA-6 - nportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs fhnction provide detection or alarm of unautUrized itnuslon or unauthorIzed exptosive materials hI the restricted area?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

The Security System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does provide for detection or alarm of unauthorized
Intruslons or unautorIzed explsive materials hI the restricted area. Is expected tha the Radiological Waste Treatment
Facility will be a restricted aea

6.2 I the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabilty?

f Yes? Rationale:

The Security System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Factily performs no functions for special nuclear material
accountability.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Security System Level 4: WA

Level 3: N/A Level 5: WA

QA-7 - Impotant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Security System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty does not provide any personnel radiation elding,
reduce dose rates or have Rs own radioacie source term.

7.2 Is lthe SSC a permanently hstaled raoiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radtion protecon?

E] Yes? Rationale:
The Security System n the Radiological Waste Treatment Facly performs no radiological monitoring fhuction.

Previous QA Classification:

Ms queason Is for hstodcal and traceasty puposes only. A 'yes' answer to this quesfon does notprovide hclusfion to the O-Ust

r.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by drect inclusion, that led to the previous concluson that
this SSC Is Important to radidogical safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Security System in the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility was previousiy on the Q-Ust by direct Inclusion for the
Balance of Plant. SSA 3.2.15 Security Facilities, as aA 1; but the Security System hI the Radiological Waste Trearnerd
Facilty has not been speciically analed or Included on the 0-1.1st.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Solid Waste Collection Systems

Level 3: Hazardous Waste System

Level 4: N/A

Level 5: N/A

GA-I l A-2
o 0

QA-3 A-4 A-G GA-6
0 0 0

OA-7 Non-C
o 0

QA-1 - mportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to prolAde reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Inits?

3 Yes? Rationale:
The Hazardous Waste System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no radiological safety functions that
woutd provide reasonable assurance that high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding federal mins. No radioactive waste I Included In this waste collection system.

12 I the SSC required to function to pravent, mitgate, or rmonitor credibl Design Basis Event which would otherwlse result adioactive
release above the federal IEmits?

a Yes? Rallonale:
The Hazardous Waste System n he Radlolegical Waste Treatment Facility Is not required to function to prevent, mitigate.
or monitor any DBEs th would otwise result in a radioactive release above federal mits.

1.S Wil the direct failure of the SSC resuit h a credible Desgn Basis Event which would lead to adioacive release above the federal mits?

o Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Hazardous Waste System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will not resut In a DBE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste sotation: -

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Hazardous Waste System In the Radlological Waste Treatment Facility Is not a pat of the natural or engineered
barriers nportant to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sirgficantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Hazardous Waste System In the Radlologlcal Waste Treatment Facility wil not affect the
characteristics of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Solid Waste Collection Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Hazardous Waste System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - nportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containent. end/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Hazardous Waste Systen In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facdity does not collect, contain, or monitor any site-
generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does te SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of llre?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Hazardous Waste System In the RadiologIcal Waste Treatment Facilty does not protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
the effects of fire.

CA- Imporlant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 Asa result fa Design Basis Event. couldfalure of the SSC hpair the capablityof CA-I or OA-2 SSCs from performing eir
radlobical safety or waste Isolation function?

57 Yes? Rationale:

The Hazardous Waste System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility could have a failure mode resulting In a fire or
explosion DBE If Incompatble hazardous diemicals are mixed. However It Is expected that the Hazardous Waste
System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will be designed and located to preclude Uese hazards from causing
a radioactive release.

QA- - Iportant to Physical Protection of Facilty and Materials:

5.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of uneutorked Intrusion or .uautwrzed explosive materials in the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Hazardous Waste System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facity does not provide for detection or alarm of
utaIIzed Intrusions or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area.

62 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountab?

El Yes? Rationale:

The Hazardous Waste System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility performs no functions for special nuclear
material accountability
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Solid Waste Collection Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Hazardous Waste System Level 5: NA

QA-7 - nportant to Occupationa Radiologcal Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requie personnel access Into radiation
areas by lts own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Hazardous Waste System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclity does not provide any personnel radiation
shielding, reduce dose rates or have Its own radioactive source term.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Hazardous Waste System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty performs no radiological monitoring function

Previous QA Classification:

This question Is for hstorda and hceably purposes ony A yes'answer to ft queson does notpro Md hIclson to the Q-lJs

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct hnclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

Z Yes? Rationale:

The Hazardous Waste System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility was previously on the 0-List by direct
Inclusion of the Waste Handling Bulking. Sile Generated Waste Collection Facilities, SSA 32.1.1.8, as QA-1 but the
Hazardous Waste System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility has not been specifically analyzed or included on
the 0-List.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Solid Waste Collection Systems

Level 3: Radiological Waste System

Level 4: W/A

Level 5: N/A

CA-1 QA-2 CA-S CA-4 CIA-i CA-6
R O O 0

CA-7 Non-0
7 0

QA- - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonabie-assuance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceediig the federal lirit?

5 Yes? Rationale:
The RadiologIcal Waste System i the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty performs radiological safety functions that
would provide reasonable assurance tt high level waste can be received. handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, end
retrieved without exceeding feden Wlit. Handling of ale-generated solid ow-level waste provided by tis system I5 not
eqectd to exeed federal knits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result i a radioactive
release above the federal mits?

L Yes? Rationale:
The Radiological Waste System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not required to function to prevent mitigate,
or monitor any DBEs that would otherwise result In a dioactive release above federal mits.

1.3 Will the direct fIlure of the SSC resuit In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

j Yes? Rationale:

The Radiological Waste System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility could have a failure mode resulting hi a fire
OBE due to combustion of typical wld radiological wastes such as contaminated paper.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste iolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barrers?

E Yes? Rdonale:
The Radiological Waste System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not a part of the natural or engineered
barriers biportant to waste Isolation.

2,2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing ther waste Isolation function?

O Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Radiological Waste System hI lhe Racilogical Waste Treatment Facilty will not affect the
characteristIcs of the natural or engieered barriers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Solid Waste Collection Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Radiological Waste System Level 5: N/A

QA4 - nportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, contalnment. and/or montring of tsie-generated radioactive waste?

i] Yes? Rationale:

The Radiological Waste System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclrdy collects and contains sold low lvel
radioactive waste generated from spent nuclear fuel handring, and decontamination operations, and maintenance activities
hI the Waste Treatment Faclity.

QA-4 - iportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

E Yes? Rationale:

The Radiological Waste System I the RadiologIcal Waste Treatment Facilty does not protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
the effects of fire.

QA- - iportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC hpalr the capability of CA-1 or CA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation furon?

; Yes? Rationale:

Fhllure of the Radiological Waste System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility could mpelr the capability of QA-I
and QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological afety orwaste Isolation functiorL However Is expected that the
Radiological Waste System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Fclty will be designed and located to preclude fire as a
result of a DBE rom causing a radioactive release.

QA4 . Inportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthortzed exosive materials In the restricted area?
O Yes? Rationale:

The Radiological Waste System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not provide for detection or alarm or
unauthoried intrusions or unauthorzed explosive materials In the restricted area.

t.2 Is the SSCs function iequed for special nuclear material accountabty

C Yes? Rationale:

The Radiological Waste System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facilty performs no functions for apecial nuclear
material accountaNi
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SDD: SU4 - Radiological Waste Treatment Faciity System

SSC: Solid Waste Collection Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Radiological Waste System Level 5: N/A

GA-7 - nportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC povide persounnel radtation shildin, reduce dose rates In radoactve areas, or rlqure personnel access into radiation
areas by ts own radioactive source term?

j] Yes? Rationale:
Low level radioactive material contained hi the Radiological Waste System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Faclty
may require personnel access nto radaon areas by Ks own radoactie source term.

72 Is the SSC a permanently installed rditation montor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Radiological Waste System In the RadIologica Waste Treatment Facility performs no radiological monitoring function.

Previous QA Classification:

This queston is ftr hlsloce and fhceabEtypurpous o*n A ysanswer to his quesion does notprovf e kcusn lo the Q-Llst

.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is hnportant to rdiological safety (GA-1) or waste Isolation (A-2)?

i7 Yes? Rationale:

The Radiological Waste System n the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility was prevAously on the O-List by direct
hinuslon of the Waste Handling Builing, Ste Generated Waste Collection Facilities, SSA 3.2.1.1.. as QA-1 but the
Radological Waste System In Ie Radiological Waste Treatment Facility has not been specifically analyzed or inluded on
the Q-List.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Solid Waste Collection Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Sanitary Waste System Level 5: NIA

CA-1 CA-2 GA4 OA-4 QA-6 GA4 C A-7 Non-Q
0 0 00 2 0 0 0

QA-1 Important to Radiological Safety

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding te federal Emits?

E Yes? Rationale:
The Sanitary Waste System In the Radlological Waste Treatment Facility performs no radiological safety functions that
would provide reasonable assuance VWa high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding federal limits. No radioactive waste Is Included hI this waste colleclion system.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent. mitigate, or monior a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Sanitary Waste System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not required to function to prevent, mitigate, or
monitor any DBEs that would otherwise result hI a radioactive release above federa lirits.

1.3 i the direct failure of the SSC resuit In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to radioactive release above the federal limts?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Sanitary Waste System n the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will not result hi a DBE

QA-2 - hporant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barrers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Sanitary Waste System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility Is not s part of the natural or engineered barriers
Inportant to waste isolation.

22 Can direct falure of the SSC signicantly affect te hydrological, geochemical, or geomecharical characteriSics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them fIrom performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Sanitary Waste System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will not affect the characteristics
of he natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facirdy System

SSC: SolidWasteCollectionSystems Level 4: N1A

Level 3: Sanitary Waste System Level 5: N/A

QA3 - Important to Radioacive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitorng of sfte-generated radioactive waste?

Yes? Rationale:

The Sanitary Waste System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not collect, contain, or monitor any site-
generated radioactive waste.

QCA- - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the affects of fire?

OYes? Rationale:

The Sanitary Waste System In the Radiolgfcal Waste Treatment Facility does not protect CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the
effects of fire.

QA-S - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC kIpalr the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation unction?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The Sanitary Waste System hI the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility could have a falure mode resulting In a fire DBE
due to combuson of typial sold wastes such as paper. However. it Is expected Ohat the Sanitary Waste System in the
Radiological Waste Treatment Facility will be designed and bocated to preclude this hazard from causing a radioactive
release.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Inrusion or Unauthorzed explosive materials In the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Sanitary Waste System I the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not provide for detection or alarm of
unauthorized ruslons or unauthorized explosive materials hI the restricted area.

6.2 the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabWlity?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Sanitary Waste System in the Radiological Waste Treatnent Facility performs no functions for special nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Solid Waste Collection Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Sanitary Waste System Level 5: N/A

A-7 - iportant to Occupational Radlogcal Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation slelding. reduce dose rates In radloactive areas, or require personnel access nto radiation
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

C] Yes? Rationale:
The Saniary Waste System the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility does not provide any personnel radiation
hielding, reduce dose rates or have Is awn radioactive souce term.

7.2 Is lthe SSC a permanently hstaled radation monrwhich wntors areas Ibr persnnel rdiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Sanitary Waste System In the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility perforrns no radiological monitorng function.

Previous QA Classfication:

This quesSon Is for hisiodcl and htcaablty puposas on*y. A W'as answer to ths quesion does notprobe Ihdushn to t 0-Lst

*.0 Are ther other factors, sh as previous anases, a body oconsenwus, or by direct Ilson, that led to the preAous concluslon that
this SSC k hportant to radilogical safety (QA-1) orwaste isolation (QA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:
The Sanhry Waste System In the Radologlcal Waste Treatment Facility was previously on the Q-Ust by direct Inclusion
of the Waste Handlng Bibdng, Site Generated Waste Collection Facilities, SSA 3.21.1 8, as QA-1 but the Sanitary
Waste System I the Radiological Waste Treatment Facility has not been specifically analyed orInduded on the Q-List.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Waste Treatment Building Level 4: N/A

Level 3: NA Level 5: N/A

OA-1 CA-2 A43 QA-4 LA-5 GA4 QA.7 Non-0
i 0.. .. g o 0 S 0

QA-i - Important to Radiological Safety

1.1 Is the SSC reqt to provide reasonable assurance tat high-level waste can be recetved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceedug the federal Imits?

;Z Yes? Rationale:
The Radiological Waste Treatnent Buildir function I to provide radiological safety functions that wil provide reasonable
assumance that high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved without exceeding
federal Emits by contalning al-generated sld ow4evel radilogical waste.

1.2 Is the SSC requled to function to prevent. mitigate, or monilor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal mils?

52 Yes? Rationale:

The Radiological Waste Treatment Building provides containment, shielding, and miigation that may be required for
released radioactive materials In the eent of a DBE.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result I credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Imits?

2 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Waste Handing Building, Le., collapse, could ead to a radiological release because of the loss of
confinement function of the structure.

QA-2 - rportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barrlers?

O Yes? Rationale:

The Radiological Waste Treatment Building Is not a part of the natural or engineered barriers important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC s nilcantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from perfrmng their waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct Fallure of the Radiological Waste Treatment Building will not affect the characteristics of the natural or engineered
barriers.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Waste Treatment Building Level 4: NIA

Level 3: NA Level 5: NA

QA-3 Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function f the SSC designed for collection. coralnmernt, and/or monitorng .f site-genermted radactive waste?

j3 Yes? Rationale:
The design of the Radiological Waste Treatment Building provides containment and shielding or ste-generated radioactive
waste.

QA-4 - aportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

6 Yes? Rationale:
As result of the concrete construction of the Waste Treatment Building structure, It may prvide protection from the
spread of fire between operating areas, and therefore, provide protection for QA-1 SSCs.

QA6 - Inportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result ofa Design Basis Event, could falure of the SSC hnpair the capablity f QA-1 or QA-2 SSC from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

Q Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the Waste Treatment Building, Ie., coliapse, could impair the capability of QA-1 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety function.

QkA- - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SCs fumcton provide dection r alarm of unautorized htruson a unauthorized explosive materials hi the resicted aea?

C Yes? Rationale:
The function of the Waste Treatment Building does not provide for detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusions or
unauthorized expsive materials I the restricted area it Is epected that the Waste HandfngBlng wili be located
Inside the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?
C Yes? Rationale:

The Radlogial Waste Treatment Facity perfrms no functions for special nuclear material accountablity.
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SDD: SU04 - Radiological Waste Treatment Facility System

SSC: Waste Treatment Building Level 4: NIA

Level 3: WA Level 5: NA

QA-7 - Inportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC Provide persomel radatbin shieldi, reduce dose rates In radioactie areas, or requlre personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source trm?

5Z Yes? Rationale:
The Waste Treatment Bulldfig prvAdes shielding and nduces radlolocal dose rates to onsite personnel.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently ktaledradhaton nworwhich nonito areas forpersonnel raiatbn proetdon?

1 Yes? Rationale:
The Waste Treatment Buldlb performs no radiological montorng function.

Previous QA Classification:

This question I for hstodca and aceabl puiposes onPy. A ys' answerto s queston does notpro lde hiisbn to the Q-lsf

r.0 Are there olher factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct hlusbn that led to the previous conclusion that
Ihis SSC Is Inportant to radiological safety (QA-?) or waste idllion (QA-2)?

63 Yes? Rationale:
The Waste Treatment Building Is contained on the Q-List by direct hncluson for the Surface Facritles, SSA 32.1.3.4
Waste Treatment Building, as QA1.
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SDD: SU05 - Carrier Staging Shed (CSS) System

B00000000-01717-0200-00134 Rev 00
Attachment IV

ssc: Carrier Staging Shed Level 4: NA

Level 3: NIA Level 5: N/A

OA-1 OA-2 CA-s GA4 QA-B CA-6 CA-7 Non-C
O 0 0 E z O 2 0

QA-11 - Iportant to RadiologIcal Safety:

1.1 Is Ihe SSC requird to prvide reasoable ssurance that high-e waste can be eceived, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without oeeding the federal limits?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The Carrier Staging Shed provides the operations area for preparation of a waste transportation cask to enter the WHF or
for leaving the reposItory. but this building does not have any radiological safety function mince the spent nuclear fuel Is sill
In the waste transporttion cask designed for extreme transportation conditions without exceeding federal inits.

1.2 Is the SSC rquired lo function to prevent migate, or monitor credible Design Basis Event which would otewise result in a radioactive
release above the federal Imilts?

O Yes? Rationale:
The Carrier Staging Shed Is expected to function for epected events such as high wind and earthquakes, but this building
does not have any radiological safety function since the spent nuclear fuel Is still In the waste transportation cask.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC resti h s credible Design Basis Event which wod lead to raioactve release above the federal Eits?

[ Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Carrier Staging Shed would not result In a postulated DBE since the spent nuclear fuel Is still in the
waste transportation cask designed for extreme transportation conditions without exceeding federal Inits.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by Forming part of the natural or engineered barrlers?

M Yes? Rationale:

The Carrier Staging Shed Is not a part of the natural or engineered barriers nportant to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC si ntiy affect te hydlogcal, geochemical, orgeomechanrcal characteristIcs of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure ol Ihe Carier Staging Shed will not affect the characteristics of the natural or engineered barriers
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SDD: SU05 - Canier Staging Shed (CSS) System

SSC: Carrier Staging Shed Level 4: N/A

Level 3: WA Level 5: NA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Carrier Staging Shed performs no sIte-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA.4 - nportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-i or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

53 Yes? Rationale:

The Carrer Staging Shed may prvAide protection from the spread of fire between operating areas, and therefore, provide
protection for CA-1 SSCs.

QA- - mportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As aresult od Design Basis Esent, could hlure of the SSC impair the capablity of QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

E Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Carrier Staging Shed could Impair the capability of CA-1 SSCs from performing thei radiological safety
function

CA-G - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's fnctlion provide detecn or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or u rtzd exposive materls In the restricted area?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Carrier Staging Shed does not provide for detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusions or unauthorized explosive
materials hI the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function mquired for special nuclear material accountabilty?

U Yes? Rationale:

The Carrter Staging Shed performs no special nuclear material accountability function.
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SDD: SU05 - Carrier Staging Shed (CSS) System

SSC: Carder Stagng Shed Level 4: NIA

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A

QA-r - Inportant to Occupational Radiological Exposue:

.7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radaion shieldi, reduce dose rates hi radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by Its own radioacive source term?

;Z Yes? Rationale:
The Carrier StagIng Shed may provide shielding and reduces radiological dose rtes to onsle persornl.

7.2 lthe SSC a permanerily kaed radaton montor which monos aeas for personnel mdtion prdection?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The Carrier Staging Shed perlorms no radiological monitoring function.

Previous QA Classification:

This question fr dstorcaland treabkVfpwposes oeny. A 'yes answer to Mls quesffion does notpro de nckslon to Mhe Q-Lst

. Ae there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Incluson, t led to the previu conclusion that
flls SSC Is Important to radidogcal safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (A-2)?

i Yes? Rationale:
The Carrier Staging Shed is contained on the 0-Llst by direct Inclusion for the Surface Facilities. SSA 3.2.1.1.7 Support
Facilties or the Waste Handling Building. as OA-1 but the Carrier Staging Shed has not been speclfically anaWed or
Included on the 0-tlst.
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SDD: SU05 - Carier Staging Shed (CSS) System

SSC: Communtcations Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Fire Alarm Communications'System Level 5: N/A

GA-l CA-2 OA-S aA-4 GA-S GA-S OA-7 Non-t
o 0 00 0 0 0

QA4 - nportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC reqied to prwde reasorable assurance tha hlgh4evei waste can be receed, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Fire Alarm Commuications System In the CSS performs no radiological safety functions that would provide
reasonable assurance th high level waste can be received, handled, pacaged, stored, amplaced, and retrieved without
exceeding federal knits.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevrent. mdUgate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event whichwould otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal Umits?

7 Yes? Rationale:
The Fire Alarm Communications System in the CSS Is not required to function to prevent mitigate, or monitor any DBEs
that would otewise result hI r adioactive release above federal lmits sInce the spent nuclear fuel Is sil hI the waste
transportation cask that Is designed to withstand severe fire conditions.

13 Wil the direct flure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal lmits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Fire Alarm Communications System hi the CSS will not resul hI a DBE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barrIers?

G Yes? Rationale:
The Fire Alarm Communicaions System In the CSS Is not a part of the natural or engineered barriers Inportant to waste
Isoaton.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC snhintly affect Ihe hydrological, geocherdcal. orgeomecharical chancterlstics of the r tural or
engineered barriers which nay prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct fallure of the Fire Alarm Communications System hI the CSS wil not affect the characteristics of the natural or
engineered barrlers.
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SDD: SUO5 - Carier Staging Shed (CSS) System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Fre AJarm Communications System Level 5: WA

QA-3 i nportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 I the function of the SSC desgned fbr collection, contairnent, and/or monitoring of site-geerated radloactve waste?

"I Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Alarm Communications System hI the CSS does not collect, contaln, or monitor any sitgenerated radioactive
waste.

QA4 - nportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 ar QA-2 SSCs from the efects of fire?

S2 Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Alarm Communicatons System In the CSS provides fbr the earty detection of potential fire conditions that protect
QA-1 SSCs and could result hI radioactive releases.

QA-C - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As resut of a Design Basis Event coud falure ofthe SSC impair the capabillty of QA- or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
radological safety or waste isolatlon function?

C Yes? Rationale

Failure of the Fire Alarm Communication System in the CSS s a result of a DBE il not Impalr QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
performb their radioclgcal safety or waste isolation function.

QAJ - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthoried itrusion or unauthorized eiosive materials in the restricted area?

r Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Alarm Commurcations System In the CSS does not provide for detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusions or
unauthorized exqloslve materials In the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requhd for special nuciear material accountabiliy?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Alarm Communications System In the CSS performs no special nuclear material accountabilly function.
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SDD: SU05 - Canier Staging Shed (CSS) System

SSC: Comnmunications Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Fire Alarm Communications System Level 5: NUA

QA-7 - mportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiatlbn shielding, reduce dose rates In rdloactive areas, or requie personnel access ito radiation
areas by s own radioactive source term?

E Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Alarm Communications System In the CSS does not provide any personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates.
or have s own radioactive source term.

7.2 I the SSC a permanently Istaged radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Alan Communications System In the CSS performs no radioiogCal monitoring function.

PrevIous QA classification:

- This quesbonk hlstodculandhacabypurposeson. A 'yesanswerto Ws queston doesnotpovde Icision to the Q-Ust

8.0 Are there other Factors, such as previous anayses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusbn, that ed to the previous conckuson that
this SSC Is important to radidogical safety (A-1) or waste solation (QA-2)?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

The Fire Alarm Communication System in the CSS was previously on te Q4st by direct Incluslon for the Surface Service
and tiy Systems. SSA 3.1.1.3.11 Fire Protection System, as QA-1; but the Fire Alarm Communication System In the
CSS has not been specically analyzed or Included on the Q-Lst.
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SDD: SU05 - Carrler Staging Shed (CSS) System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Office & Data System Level 5: N/A

tlA-1 GA-2 0A QA4 OA-6 QA-6 CA- t Non-Q
U0 0 011E 0 0 0 

QA1 - Important to Radiologica Safety-

1.1 Is the SSC reqed to predde reasonableassurence that highevel waste can be recervd, handled, packaged. stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Office £ Data System hI the CSS performs no radiological safety functiors that would provide rea sonable assurance
that high kve waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved without exceeding federal Emits.

12 Is the SSC ,equired lo function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor credible Design BasIs Event which would othewIse result hi a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Ratonale:
The Office & Data System hI the CSS Is not required to functi to prevent, mitigate, or monitor any DBES.

1.3 WM the direct failure of the SSC result hI a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal liits?

J Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Offiee & Data System In the CSS will not result In a DBE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Ratdonale

The Office & Data System In the CSS Is not a part of the natural or engineered barrIers Important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barrers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

O Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Office & Data System hI the CSS will not affect the characteristics of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU05 - Carler Staging Shed (CSS) System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Office & Data System Level 5: NIA

QA- - mportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 is the function of the SSC desgned for clecUon, continment, andor monniorn of stegenerated radoactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Office & Data System In the CSS does not collect, contain, or monitor any site-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-1 or QA.2 SSCs from the effects of lKre?

Yes? Rationale:

The Office & Data System in the CSS does not protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs fm the effects of fire.

QA6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

651 As a result of a Design Basis Evert, could hlur of the SSC Imnpair the capability of QA-t or QA-2 SSCc from perfoming their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Office & Data System In the CSS as a result of a DEE would not inpair the operation of other QA-1 or QA-2
SSCs from performing their radiological safety orwaste solation function.

QA-. Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function proide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area?

E Yes? Rationale:
The Office & Data System hI the CSS does not provide for detection or mlam of unauhoized Intrusions or unauthorized
e sie materials hI the restricted urea.

62 Is the SSCs fntlon fequed for special nuclear material accountaty?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Office & Data System hI the CSS performs no special nuclear material accountabilty inction.
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SDD: SU05 - Carrier Staging Shed (CSS) System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Office & Data System Level 5: NIA

GA-7 - knportant to Occupational RadiologIca Expos :

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel rdation-shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or requh personnel access Into radiation
areas by Ks own radloacive source term?

[2 Yes? Rationale:
The Office & Data System hI the CSS does not provide any personnel radiation shieldng, reduce dose rates, or have is
own radioactive sowce term.

7.2 s the SSC a permanerly itated radiaton monitor whch montors eas for personnel rdiation protection?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Office & Data System hI Ihe CSS performs no radoiglical monitoring functin

Previous QA Classification:

This quesfion Is brhstodcalendaceabWpuposes ony. A yesanwrlo hs queson does notpmi ncuslon to the Q-Lst

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous aralyses, a body of consensus, or by direct nclusion, Vt led to the previous conclusion that
Hsa SSC Is knportantl radological safety (QA-l) orwaste isolation (OA-2)?

|2 Yes? Rationale:
The Office & Data System hI the CSS was previously on the Q-Llst by direct inclusion for the Surface Service and Utilty
Systems, SSA 3.1.1.32 Communicaton System, as aA-1; but the Office & Data System n the CSS has not been
specfically analyzed or included on the t.
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SDD: SU05 - Carier Staging Shed (CSS) System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Phone System Level5: NA

OA-1 QA-2 OA:S QA4 GA4- QA-6 OA-7 Non-C
o a o 0 0 00 o 

QA-1 - nportant to Radiological Sufety.

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wihout exceeding the federal Oms?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Phone System hI the CSS perform no radologlcal safety ftiwions Vth would provide reasonable assurance that high
level waste can be recelved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved wihout exceeding federal limits.

12 Is the SSC reqrd to functton lo prvent: millgate, or monra credible Design Basis Event which would otherwse result I radioactive
release above the federal Imis?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Phone System In the CSS Is not reqired to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor any DBEs.

1.3 Wi the direct failure of the SSC resut In acreDble Design Basis Event which wd lead to a rafioacive release above the federal knits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Phone Systern In the CSS wil not result In DBE.

QA-2 Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste solation fhction by formng pa of the natural or engineered barriers?

O Yes? Rationale:

The Phone System in the CSS Is not part of the natural or engineered bariers.

22 Can direct failure of the SSC sinificantly affect the hydrological, geochemIcal, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Phone System In the CSS will not affect the characteristics of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU05 - Carrier Staging Shed (CSS) System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Phone System Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 k the hcon the SSC designed fbr collction, coatnment, a or moniorng of ite-generated radia wase?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Phone System h the CSS does not collect, contain, or monitor any site-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 nportant to Fire Protection

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

E Yes? Ratlonale:

The Phone System In the CSS does not protect aA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of firs.

QA-U - Inportant to Potential Interaction:

6. Asa resuit of a Design Basis Event,could faiure of the SSC impair the capabfty of CA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing Ihear
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Fallure of the Phone System In the CSS as a result ofa DBE VAR not hnpair the capabiliy of QA-1 and CA-2 SSCs from
performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation function

QA- Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs ismcon provide deecdton oralarm ofmauthorted truson or unauthorized explosive materials tn the restrkced area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Phone System In the CSS does not proAde for detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusions or unauthorized
exposhe materials In the resiricted area.

6.2 li the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

o Yes? Rationale:
The Phone System hI the CSS performs no special nuclear material accountably function.
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SDD: SU05 - Carrier Staging Shed (CSS) System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: WJA

Level 3: Phone System Level 5: WA

QA. - mportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC prmde personnel radation sdelding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or requh personnel access into rdation
aras by its own radioacnve source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Phone System hI the CSS does not pravide any personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates, or have its own
radioactive source term.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Phone System in the CSS performs no radiological monitoring function.

Previous QA Classification:

T queson is Ib'hstodfoe and raceabltypwposes ent. A 'es answer to ts question does notprde hiduson to the Q-Lst

a0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclsiDn, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (QA-1) orwaste isolation (A-2)?

Z Yes? Ratiorale:

The Phone System hi the CSS was previously on the 041st by direct Inclusion for the Surface Seivice and Utility Systems,
SSA 3.1.1.32 Communication System, as OA-1; but the Phone System hI the CSS has not been specirmally analyzed or
included on the Q-ist.
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SDD: SUO5 - Carrier Staging Shed (CSS) System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Public AddresslCentral Alarm System Level 5: N/A

A-1 QA-2 QA-3 CA4 QA- QA-6 OA-7 Non-C
o C 00E 0 2z C 0

QA-1 Important to Radiological Safety,

1.1 Is the SSC requied to prvdde reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored. emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limis?

O Yes? Rationale:
The Public Address/Central Alarm System hi the CSS performs no radiogical safety functions that would provide
reasonable assurance that high level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved without
exceeding federd lmits.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event wlhich would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal lkmits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Public Address/Central Alarm System hi the CSS is not required to function to prvent, mitigate, or monitor any DBEs.

1.3 Wil the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal imits?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Public Address/Central Alarm System In the CSS wMl not result In a DBE.

QA-2 Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barnlers?

D Yes? Rationale:
The Pubilc Address/Central Alarm System hi the CSS Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC significantly effect the hydrological, geochemical, orgeomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste solation function?

a Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Public Addressfeentral Alarm System In the CSS will not affect the characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers.
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SDD: SU05 - Carrier Staging Shed (CSS) System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Public Address/Central Alarm System LevelS: N/A

QA-5 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function o the SSC deslgned for colecon, conarwnent, and/or monilorlng of ste-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Pubic AddressJCentral Alarm System In the CSS does not collect. contain. or monor any ste-generated radioactive
waste.

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the effects ofire?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Public AddresslCentralbAlarm System in the CSS does not protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

GA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Bass Event could faflure ofte SSC kinpair the capabi~ty of QA- or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radlobgical safety or waste Isolation function?

(2Yes? Rationale:

Fdlure of the Public Address/Centrl Alarm System i the CSS asa result of e DBE wilI not irnpar the capabilty of QA-1
and QA-2 SSCs from performng their radiological safety or waste Isolation function.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorted Intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area?

1j Yes? Rationale:

The Pubic Address/Central Alarm System In the CSS may provide for detection or alarm of unatAhortzed Intrusions or
unauthoried explosive materials In the restricted area.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requhed for special nuclear material accountabihly?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Public Address/Centl Alarm System hI the CSS performs no special nuclear material accountablity unction.
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SDD: SU05 - Carrier Staging Shed (CSS) System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: NA

Level 3: Public Address/Central Alarm System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiaton selding, reduce dose rates I rdoacve areas, or re personnel access into radiation
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Public Address/Central Alarm System n the CSS does not proide arty personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose
rates, or have Is own radioactive source ler.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanenty instaed diatmomnitor which monts aeas for pesonnelradaton prdecton?

D Yes? Rationale:
The Public AddressCentral Alarm System hI the CSS performs no radiological monitoring fhnction.

Previous QA Classification:

Tl quesion s Jrhor atandtarceabtypupss o A ys'answerto is quesIon does notprode hncsfon to the Q-Ust

E.O Are there other factors, such as previous analyse, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that Ld to the preWious conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

Z Yes? Rationale:

The Public Address/Central Alarm System in the CSS was previously on the Q-List by direct Inclusion for the Surface
Service and Utility Systems, SSA 31.1.32 Communication System, as OA1; but the Public Address/Central Alarm
System hI the CSS has not been specifolaly analyzed or iked on the Q-lst.
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SDD: SU05 - Carrier Staging Shed (CSS) System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Security System Level 5: NIA

CA-1 CA-2 CA-S CA4 QA-l aA-6 CIA-7 Non-a

0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0

QA-1 Important to RadiologcaJ Safety:

1.1 s the SSC required to pwide reasorable assunce that highevel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, enplaced, and
retrieved without aaeedM I he federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Security System hi e CSS performs no radiological safety ficions that would provide reasonable assurance that
Nigh level waste can be received, handed, paclaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved without exceeding federal Ihits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function lo prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise resul I a radioactive
release above De federal Emits?

O Yes? Rationale:
The SecurIty System In the CSS Is not required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor any DBEs

13 Will the direct failure of the SSC result hI a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above he federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Security System In the CSS wit not result hi a DBE.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a wastle Isoton functon by forming part fthe natural engineered banters?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Security System hI the CSS Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct fahre of the SSC sW cantly aledth e hydrological, geochemical, orgeomechanvcal characteristlcs of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of le Security System In the CSS wi not affect the characteristics of he natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SUO5 - Cirrier Staging Shed (CSS) System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Security System Level 5: N/A

QA3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of He-generated radioactive waste?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The Security System hI the CSS does not collect, contain, or monitor any sote-generated radioactive waste.

QA.4 - rnportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 a A-2 SSCs from the effects ofire?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Security System In the CSS does not protect OA-t or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fie.

QA.5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a res of a Design Basis Evert, coui fatilure of the SSC Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing heir
radiological safety or waste solation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Faiure of the Seury Systemn hie CSS as a result of a DOE wil not mpair he capality of QA-1 and QA-2 SSCs from
performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation function.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs funcion proe deecion or alrm e unauthortzed intrusion or unauthorized explosive mterials In the restricted area?

5 Yes? Rationale:

The Security System In the CSS may provde for detection or alarm of uauthorized Inrusions or unauthorized elosIve
materials In the restricted area.

62 Is thle SSCs funcon requed for special ear ateil accountablity?
O Yes? Rationale:

The Security System In the CSS performs no special nuclear material accounability function.
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SDD: SU05 - Carrier Staging Shed (CSS) System

SSC: Communications Systems Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Security System Level 8: N/A

QA-7 - mportant to Occupational Radiological Expose:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shieldmg, reduce dose rates h radioactive areas, or requh personnel access Into radiation
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

1 Yes? Rationale:
The Security System hI the CSS does not provide any personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates, or have its own
radioactive source tem.

7.2 s the SSC a permanently instaled dialon monitor wich mniwors areas for personnel radbiaon protection?

J Yes? Rationale:

The Security System hI the CSS performi no radiological monitoring functon.

Previous QA ClassiFication:

Ths queslon Is torcalandtraceaWypuwposes on A ysnsworlo this questin doesnotpmvie ncsoo the Q-Lst

33 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, lhat ed to the previous conclusion that
his SSC Is Important to radioloical safety (CA-1) or waste Isolation (A-2)?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The Security System In the CSS was previously on the Q-st by direct inclusion for the Surface Service nd Utirity
Systems. SSA 3.1.1.3.2 Comunication System, as QA-1; but the Security System In the CSS has not been specifically
analyzed or Included on the 0-1Ust
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